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INTRODUCTION 
 
I. THE PURPOSE OF THIS EDITION 
 
In 1451, Verona, Isotta Nogarola took up her pen in defense of Eve. 
For over a thousand years, writers from Tertullian to Boccaccio had 
blamed Eve for Original Sin: Eve had eaten from the tree of 
knowledge, and ever since then humans had inherited a sinful nature. 
In popular belief, Eve’s sin was a consequence of women’s inferiority 
and a justification for their subordinate role in society. Eve was 
foolish, weak-willed, and easily deceived. Her sin, moreover, was an 
act of defiance: an attempt to gain knowledge and power that had been 
forbidden to her. 
 
Nogarola’s Defense of Eve, which traditionally bears the title D! Par" 
aut Impar" #vae atque $dae Pecc%t&,1 laid the foundation for an 
argument that women were not inherently inferior. As Margaret King 
and Diana Robin write, “The importance of this work and its place 
among inaugural texts in the history of the European controversy over 
gender and nature cannot be overstated” (2004: 142). Beyond that 
historical importance, the work is of high literary quality: Nogarola’s 
writing is witty, ironic, and complex. 
 
Despite the importance of Nogarola’s Defense of Eve, there is no 
edition suitable for the Latin classroom. King and Robin have an 
English translation of the work in their 2004 Isotta Nogarola: 
Complete Writings, but the only modern edition of the Latin text is 
in Eugenius Abel’s 1886 Omnia Opera, which provides the bare text 

 
1 This title (On the Equal or Unequal Sin of Adam and Eve) is the first line 
of a longer title, which we print in full on page 32. This is the title that 
Eugenius Abel chose for it in his 1886 critical edition, but each of the 
surviving manuscripts bears a different title. It is not clear which title, if any, 
goes back to Nogarola herself, and so we have taken the liberty of calling it 
by a new name, at least in English, the Defense of Eve, which we take from 
King’s description of the work (1978: 818). 
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with no notes, grammatical help, or vocabulary aid.2 The lack of an 
edition for students of Latin is particularly lamentable because the 
work provides students an opportunity to explore the cultural history 
of Latin. Nogarola could have written the work in her native Italian, 
and it is significant that she chose to write it in Latin instead.  
 
Nogarola’s choice of Latin positioned her as a figure of authority. In 
the first place, Nogarola’s decision to use Latin signaled her 
participation in a debate with the scholastic theologians of the twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries. These theological works, which were 
written in a medieval form of Latin, still served as the basis for higher 
education in Nogarola’s day. Nogarola responded to, and countered, 
the works of these theologians, who had seen Eve as bearing the 
primary guilt for sin. In addition, Nogarola’s Latin also marked her as 
a figure in the world of Renaissance humanism, which flourished in 
Italy in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The humanists of the 
Renaissance looked down on the Latin of the Middle Ages and sought 
to rediscover and reproduce the Classical Latin of ancient Rome. 
Nogarola was a humanist, and her eloquence in Classical Latin had 
already brought her fame. Nogarola’s use of Latin was a humanist 
strategy to set herself up as an authoritative figure, in command of 
both the prestige language (Classical Latin) and the religious and 
literary authorities of the past, whom she quoted extensively.3  
 
The primary goal of this edition is to allow students to engage directly 
with Nogarola’s Defense of Eve, which is a work of fundamental 
importance for the history of gender and society. In addition, students 
will gain an introduction to scholasticism and humanism, and to the 
importance of these movements for the history of Latin.  

 
2 Abel’s text of the Defense of Eve is at 1886: 2.187–216. Abel does provide 
a rich introduction to Nogarola and her works (1886: 1.i–clxxii), but given 
that the introduction is over a hundred pages long, and in Latin, it is likewise 
not well suited to the needs of students. 
3 For more detail on scholasticism, humanism, and Nogarola’s use of Latin, 
see Introduction V–VI. 
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A secondary goal of this edition is to serve as a resource for scholars. 
Our Latin text builds on Abel’s critical edition by incorporating 
readings from manuscripts to which he did not have access.4 
Moreover, Abel’s edition provides no citations for the many 
quotations of prior authors embedded within the work. Many of these 
quotations have now been identified by King and Robin (2004), by 
Benckhuysen (2019: 30–35), and by Borelli, Buffon, and Jakubecki 
(2021). We have been able to build on the work of these scholars, 
identifying even more of the sources of the Defense of Eve.5 There is 
still more work to be done both on the Latin text and on the 
quotations found within it, but such work would be beyond the scope 
of a student edition. For the present, this edition will have the most 
up-to-date Latin text and the most extensive commentary available on 
the Latin text and the sources of the Defense of Eve. 
 
 
II. ISOTTA NOGAROLA, LUDOVICO FOSCARINI, AND 
THEIR DEBATE 
 
Nogarola’s Defense of Eve takes the form of a debate between herself 
and Ludovico Foscarini. The debate unfolded over the course of a 
series of letters, which Nogarola then edited for publication. The 
starting point of the debate was Augustine’s claim that Adam and Eve 
“sinned unequally in respect to their sex, but equally in their pride” 
(pecc!v"runt impar# sex$ sed par# fast$).6 Foscarini took the position 
that Eve’s sin was greater, while Nogarola argued the greater sin was 

 
4 Introduction VII-VIII provides more detail on the textual history of the 
Defense of Eve and on the Latin text of this edition. 
5 The sources that we have newly identified can be found in chapters 2.1 
(Augustine; Tertullian), 3.2 (Gregory the Great; Gratian), 3.5 (Sirach; 
Augustine), 3.9 (Liber D! Caus"s; Duns Scotus; Lucan), 3.13 (Gospel of 
John), 4.4 (Gregory the Great), 4.7 (Gratian), 4.8 (Julius Firmicus 
Maternus), 4.9 (Liber D! Caus"s; Duns Scotus), 4.10 (Augustine; Thomas 
Aquinas; Sirach), 5.4 (D"gesta; Azo of Bologna), and 5.13 (Cicero). 
6 For more on this quotation and its context, see Introduction III. 
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Adam’s. Though Nogarola and Foscarini were ostensibly debating 
the relative guilt of Adam and Eve, they used the controversy to 
explore gender, justice, free will, the search for knowledge, and the 
nature of sin. 
 
Nogarola came into the debate with a formidable reputation.7 Born 
around 1418, she struck out early for literary fame. Isotta’s mother, 
Bianca, had provided a humanistic education for Isotta and her 
sisters. Humanism, which was a forerunner of the modern 
humanities, was an intellectual movement that focused on recovering 
the language, literature, and culture of ancient Rome. While still a 
teenager, Isotta, along with her sister Ginevra, exchanged letters with 
an expanding circle of humanist luminaries like Guarino da Verona. 
Epistolary exchanges were one of the main ways that humanists 
shared ideas and showed off their ability to produce eloquent Latin. 
Such letters were meant for public circulation, and humanists like 
Isotta used them to burnish their reputation. Nogarola did face 
detractors, one of whom circulated an anonymous invective alleging 
all sorts of sexual crimes,8 but the scholarly community in general was 
largely welcoming and encouraging, if also condescending.9 As she 
came to adulthood, Nogarola took the unusual path of avoiding both 
marriage and the convent, devoting herself instead to her studies.10 At 
this time her focus of study also shifted, and she turned from the 
classical authors of ancient Rome to the study of Christianity. 

 
7 For more on the life and works of Isotta Nogarola, see especially Abel 
(1886: 1.i–clv), King (1994), Allen (2002: 944–69), King and Robin 
(2004), and Stevenson (2005: 156–65).  
8 For more on the anonymous pamphlet, see King and Robin (2004: 68–69) 
and Parker (2021). For the text of the pamphlet, see Segarizzi (1904: 50–
54). 
9 On the general acceptance of the education of upper-class women, see Cox 
(2008: 11); on some examples of the encouraging, though condescending, 
attitude Nogarola faced, see King (1978). 
10 For more on Nogarola’s decision not to marry, see King (1978) and King 
and Robin (2004: 101–107). 
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Ludovico Foscarini (1409–1480) met Nogarola when he was sent to 
govern Verona in 1451 on behalf of the Republic of Venice, which 
had conquered the city a generation earlier.11 Foscarini had degrees in 
civil and canon law, and like Nogarola he had received a humanistic 
education as well. When Foscarini first arrived in Verona, Nogarola 
wrote him a letter of welcome, and the two struck up a friendship that 
over the years would become intense and complex.12  
 
Our knowledge of their relationship is fragmentary because it relies 
on the intermittent survival of Foscarini’s letters. Nogarola’s letters to 
Foscarini unfortunately do not survive, apart from her letter of 
welcome and the letters that make up the Defense of Eve. In 1453, we 
find that the new bishop of Verona, Ermolao Barbaro the Elder, made 
Foscarini promise to stop seeing Nogarola.13 After all, Foscarini was 
a married man and Nogarola an unmarried woman. In their cultural 
world, such a relationship was considered to be morally dangerous. 
Nevertheless, while Foscarini no longer visited Nogarola, their 
relationship continued through letters. An eight-year gap in the 
evidence ensues. Then in 1461 Nogarola’s mother died. Foscarini 
wrote to a mutual friend and told him to send Nogarola to stay with 
him.14 It appears that Nogarola was still there with Foscarini three 
years later: in a letter to Bishop Barbaro in 1464, Foscarini mentions 
in an off-hand way that Nogarola sends her greetings.15 
 
The Defense of Eve seems to have grown out of conversations that 
Nogarola and Foscarini had been having when their relationship was 
still new. The genre of the work is unusual, perhaps unique. In one 

 
11 For more on Ludovico Foscarini, see King (1986: 374–77), King and 
Robin (2004: 114–37), and Bowd (2016). 
12 The letter of welcome is number LV in Abel’s collection (1886: 2.28–34). 
For an overview of Nogarola’s relationship with Foscarini, including an 
English translation of Letter LV, see King and Robin (2004: 114–37). 
13 The letter is number LVI in Abel’s collection (1886: 2.35–38). 
14 The letter is number LXXXI in Abel’s collection (1886: 2.159–60). 
15 The letter is number LXXXIV in Abel’s collection (1886: 2.181–82). 
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sense, it is like a scholastic disputation.16 Scholasticism was the 
intellectual movement that developed in medieval universities and 
used Latin disputations, or debates, to explore questions about 
philosophy and theology. The Defense of Eve resembles a scholastic 
disputation in that a central question is proposed and debated 
through arguments and rebuttals that rest sometimes on the citation 
of authorities and sometimes on logic. Yet the Defense of Eve takes 
the form of an epistolary exchange, a genre which, as mentioned 
above, was a favorite of the humanists.17 Three of the early 
manuscripts of the work bear notes that claim Nogarola’s letter of 
welcome to Foscarini prompted this debate-through-letters.18 This 
claim might have been a conceit that originated with Nogarola and 
Foscarini themselves, though it might also be a supposition of the 
manuscript copyists. Although the work is a debate, Nogarola and 
Foscarini seem to be working with rather than against each other: a 
choreographed dance rather than fierce combat. 
 
The work is suffused with irony. In order to establish that Eve was 
less guilty, Nogarola argues that women are inherently inferior in 
intellect and moral resolve, and therefore less responsible for their 
actions (2.1). In doing so, she highlights the “logical inconsistency of 
prevailing views about women... (since they) cannot be both the 
weaker sex by divine design and more culpable for original sin” 

 
16 On the history and nature of scholastic disputations, see Novikoff (2012). 
17 The Defense of Eve is frequently described by scholars as a dialogue, which 
is not the case. The idea of seeing the work as a dialogue goes back to Abel’s 
critical edition of 1886, where he titles it a dialogus and formats the text as if 
it were a dialogue. Abel seems to have been influenced by the first print 
edition (1563), in which the work had been rewritten into a dialogue by 
Isotta Nogarola’s grand-nephew Francesco. Yet it is clear both from the early 
manuscripts and from the text of the work itself that it was a written 
exchange with no pretense of speakers or the conventions of a dialogue. For 
more on the textual history of the Defense of Eve, see Introduction VII. 
18 It has been suggested that the Defense of Eve might be a written version 
of a debate that was held orally in public, but there is no evidence for such a 
debate.  
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(Benckhuysen 2019: 31).19 Moreover, this argument puts Foscarini in 
the position of having to argue that women are not fundamentally 
inferior.  
 
Nogarola also uses the work to make a defense against criticisms that 
were surely leveled against her as well as Eve. Foscarini argues that 
Eve’s sin was greater because she sought knowledge beyond what was 
fit for her nature as a woman, which he characterizes as an act of 
arrogance (3.5). Nogarola, who spent her life seeking the kind of 
knowledge that was almost universally restricted to men, argues that 
the search for knowledge is not fueled by arrogance, but is rather an 
innate instinct for all humans (4.6).  
 
 
III. EVE, MISOGYNY, AND THE HISTORY OF FEMINISM 
 
Nogarola’s work defending Eve marks an inflection point in the 
trajectory of the status of women in Europe.20 Eve played an outsized 
role in how Christian communities thought about women. For over a 
thousand years, authors from Tertullian to Boccaccio had blamed Eve 
for the existence of sin.21 Nogarola’s rehabilitation of Eve built on, and 
argued against, this millennium-long tradition. At the same time, 
Nogarola’s defense of women was a break with the past and the start 
of something new, now sometimes called “protofeminism,” which 
began with the late-medieval author Christine de Pizan.22 Nogarola 

 
19 This kind of irony is a tactic that Nogarola uses elsewhere with male 
interlocutors, as Bor!i" and Karasman (2015) argue. 
20 King and Rabil (2004) outline the cultural history of the status of women 
in ancient Greece and Rome, the Middle Ages, and the Early Modern period. 
21 Benckhuysen (2019: 15–22) surveys the history of the interpretation of 
Eve up until the Renaissance. 
22 Ferguson (2004: 7–9) outlines the notion of protofeminism; she points 
out that the term is useful for setting these early writers apart from the post-
Enlightenment struggle for equality, but that the term is problematic because 
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was among the earliest, along with Christine de Pizan, to argue for 
women’s inherent worth as humans, and the next few centuries saw 
many other writers following Nogarola and defending Eve.23 
 
In the Book of Genesis (2–3), a snake convinces Eve to eat the fruit 
of the Tree of Knowledge, which had been forbidden by God. Eve, in 
turn, convinces Adam to eat as well. God punishes both with 
mortality and with expulsion from the Garden of Eden. Adam’s 
particular punishment is to have to work for food, while Eve’s is 
painful childbirth and subordination to her husband. 
 
In Christian communities, the guilt of Eve came to be associated with 
all women. When the second-century author Tertullian wrote a two-
volume work criticizing women for how they dressed, he started by 
asking them: “Don’t you know that you are Eve?... You are the 
doorway to the devil, the unsealor of that notorious tree, the first to 
disobey divine law… on account of what you have earned, that is, 
death, even the son of God had to die” (D! Cult' F!min%rum 1.1.1–
2). This identification of all women with Eve would take on increased 
significance as a theology developed that posited that Christ came to 
the world in order to atone for original sin, and therefore it was Eve’s 
fault that God had to be incarnated, suffer, and die on the cross. This 
accusation was influential and long-lasting: even in the Defense of Eve 
Nogarola takes pains to argue that it was Adam’s actions, not Eve’s, 
that ultimately resulted in the incarnation and death of Christ (2.4, 
4.8). 
 
Not all Christian writers saw Eve as solely or primarily responsible 
for sin. In the early fifth century, Augustine wrote that Adam and Eve 
sinned unequally in their sex but equally in their pride, which is the 

 
it implies a single, linear history for feminism. Ferguson also (2004: 9–12) 
explores Christine de Pizan’s place at the start of this tradition. 
23 Ardissino (2019: 283–95) surveys the history of works that, in the wake 
of the Defense of Eve, took up Eve’s defense and argued on behalf of the 
dignity and value of women. 
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sentiment that Nogarola and Foscarini set as the starting point of 
their debate. The idea is present both in Augustine’s On the Literal 
Meaning of Genesis 11.35 (PL 34.449) and in City of God 14.11–14. 
Augustine reasons that Adam and Eve each sinned through pride, 
both in their disobedience and in their unwillingness to take 
responsibility for their actions. In regard to how they sinned 
unequally in respect to their sex, Augustine argues that Eve, as a 
woman, was deceived by the serpent because she had less intelligence 
and resolve, while Adam was not deceived but made an active choice 
to follow Eve so that he would not be separated from her.  
 
The question of Adam and Eve’s relative guilt later became a topic of 
inquiry among the scholastic theologians of the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries. Peter Lombard (1096–1160), in a chapter that engaged 
extensively with Augustine, concluded that Eve sinned more because 
she, unlike Adam, actually believed that she would be like God, and 
because she acted in the expectation that her sin would be forgiven 
(Sententiae 2.22). A generation later, Peter of Poitiers (1130–1215) 
revisited the question and likewise argued that Eve was more guilty 
(Sententiae 2.18). Finally, Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274) considered 
the question in his Summa Theologica (IIb Question 163 Article 4). 
Aquinas came to a three-part conclusion: 1) Adam bore greater 
responsibility for his sin in that he was more perfect than Eve; 2) they 
sinned equally in terms of the genus of sin because each sinned from 
pride; and 3) Eve sinned more greatly in terms of the species of sin 
because her pride was greater, because she caused Adam to sin, and 
because she did not sin out of love, as Adam had for her. 
 
Nogarola and Foscarini engaged extensively with the arguments of 
the scholastic theologians. In fact, the opinion from Augustine that 
served as their starting point (pecc%v!runt impar" sex' sed par" fast', 
p. 32) is not a direct quotation of Augustine, but rather a paraphrase 
of Augustine from Peter of Poiters, which is emblematic of the extent 
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to which Nogarola and Foscarini were responding to the scholastic 
theologians more than to early Christian thinkers like Augustine.24 
 
Despite the nuanced arguments about relative guilt in Thomas 
Aquinas, Eve continued to be seen as the guilty party in popular 
culture. Around 1361, Boccaccio wrote a collection of biographies of 
famous women, which started with a Life of Eve. Echoing arguments 
from the scholastics, Boccaccio wrote that because of her “womanly 
fickleness,” she “foolishly believed” that she could be like God (D! 
Mulieribus Cl%r"s 1.6).  
 
And yet, things were beginning to change. Christine de Pizan wrote 
in defense of women in Letter to the God of Love (1399) and The 
Book of the City of Ladies (1405). In the Letter, she addressed the 
question of Eve specifically and argued both that Eve was not inferior 
and that Eve’s guilt did not transfer to all women. Christine de Pizan’s 
arguments sparked what later became known as the querelle des 
femmes, a debate that would foster arguments recognizing women’s 
moral, intellectual, and spiritual equality with men.25 
 
 
IV. ANTISEMITISM IN THE DEFENSE OF EVE 
 
At several points in the Defense of Eve, Nogarola and Foscarini put 
forward arguments that are antisemitic.26 In 3.13, Foscarini argues 

 
24 Borelli, Buffon, and Jakubecki (2021: 326) first realized that Nogarola and 
Foscarini found their quotation from Augustine in Peter of Poitiers, and 
they likewise found Nogarola and Foscarini to have almost exclusively taken 
their quotations of ancient authorities from medieval scholastic sources. 
25 For more on the querelle des femmes, see King and Rabil (2004: xix–xixx) 
and Ardissino (2019: 283–95). 
26 The term “anti-Jewish” is sometimes used rather than “antisemitic” to 
describe the Christian hostility to Jewish beliefs, practices, and people in the 
pre-modern world, since “antisemitism” connotes a type of racism, and 
Judaism had not yet been racialized. Yet the fifteenth century presents a gray 
area in this respect. Some Christians were beginning to view Jewish identity 
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that Jesus condemned the Jews as guiltier than Pilate on the grounds 
that their sin was prior to Pilate’s, and so their sin caused his. In 
response (4.13), Nogarola writes that Jesus condemned the Jews not 
because their sin was first, but because they should have known better 
since, in her opinion, their scriptures clearly foretold Jesus’s arrival. 
Finally,  in 5.12, Foscarini argues that a number of factors show Pilate 
to be less guilty, such as the fact that he washed his hands of 
responsibility. Both Nogarola and Foscarini use the antisemitic 
epithet “the ignorant Jews” throughout these arguments. Despite 
their differing lines of reasoning, both Nogarola and Foscarini agree 
in taking for granted the idea that the Jewish people as a whole bear 
responsibility for the death of Jesus. 
 
Antisemitism was pervasive in the Christian communities of 
fifteenth-century Europe. Nogarola and Foscarini were not unique in 
propagating antisemitic ideas; they, like most other Christians of the 
era, took these ideas for granted. Yet the pervasiveness of this 
antisemitism does not mean that it was therefore harmless. 
Arguments like those found in the Defense of Eve were used as the 
basis for a range of coercive and violent acts against Jews as the 
persecution of Jewish people intensified over the course of the early 
modern era. In 1492, all Jews would be expelled from Spain. In 1516, 
the Jews of Venice would be forced to live in a neighborhood called 
the “Ghetto,” and this system of confinement soon spread to other 
cities. Almost everywhere, Jews faced increased legal restrictions and 
the risk of mob violence. 
 
The antisemitic portions of the Defense of Eve will make 
uncomfortable reading for many students. Indeed, they should make 
for uncomfortable reading for us all. Yet we felt it was important not 
to excise these portions of the text or to otherwise side-step their 

 
as something inherited and distinct from one’s religious beliefs. Although 
each term (“anti-Jewish” and “antisemitic”) is problematic when applied to 
this era, we have chosen to use “antisemitic” because the racializing of 
Judaism was already in progress. 
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problematic nature. Antisemitism was pervasive in Renaissance Italy 
in general and among humanists in particular, and this fact should not 
be elided or ignored.27  
 
 
V. ANCIENT ROME, HUMANISM, AND THE HISTORY 
OF LATIN 
 
The Defense of Eve is a enlightening text for Latin students because 
of the unique light it sheds on the history of Latin. Latin had been a 
written language for around two thousand years before Isotta 
Nogarola and the humanists. Yet the Latin language was never 
monolithic or static. Even in the earliest inscriptions, from the sixth 
to third centuries BCE, we find dialectical differences from one 
locality to another. A literary standard developed over the course of 
the second and first centuries BCE, but even then the language varied 
among the many different Latin-speaking communities which 
stretched across and beyond the Mediterranean and which contained 
millions of (often bilingual) speakers. As the centuries wore on, the 
spoken language changed more quickly than the written standard. 
The spoken form of Latin eventually became the various Romance 
languages (such as French, Spanish, Italian, and many others), but 
even then Latin itself kept a crucial place in various cultural spheres, 
like the Church and the University. 
 
Latin textbooks and curricula today usually focus on one particular 
aspect of this multifaceted history: the “Classical Latin” found in 
literary works ranging from the second century BCE to the second 
century CE. The decision to focus on this phase of Latin in preference 
to all others is the legacy of a different era of Latin: Renaissance 
humanism. 
 

 
27 For more context on the history of humanism and antisemitism, see Bowd 
(2016), who focuses particular attention on Ludovico Foscarini. 
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The idea that there even is such a thing as “Classical Latin” is a notion 
that we owe to the humanists of the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries. Petrarch, along with other early humanists, argued that 
ancient Rome represented a zenith of language, literature, and human 
culture. They argued that there had followed a “Dark Age” in which 
all had languished, and that they were restoring the greatness of 
ancient Rome. The humanists therefore studied the language and 
literature of ancient Rome, and they engaged with this material in 
hopes of improving their own society. The humanist era saw notable 
intellectual achievements: ancient Latin texts were rediscovered and 
the ancient Latin language came to be much better understood. A less 
fortunate byproduct of the era, however, was that it relegated all post-
classical Latin to second-class status, including, ironically, the Latin 
writings of the Renaissance itself. The humanists, in effect, caused 
their own erasure. 
 
Petrarch’s trifold schema of history (from classical greatness to Dark 
Ages to Renaissance) is now roundly rejected within the academic 
world, even if it persists in some popular histories. The idea of a 
shining classical era that degenerated into medieval darkness has been 
replaced by histories that see the Middle Ages as a time of both 
continuity and transformation. In the case of literature, scholars have 
been increasingly exploring the richness of Latin in the medieval and 
early modern worlds on their own terms, rather than judging them by 
a set of anachronistic standards. 
 
Yet Latin pedagogy has not caught up with Latin scholarship. There 
are relatively few student editions of medieval Latin texts, and only a 
handful for the Latin literature of the Renaissance and early modern 
eras, which is also called Neo-Latin. 
 
By creating an edition of the Defense of Eve, we hope to provide 
students a window into a different era of Latin literature. The Defense 
of Eve is a humanist text to the extent that the authors generally use 
a classical standard for their Latin. At the same time, their usage was 
not rigid. As will be clear in the next section, Nogarola and Foscarini 
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freely took up late antique and medieval words and grammatical 
constructions when it suited their needs. Yet this too reflects a 
different aspect of humanism: the use of ancient language and 
literature to address issues in their own contemporary world. For 
them, the Latin language was not a museum piece, to be kept 
untouched for fear of mishandling. Rather, it was a tool that might 
get scuffed or bent out of shape, but which had a purpose and a power. 
 
 
VI. THE LATIN OF THE DEFENSE OF EVE 
 
The Renaissance humanists had a goal of restoring the grammar and 
style of Classical Latin. Accordingly, the Latin of Nogarola and 
Foscarini themselves will mostly accord with what students will have 
learned in introductory textbooks. However, Nogarola and Foscarini 
frequently quote texts from Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages, and 
these quotations often feature vocabulary, grammar, and stylistic 
features not commonly found in Classical Latin.28 In addition, 
Nogarola and Foscarini occasionally use post-classical words and 
constructions, especially as they analyze and comment on these post-
classical sources. 
 
Nogarola and Foscarini quote extensively from late antique authors 
and works, like the Vulgate (fourth century),29 Ambrose (fourth 
century),30 Julius Firmicus Maternus (fourth century),31 Hilary of 
Poitiers (fourth century),32 Augustine (fourth/fifth century),33 and 

 
28 For concise linguistic surveys of these eras of Latin, see Adams (2011) for 
Late Antiquity and Dinkova-Bruun (2011) for the Middle Ages. 
29 See 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and throughout. 
30 See 4.4 and 4.6. 
31 See 4.8. 
32 See 4.8. 
33 See 2.1, 3.5, 4.6, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 5.12. 
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Gregory the Great (sixth century).34 The Latin of this era, often called 
“Late Latin,” had seen a number of changes from the Latin of Cicero’s 
day. Among these late features, the most prominent in the Defense of 
Eve is the extended use of noun clauses beginning with quod. These 
quod-clauses gradually replaced the accusative-infinitive construction 
as a means of expressing indirect statement, and they could also be 
used for result clauses and indirect commands.35  
 
Nogarola and Foscarini also engaged extensively, albeit usually tacitly, 
with authors and works from the later Middle Ages, like Peter 
Lombard (twelfth century),36 Peter of Poitiers (twelfth century),37 
Gratian (twelfth century),38 Bernard of Clairvaux (twelfth century),39 
Duns Scotus (thirteenth century),40 and Thomas Aquinas (thirteenth 
century),41 as well as medieval Latin translations of Aristotle and the 
Liber D! Caus"s, which was wrongly believed to be a work of 
Aristotle.42 Indeed, as Borelli, Buffon, and Jakubecki (2021) have 
shown, even when Nogarola and Foscarini quote late antique sources, 
the phrasing of those quotations often shows that they were taken 
from the paraphrases of these later medieval authors.  
 
These twelfth and thirteenth century authors were part of an 
intellectual movement now called scholasticism. These authors were 
scholars at the newly founded universities, and they wrote on 
theology, philosophy, and law. They developed a unique style of 

 
34 See 3.2, 3.12, 3.13, 4.4, 4.13, 5.12. 
35 See, e.g., 3.6 and 4.9. 
36 See 2.1. 
37 Quoted in the Latin title of the Defense of Eve (p. 32), see also 
Introduction III. 
38 See 3.2 and 4.7. 
39 See 4.9. 
40 See 3.9, 4.9, 5.8. 
41 See 3.2, 3.5, 4.4, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10. 
42 See 3.9, 4.9, 5.8. 
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medieval Latin, with its own idioms and technical grammar.43 In the 
Defense of Eve, we find some scholastic features, especially in 
technical vocabulary, with phrases like oper!ti" (“action,” 3.3 and 
4.3), v#si"nis scientia (“the knowledge of vision,” referring to God’s 
knowledge stemming from his ability to see the past and future, 4.7), 
l#berum arbitrium (“free will,” 4.9 and 5.9), opposita (“contrary 
propositions,” 4.9) and propter quod $numquodque t!le et illud 
magis (“whatever makes a thing such as it is, is also that thing to an 
even higher degree,” literally “on account of which thing each thing is 
such as it is, it is that thing even more,” 3.9 and 4.9).  
 
The Defense of Eve also exhibits grammatical forms commonly found 
in scholastic Latin. For instance, the ablative singular of comparative 
adjectives ends in -# rather than -e (e.g. d$ri"r# poen!, “with a harsher 
punishment,” 1.1). Additionally, perfect passive verbs regularly use 
forms of “to be” in the perfect stem rather than in the imperfect stem 
(e.g. fuit ausus rather than est ausus for “he dared,” 3.2).44 
 
Finally, students may find it useful to know that Nogarola and 
Foscarini made use of some rhetorical structuring devices that, while 
classical, are much more common in scholastic Latin. For instance, 
they often recapitulate each others’ arguments with a quod-clause 
containing a subjunctive of reported reason, as when Nogarola writes 
Quod autem facilius potuerit am#cissima socia virum d%cipere quam 
turpissimus serp%ns mulierem... (“As to the fact that, according to 
you, a most loving partner could deceive her husband more easily than 
the most foul serpent could the woman,” 4.11). Such a phrase is often 
followed with something to flag the start of one’s own argument, like 
d#c"; in the case of the previous sentence, for instance, Nogarola 
continues with mult" minus pecc!vit...d#c" (“she sinned much less...I 
say,” 4.11).  

 
43 For an introduction to scholastic Latin, see Schrader (2019). 
44 Auxiliaries in the perfect stem sometimes occurred in Classical Latin as 
well, especially in deponent verbs (see Pinkster 2015: 473–76), but the usage 
became far more common in the Middle Ages. 
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At the same time, Nogarola and Foscarini avoided the scholastic 
words and expressions that were most alien to Classical Latin, like ly 
as a definite article, or abstract nouns made from pronouns, like 
quiddit%s (“whatness”).  
 
 
VII. THE TEXTUAL HISTORY OF THE DEFENSE OF EVE 
 
It is clear that Nogarola and Foscarini had a plan for Nogarola to join 
their writings together and disseminate them publicly as a unified 
work. Although they never specifically outline this plan, Foscarini 
seems to take it for granted in his final written response. At the start 
of that response he remarks that he will add a few arguments “so that 
you can sow the sweet seeds of paradise, so as to delight readers and 
light yourself up with glory” (5.1). Then at the very end of his 
response he comments that even if his thoughts are obscure, so long 
as his writings are joined to hers “they will be illuminated and shine in 
the darkness” (5.13).  
 
The first readers of the Defense of Eve would probably have been 
members of Nogarola and Foscarini’s social circle. Publication in the 
pre-print world essentially meant sharing a literary work with friends 
and acquaintances with the permission, and perhaps encouragement, 
that those friends make copies and share it out in turn. Two letters 
about the Defense of Eve survive from contemporaries within the 
world of Venetian humanism, and these provide evidence of this early 
circulation.45 The work seems to have soon circulated more widely, 
and by the end of the fifteenth century it had reached readers far 
outside of Venice. 
 

 
45 One letter is from Matteo Bosso to Nogarola, numbered LXXVII in 
Abel’s edition (1886: 2.127–32) and discussed by King and Robin (2004: 
105–106); the other is an unpublished letter from Silvestro Lando to 
Nogarola (Hendrickson and Pisarello forthcoming). 
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The Defense of Eve received its editi& princeps, or first print edition, 
from the Aldine Press in 1563.46 The printing was overseen by Isotta’s 
grand-nephew Francesco Nogarola, who rewrote the text extensively. 
Francesco Nogarola changed the genre from an epistolary exchange 
to a Ciceronian-style dialogue, set in the gardens of Castel Azzano 
just outside Verona. Ludovico Foscarini was cut out entirely, and his 
arguments were redistributed to two new speakers: Leonardo 
Nogarola (Isotta’s brother) and Giovanni Navagero (a governor of 
Verona in 1425). Giovanni Navagero was the ancestor of Cardinal 
Bernardo Navagero, who had just been made bishop of Verona in 
1561. It seems that Francesco Nogarola rewrote and published the 
work as a way of honoring Navagero and welcoming him into the city. 
 
The editi& princeps had a lasting influence on the reception of the 
work. It is probably due to the editi& princeps that the Defense of Eve 
is commonly referred to as a dialogue rather than as a scholastic 
disputation or an epistolary exchange. In addition, the editi& princeps 
did not print Nogarola’s letter of welcome to Foscarini, which 
preceded the Defense of Eve in all known manuscripts. This deletion 
makes sense since Foscarini had been cut from the dialogue, but it 
seems that the letter should be considered part of the original work. 
 
The only modern edition of the Latin text of the Defense of Eve is the 
one made in 1886 by Eugenius Abel, who edited the complete works 
of Isotta Nogarola along with those of her sister Ginevra and aunt 
Angela. Abel’s edition is extremely careful, and it is remarkable what 
he was able to achieve given his circumstances. At the same time, his 
Latin text suffered both from his limited access to the manuscripts 
and from his method in selecting readings. A new critical edition of 
the Defense of Eve is needed, one in which the text is totally 
reconstituted based on new readings from all the now-known 
manuscripts, but such a project would be outside of the scope of a 

 
46 For more on the editi# princeps, see Abel (1886: 1.li–lv) and Bor!i" and 
Karasman (2015: 47–49). For the text of the editi# princeps, see Abel (1886: 
2.219–57). 
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student reader. Two of the co-editors of the Experrecta Series 
(Hendrickson and Pisarello) are working on a new critical edition, 
and we have been able to incorporate into this present edition some 
of their improvements and corrections to Abel’s text (see Table 1). 
 

Table 147 
 
Abel’s Edition   Pixelia Edition 
D. D. (187) V   dominum (in title) N 
Lodovicus incipit (187) V Pr&positi& Lodov"c" (1.1) F48 
nostr"49 (187)   tamen (1.1) FLNCV 
Is&ta (188) VN   R!sp&nsi& Is&tae (2.1) F 
Lodov"cus (192) VN  R!sp&nsi& Lodov"c" (3.1) F 
Is&ta (197) VN   R!sp&nsi& Is&tae (4.1) F 
Par" enim gress' (199) C  Par" etiam gress' (4.3) N 
Fragilit%s autem (201) C  Fragilit%s etiam (4.6) FLN 
sed quod (203) C  secundum quod (4.6) N 
Psalm& LXIIII (206) NC Psalm& LXVIII (4.8) FL 
omnis et $dae (206) C  omnis etiam $dae (4.9) FLN 
causae50 caus%t" (206)  causa caus%t" (4.9) FLNC 
h"s (206) C   i"s (4.9) FLN 
Lodov"cus (211) VN  R!sp&nsi& Lodov"c" et  

Concl'si& Quaesti&nis (5.1) F 
 

47 In Table 1, the page number is provided for the readings in Abel’s edition 
and the corresponding chapter number for this Pixelia edition. After the 
page or chapter number, we also indicate the manuscript that is the basis for 
the reading. The full information for these manuscripts (F, L, N, C, and V) 
can be found in the bibliography. 
48 Manuscripts L and C have similar designations that mark each time there 
is a change between the writing of Nogarola and Foscarini. 
49 Abel’s apparatus criticus suggests that nostr$ is the reading C, but this 
appears to be a mistake on the part of Abel or whoever copied the readings 
of C for him. C has the abbreviation tn, which is short for tamen but might 
have been mistaken for an abbreviation for nostr$. 
50 The causae (rather than causa) here is not based on any manuscript and 
appears to be a rare typo in Abel’s edition. 
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imm& (211) C   ide& (5.2) FLN 
h"s (212) LVC   i"s (5.3) FN 
quum (212) C   quoniam NLV 
contr% l!g!s (212) V  contr% n%t'rae l!g!s (5.4) FLNC 
(nus (215) CV   V"vis (5.13) FLN 
 
 
VIII. ABOUT THIS EDITION: RATIONALE OF THE 
LATIN TEXT, VOCABULARY, AND COMMENTARY 
 
In addition to the changes to the Latin text outlined above in Table 1, 
we also changed the punctuation and paragraphing, and we added 
chapter divisions in order to clarify the organization of the arguments 
and ease cross-reference (see Introduction IX). We keep Abel’s page 
numbers, which we place in [square brackets] in the text. 
 
We also made a few orthographical changes to the Latin text for the 
ease of students. For instance, Abel’s text uses forms like quum and 
loqu'tus, while we use the more easily recognizable spellings cum and 
loc'tus. We also added macrons to the text. Since Nogarola and 
Foscarini did not use macrons, which had not yet been developed as a 
way to mark long vowels, this change requires a word of explanation. 
 
We have decided to include macrons primarily because they make the 
Latin easier to read by distinguishing forms that would otherwise be 
identical (e.g. poen% and poena). In addition, macrons help to better 
represent the sounds of the Latin language, and so they are of 
particular help to students as they learn to read Latin— that is, to say 
or think the Latin words and understand them, rather than looking 
at the Latin words and trying to remember their English equivalents.  
 
While it is true that ancient Roman texts did not include macrons, it 
is worth noting that they likewise did not include lowercase letters 
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and punctuation— at least of the sort that modern texts employ.51 Yet 
we use lowercase letters and modern punctuation because they make 
Latin texts easier to read, and the same rationale should apply to 
macrons. 
 
The use of macrons is admittedly more dubious for a fifteenth-
century Latin text than it is for an ancient Latin text. The 
pronunciation of Latin had changed considerably: Nogarola and 
Foscarini would have pronounced Latin in the same way that they 
pronounced their Italian, which means that these macrons did not 
represent the sounds of Latin as they spoke it. All the same, as 
humanists, they were trying to use Latin as it would have been in 
ancient Rome, and so it still seems reasonable to apply an 
orthographic practice that accords with a classical standard. 
 
For the on-page vocabulary, since there would not be room on the 
page to gloss all words, our goal was to provide definitions for the 
words that students would be least likely to know and put all other 
words in a glossary at the back of the book. As a criterion, which is 
admittedly arbitrary, we settled for moving to the back of the book 
the 250 most common words in the Latin language, according to the 
Dickinson College Commentaries Core Vocabulary List. Apart from 
those words, we also moved to the back a few words that occur on 
almost every page: “Adam” ($dam, $dae m.), “Eve” (#va, #vae f.), 
“woman” (mulier, mulieris f.), and “sin” (both as a verb, pecc& [1], and 
a noun, pecc%tum, pecc%t" n.). 
 
For the commentary, our primary goal was to explain the Latin, with 
a particular view to issues that might cause trouble for students. The 
limited space on the page means that little room was left to comment 

 
51 Romans did employ cursive scripts, especially in informal documents, and 
they likewise had some punctuation marks, though not modern ones like 
commas and periods. Latin texts of the fifteenth century did employ some 
distinct majuscule and minuscule letters, as well as a kind of punctuation, but 
these too do not follow the same rationale and use as modern texts. 
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on any other aspects of the work, though we did try to cite the sources 
that Nogarola and Foscarini drew on, in particular because we have 
been able to identify more of these sources than previous editions 
have. 
 
 
IX. CHAPTER SUMMARY OF THE DEFENSE OF EVE 
 
The arguments in the Defense of Eve can be hard to follow because 
they proceed in a rapid, almost staccato fashion. Yet there is a logic to 
the organization, and the arguments mirror each other in a careful 
symmetry from one section to the next.  
 
In order to make clear the structure and logic of the piece, we have 
added chapter divisions and subdivisions. Each of the five written 
statements, which seem to have originally been letters, is here treated 
as a chapter: so the first chapter is Foscarini’s proposition, the second 
chapter is Nogarola’s response, and so on. Within each chapter, we 
have made subdivisions to separate out the various arguments within 
that chapter (2.1, 2.2, etc.). We also keep Abel’s page numbers, which 
we place in [square brackets] in the Latin text. An outline of the whole 
is as follows: 
 
1. Foscarini’s proposition: Eve is more guilty than Adam 
1.1 Foscarini provides four reasons why Eve is more guilty than 

Adam: she received a harsher penalty from a fair judge (God); she 
committed the possibly-unforgivable sin of wanting to become 
like God; she was the first cause of sin, and so responsible for all 
subsequent sins; Adam is less guilty because was led into sin by a 
loved one 

 
2. Nogarola’s response: Eve is less guilty than Adam  
2.1 Opening pleasantries; argument that Eve’s ignorance and 

inconstancy mean that she bears less responsibility 
2.2 Adam disobeyed a direct command from God, therefore he sinned 

more 
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2.3 Response to Foscarini’s argument (1.1) that Eve wanted to 
become like God: rather, she was simply weak and prone to 
indulgence 

2.4 Response to Foscarini’s argument (1.1) that Eve was the first 
cause of sin: Adam’s sin was more consequential for future 
generations 

2.5 Response to Foscarini’s argument (1.1) that Eve suffered a harsher 
penalty: Adam’s penalty (death) was worse than Eve’s 

2.6 Closing pleasantries 
  
3. Foscarini responds to Nogarola’s arguments and offers new 

arguments to support his own points 
3.1 Opening pleasantries 
3.2 Response to Nogarola’s argument (2.1) that Eve’s ignorance 

makes her less responsible: sinning from ignorance is worse, and 
God made Eve’s intellect 

3.3 Response to Nogarola’s argument (2.1) that Eve’s inconstancy 
makes her less responsible: sinning from inconstancy is worse 

3.4 Adam’s guardianship does not excuse Eve52 
3.5 Response to Nogarola’s argument (2.3) that Eve sinned out of 

weakness: Eve sinned out of arrogance because she desired more 
knowledge than was fit for her 

3.6 Response to Nogarola’s argument (2.4) that Adam’s sin was more 
consequential: Eve’s sin might have been unforgivable, like the 
devil’s, whereas Adam’s sin brought about the coming of Christ 

3.7 Response to Nogarola’s response (2.5) to Foscarini’s argument 
(1.1) that Eve received a harsher penalty: Eve received all of 
Adam’s punishments, and more in addition 

3.8 Foscarini pivots from rebuttals to offering his own positive 
arguments 

3.9 Argument that Eve caused Adam to sin 

 
52 Foscarini implicitly suggests that Nogarola has argued that Adam’s 
guardianship excuses Eve, yet Nogarola has not voiced such an argument. It 
might be the case that the argument was later removed by Nogarola and 
Foscarini. 
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3.10 Argument that since Eve was inferior to Adam, she attempted a 
greater rise in station than Adam by trying to become like God, 
and therefore committed the greater sin  

3.11 Argument that a loving wife can deceive a husband more easily 
than a foul serpent should be able to deceive a woman 

3.12 Argument that Eve sinned for longer, and therefore sinned more 
3.13 Argument that Eve’s sin was worse because it was first: an 

antisemitic argument that Jesus condemned the Jewish people as 
more guilty than Pilate 

3.14 Closing pleasantries 
  
4. Nogarola responds to Foscarini’s responses and new arguments 
4.1 Opening pleasantries 
4.2 Response to Foscarini’s response (3.2) to Nogarola’s argument 

(2.1) about Eve’s ignorance: Eve’s ignorance does excuse her 
because it is innate 

4.3 Response to Foscarini’s response (3.3) to Nogarola’s argument 
(2.1) about inconstancy: Eve’s inconstancy also excuses her 
because it is also innate 

4.4 Response to an argument about imperfection53: Adam was 
complete, but Eve simply existed to further Adam’s happiness 

4.5 Response to Foscarini’s argument (3.4) about guardianship: 
divine law treats the matter differently from secular law 

4.6 Response to Foscarini’s argument (3.5) that Eve sinned from 
arrogance: the desire for knowledge is natural, and it is more 
arrogant to disobey God’s command 

4.7 Response to Foscarini’s response (3.6) to Nogarola’s argument 
(2.4) that Adam’s sin was more consequential: Eve’s sin differed 
from the devil’s because she wanted knowledge, not power, and 
because she expected forgiveness 

 
53 Nogarola here implicitly suggests that Foscarini has made an argument 
about Eve’s imperfection, yet Foscarini has not voiced such an argument. As 
above (3.4), it might be the case that the argument was later removed by 
Nogarola and Foscarini. 
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4.8 Response to Foscarini’s response (3.7) to Nogarola’s response 
(2.5) to Foscarini’s argument (1.1) that Eve suffered a harsher 
penalty: Adam’s penalty was harsher, since it required Christ’s 
death to redeem it 

4.9 Response to Foscarini’s arguments (3.9) about Eve as the first 
cause of sin: if Adam had free will, then he (not Eve) is 
responsible for his sin 

4.10 Response to Foscarini’s argument (3.10) that Eve’s inferior 
status made the sin of arrogance worse: only a superior can force 
someone to do something, but Eve was inferior to Adam 

4.11 Response to Foscarini’s argument (3.11) that a loving wife can 
deceive a husband more easily than a foul serpent should be able 
to deceive a woman: Eve (ignorant) was persuaded by the (wise) 
serpent; Adam (wise) should not have been persuaded by his 
(ignorant) wife 

4.12 Response to Foscarini’s argument (3.12) that Eve sinned more 
greatly because she sinned for a longer time: this is negated by the 
fact that Adam and Eve were not equals 

4.13 Response to Foscarini’s argument (3.13) that Eve’s sin was worse 
because it was first: an antisemitic argument that Jesus 
condemned the Jewish people not because they first condemned 
him, but because they had reason to know better 

4.14 Closing pleasantries 
  
5. Foscarini’s final response 
5.1 Opening pleasantries 
5.2 Response to Nogarola’s response (4.2) to Foscarini’s response 

(3.2) to Nogarola’s argument (2.1) that Eve’s ignorance excuses 
her: her ignorance was not innate but willful because she chose to 
trust the serpent over God 

5.3 Response to Nogarola’s response (4.3) to Foscarini’s response 
(3.3) to Nogarola’s argument (3.2) that Eve’s inconstancy excuses 
her: God gave her suitable character and nature to attain salvation 

5.4 Response to Nogarola’s response (4.4) to an argument about Eve’s 
imperfection: if Eve was created to help Adam, she acted contrary 
to what she ought to have done 
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5.5 Response to Nogarola’s argument (4.6 and 2.2) that transgression 
is the greater sin: Adam’s transgression of God’s command is not 
relevant, because Eve transgressed it as well 

5.6 Response to Nogarola’s response (4.7) about the difference 
between Eve’s sin and the devil’s, which responded to Foscarini’s 
response (3.6) to Nogarola’s argument (2.4) that Adam’s sin was 
more consequential: the difference between the sin of angels and 
man is too big a topic to discuss here 

5.7 Response to Nogarola’s response (4.8) to Foscarini’s response 
(3.7) to Nogarola’s response (2.5) to Foscarini’s argument (1.1) 
that Eve’s punishment was harsher 

5.8 Response to Nogarola’s response (4.9) to Foscarini’s argument 
(3.9) to Eve caused Adam to sin: Foscarini rejects Nogarola’s 
interpretation of Aristotle 

5.9 Response to Nogarola’s response (4.10) to Foscarini’s argument 
(3.10) about Eve’s inferiority: Foscarini acknowledges that Adam 
had free will and that the fault does not entirely rest with Eve 

5.10 Response to Nogarola’s response (4.11) to Foscarini’s argument 
(3.11) that a wife can deceive a husband more easily than a foul 
serpent should be able to deceive a woman: women are deceptive 

5.11 A (loosely connected) response to Nogarola’s response (4.12) to 
Foscarini’s argument (3.12) that the longer a sin goes on, the 
graver it is: Eve’s sin is greater than Adam’s because we have not 
yet found a way to heal it 

5.12 A response to Nogarola’s response (4.13) to Foscarini’s 
argument (3.12) about Pilate and the Jews: Foscarini claims 
various elements of support from the gospels 

5.13 Closing pleasantries 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
 
 
abl. ablative 
acc. accusative 
adj. adjective 
adv. adverb 
cf. compare to (c&nfer) 
CL Classical Latin 
comp. comparative 
dat. dative 
e.g. for example (exempl" gr%ti%) 
etc. and the rest (et c!tera) 
fem. feminine 
fut. future 
gen. genitive 
inf. infinitive 
masc. masculine 
neut. neuter 
nom. nominative 
pass. passive 
perf. perfect 
pl. plural 
PL Patrologia Latina 
prep. preposition 
sg. singular 
subj. subjunctive 
[] square brackets indicate the pagination of Abel’s 1886 

edition 
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D! PAR" AUT IMPAR" !VAE ATQUE #DAE PECC#T$,  

PRAECL#RA INTER CL#RISSIMUM DOMINUM LODOV"CUM 
FOSCAR!NUM, VENETUM, ARTIUM ET UTRIUSQUE I%RIS DOCT$REM, 
ET GENER$SAM AC DOCTISSIMAM D"V"NAMQUE DOMINAM IS$TAM 

NOGAR$LAM, V!R$N!NSEM, CONTENTI$  

SUPER AUR!L" AUGUST"N" SENTENTIAM, VID!LICET:  

PECC#V!RUNT IMPAR" SEX% SED PAR" FAST%.

ars, artis f.: art 
August&nus, -& m.: Augustine 
Aur'lius, -& m.: Aurelius 
cl(rus, -a, -um: bright; famous 
contenti), -)nis f.: contention; dispute 
doctor, -)ris m.: teacher; expert 
doctus, -a, -um: erudite 
domina, -ae f.: lady 
d&v&nus, -a, -um: divine 
fastus, -*s m.: arrogance 
Foscar'nus, -& m.: Foscarini 
gener)sus, -a, -um: noble 
imp(r, imparis: unequal 
Is)ta, -ae f.: Isotta  

i*s, i*ris n.: law 
Lodov&cus, -& m.: Ludovico  
Nogar)la, -ae f.: Nogarola 
p(r, paris: equal 
praecl(rus, -a, -um: very bright; very 
famous 
sententia, -ae f.: opinion 
sexus, -*s m.: sex (biological) 
super (+ acc.): over; on 
uterque, utraque, utrumque: both 
Venetus, -a, -um: Venetian 
V'r)n'nsis, -e: from Verona 
vid'licet: namely; specifically

praecl(ra...contenti): the famous...dispute; the widely separated adjective and noun 
bracket the names of those involved; these seven lines are the traditional title 

Lodov&cum Foscar'num: Ludovico Foscarini; a Venetian aristocrat 
artium et utriusque i*ris doct)rem: doctor of the arts and of both kinds of law; that is, 

civil law and canon law; Foscarini received his Doctorate of Arts degree from the 
University of Padua in 1429 and his Doctorate of Law there in 1434 

doctissimam d&v&namque…Is)tam Nogar)lam: the very erudite and divine Isotta 
Nogarola; from a noble family in Verona, Nogarola had a reputation as a scholar and, 
after choosing not to marry, a reputation as a holy woman  

Aur'l& August&n& sententiam: the opinion of Aurelius Augustine; Augustine writes similar 
ideas in City of God 14.14 and On the Literal Meaning of Genesis 11.35 (PL 34.449), 
but this formulation of the idea is from the scholastic author Peter of Poitiers Sent. 2 
ch. 18 (see Introduction III)
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1.1 Pr&positi& Lodov"c": S" qua tamen pecc%t" gravit%s maior esse 
potest, #va damn%bilior fuit, quia % i'st& i'dice d'ri&r" poen% 
damn%ta, quia De" s! similem fier" magis cr!didit, quod ad speci!s 
irremissibilium pecc%t&rum [188] in Sp"ritum S%nctum acc!dit, quia 
suggessit et fuit causa pecc%t" $dae, n&n ! contr%, item quia, licet 
turpis sit exc's%ti& am"c" caus% pecc%re, 

acc'd), -ere, access&, accessum: to 
come near, approach 
aliqu&, aliqua, aliquod: some, any 
contr(: to the contrary (adv.) 
damn(bilis, -e: worthy of 
condemnation 
damn) (1): to condemn 
exc*s(ti), -)nis f.: excuse 
gravit(s, -t(tis f.: weight; gravity 
irremissibilis, -e: unforgivable 
item: likewise 
i*dex, i*dicis m.: judge 
i*stus, -a, -um: just, fair 

licet (+ subj.): although 
Lodov&cus, -& m.: Ludovico (Foscarini) 
maior, maius: greater (comp. adj.) 
pr)positi), -)nis f.: proposition 
s(nctus, -a, -um: sacred, holy 
similis, -e (+ gen. or dat.): like, similar 
to 
speci's, speci'& f.: appearance; type 
sp&ritus, -*s m.: spirit 
sugger), suggerere, suggess&, 
suggestum: to suggest 
turpis, turpe: ugly; disgraceful

S& (ali)qua...gravit(s: If any...seriousness; the ali- is left out of aliqu& after s&, nisi, num, and 
n' 

tamen: nevertheless; this word looks back to Augustine’s opinion that Adam and Eve 
sinned equally in pride 

quia ( i*st)...quia De&...quia suggessit...item quia: Ludovico puts forward four reasons 
why he believes Eve is more worthy of blame 

( i*st) i*dice: by a just judge; God 
d*ri)r& poen( damn(ta (est): (she was) condemned to a harsher penalty; the subject is Eve; 

d*ri)r& is a post-classical form of the abl./sg./fem. (= CL d*ri)re) 
quod ad speci's...acc'dit: which approaches the class of unforgivable sins; the antecedent 

of this quod is the entire preceding clause (the idea of making oneself more similar to 
God) 

in Sp&ritum S(nctum: against the Holy Spirit 
am&c& caus(: because of a friend; the abl. caus( + gen. is an idiom
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n'lla tamen toler%bilior qu% ductus est $dam.  

2.1 R!sp&nsi& Is&tae: Mihi autem, postquam m! pr&voc%s, long! 
aliter contr%que vid!tur; nam ubi minor s!nsus minorque c&nstantia, 
ibi minus pecc%tum; et hoc in #v%, erg& minus pecc%vit. Unde hoc 
cogn&sc!ns serp!ns ille callidus initium tent%ti&nis s'mpsit % f!min%, 
dubit%ns quidem hominem propter c&nstantiam

aliter: otherwise, differently 
callidus, -a, -um: crafty 
cogn!sc!, -ere, cogn!v", cognitum: to 
recognize 
c!nstantia, -ae f.: constancy; strong 
character 
contr#: to the contrary (adv.) 
dubit! (1): to doubt; hesitate 
f$mina, -ae f.: woman 
ibi: there 
initium, -" n.: beginning, start 
Is!ta, -ae f.: Isotta (Nogarola) 
long$: a long way; by far (adv.) 
minor, minus: less (adj.) 

minus: less (adv.) 
postquam: after; because 
propter (+ acc.): on account of 
pr!voc! (1): to call out; challenge 
r$sp!nsi!, -!nis f.: response 
s$nsus, -%s m.: sense, mental capacity 
serp$ns, serpentis m.: snake 
s%m!, -ere, s%mps", s%mptum: to take 
up; begin 
tent#ti!, -!nis f.: temptation; trial 
toler#bilis, -e: tolerable 
unde: from where; from which thing; 
that’s why

n%lla tamen (exc%s#ti! est): yet no (excuse is); “excuse” is implicit from previous clause 
toler#bilior qu#: more tolerable (than the one) by which; there is an implicit antecedent in 

an abl. of comparison; the qu# is abl. of means 
ductus est &dam: Adam was led (into sin); Foscarini will clarify later (3.11) that this point 

contrasts with Eve, who was led into sin by the serpent 
minus pecc#vit: she sinned less; the minus here is an adverb 
dubit#ns...hominem...n!n posse super#r": doubting (on the grounds that) the man could 

not be overcome; the verb dubit#re here has a sense of “to doubt” or “hesitate,” and it 
sets up an indirect statement giving the reasoning of the one in doubt; the statement 
is a paraphrase of a sentence from Augustine City of God 14.11, and a version of the 
idea goes back to Tertullian D$ Cult% F$min#rum 1.1.2 
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n&n posse super%r". Sententi%rum II.o: St%ns c&ram f!min%, hostis 
ant"quus n&n est ausus in verba persu%si&nis pr&rumpere, sed sub 
interrog%ti&ne eam alloquitur: “C'r praec!pit v&b"s Deus n! 
comeder!tis d! lign& parad"s"?” At illa: “N! forte mori%mur.” Vid!ns 
autem diabolus eam [189] d! verb"s domin" dubit%re, inquit: 
“N!qu%quam mori!min", sed eritis s"cut di", 

alloquor, alloqu", alloc%tus sum: to 
speak to; address 
ant"quus, -a, -um: old, ancient 
aude!, aud$re, ausus sum: to dare 
comed!, -ere, com$d", comestum: to 
eat 
c!ram (+ abl.): in the presence of 
c%r: why 
diabolus, -" m.: the devil 
dubit! (1): to doubt; hesitate (over) 
f$mina, -ae f.: woman 
forte: by chance (adv.) 
interrog#ti!, -!nis f.: interrogation 

lignum, -" n.: wood; tree 
morior, mor", mortuus sum: to die 
n$qu#quam: no way; by no means 
parad"sus, -" m.: paradise 
persu#si!, -!nis f.: persuasion 
praecipi!, -ere, praec$p", praeceptum 
(+ dat.): to instruct, command  
pr!rump!, -ere, pr!r%p", pr!ruptum: 
to rush forward 
sententia, -ae f.: opinion; sentence 
s"cut: just like 
super! (1): to overcome

(In) Sententi#rum II.o (libr!): (In) the second (book) of Sentences; Nogarola here 
paraphrases from the Sentences, a 12th-century work of theology by Peter Lombard; 
these remarks are from 2.21.3 (PL 192.695) 

hostis ant"quus: the ancient enemy; that is, the devil 
n!n est ausus: did not dare; the verb is semi-deponent and sets up pr!rumpere 
sub interrog#ti!ne: under (the pretense of) questioning; that is, the devil did not set out in 

a straight-forward way to persuade her, but rather began by asking questions 
“C%r praec$pit…bonum et malum”: the dialogue within Peter Lombard’s statement 

paraphrases Genesis 3.1–5 
n$ comeder$tis: that you not eat; an imperfect subjunctive in an indirect command set up 

by praec$pit 
N$...mori#mur: So that we don’t die; negative purpose clause 
di": gods; nom./pl./masc., an alternate form of de" 
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scient!s bonum et malum.”  

2.2 Vel etiam propter mai&rem praecept" contemptum, nam Genesis 
II.o vid!tur dominus $dae n&n #vae praec!pisse, cum d"cit: “Tulit 
erg& dominus Deus hominem et posuit eum in parad"s& volupt%tis 
ut oper%r!tur et c'st&d"ret illum” (et n&n d"xit “ut oper%rentur et 
cust&d"rent illum”)— “et praec!pit e"” (et n&n “e"s”)— “ex omn" lign& 
comede” (et n&n “comedite”)—

capitulum, -! n.: chapter 
comed", -ere, com#d!, comestum: to 
eat 
contemptus, -$s m.: contempt 
cust"di", -!re, cust"d!v!, cust"d!tum: 
to guard 
Genesis, -is f.: the Book of Genesis 
lignum, -! n.: wood; tree 
maior, maius: greater (comp. adj.) 

operor, oper%r!, oper%tus sum: to 
work (in), be occupied (with) 
parad!sus, -! m.: paradise 
praeceptum, -! n.: a command 
praecipi", -ere, praec#p!, praeceptum 
(+ dat.): to command  
propter (+ acc.): on account of 
volupt%s, -t%tis f.: pleasure

scient#s bonum et malum: knowing good and evil; the words bonum and malum here are 
neuter substantive adjectives acting as abstract nouns 

Vel etiam (magis pecc%vit &dam): Or even (more greatly did Adam sin); this idea, or a 
similar one, seems to be implicit 

mai"rem praecept! contemptum: the greater contempt for (God’s) command; objective 
genitive; Nogarola explains that God explicitly forbid Adam, not Eve, from eating the 
fruit 

(in) Genesis II.o (capitul"): (in) the second (chapter) of Genesis; Gen. 2:15–17 
ut oper%r#tur et c$st"d!ret illum: to work in and guard it; purpose clause 
et n"n d!xit: and (God) did not say; these words are Nogarola breaking into the quotation, 

as she does again with et n"n three times later in the sentence; each time she 
emphasizes that the form is singular, meaning that God was commanding only Adam, 
not Adam and Eve  
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“in qu&cumque enim di! comed!ris, morte mori!ris” (et n&n 
“mori!min"”). Et hoc quia magis aestim%bat hominem quam 
mulierem.  

2.3 Nec vid!tur id f!cisse mulierem quia De" similem s! fier" magis 
cr!diderit, sed propter fragilit%tem potius et volupt%tem; unde “V"dit 
mulier quod bonum esset lignum ad v!scendum et

aestim! (1): to value 
comed!, -ere, com"d#, comestum: to 
eat 
fragilit$s, -t$tis f.: frailty 
lignum, -# n.: wood; tree 
morior, mor#, mortuus sum: to die 
potius: rather 
propter (+ acc.): on account of 

qu#cumque, quaecumque, 
quodcumque: whoever, whatever 
similis, -e (+ gen. or dat.): like, similar 
to 
unde: from where; from which thing; 
that’s why 
v"scor, v"sc#, -: to eat  
volupt$s, -t$tis f.: pleasure; the desire 
for pleasure

morte mori"ris: you will die in death 
Et hoc (est) quia: And this (is) because 
aestim$b$t: he valued; the subject is still God 
quam mulierem: than the woman; the quam is comparative, set up by magis 
Nec vid"tur id f"cisse mulierem: Nor does it seem that the woman did this; in Classical 

Latin the verb vid"tur would take a nom. subject (mulier), but here it is used 
impersonally to set up an acc. and inf.; Nogarola is here countering Foscarini’s 
contention that Eve wanted to be like God, an unforgivable sin (1.1) 

unde “V#dit mulier…”: that’s why (it is written) “The woman saw…”; Nogarola leaves 
implicit a verb like scr#bitur; the quotation is Gen. 3:6 

quod bonum esset lignum: that the tree was good; post-classical Latin frequently uses a 
quod-clause rather than acc. and inf. for indirect statement 

bonum...ad vescendum: good to eat; literally “good for eating”; ad + gerund to express 
purpose 
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pulchrum ocul"s aspect'que d!lect%bile, et tulit d! fr'ct' ill"us et 
com!dit deditque vir& su&” (et n&n d"xit “ut esset similis De&”).  

2.4 Et nisi $dam [190] com!disset, pecc%tum ultr% pr&gressum n&n 
fuisset. Unde n&n d"citur “S" #va n&n pecc%sset, Chr"stus n&n fuisset 
incarn%tus,” sed “S" $dam n&n pecc%sset.” Unde mulier, quamv"s 
cum e&, d! qu& erat tr%nsducta, 

aspectus, -!s m.: appearance 
Chr"stus, -" m.: Christ 
comed#, -ere, com$d", com$sum: to 
eat 
d$lect%bilis, -e: delightful 
fr!ctus, -!s m.: fruit 
incarn# (1): to make incarnate, make 
into flesh 
pr#gredior, -gred", -gressus sum: to go 
forward, proceed 

quamv"s (+ subj.): although 
similis, -e (+ gen. or dat.): like, similar 
to 
tr%nsd!c#, -ere, tr%nsd!x", 
tr%nsductum: to bring over; transfer; 
take 
ultr%: beyond, further (adv.) 
unde: from where; from which thing; 
that’s why

tulit d$ fr!ct! ill"us: took of its fruit; in post-classical Latin, d$ + abl. takes on a partitive 
sense 

vir# su#: to her husband; that is, to Adam 
et n#n d"xit: and it did not say; this again is Nogarola breaking into the quotation to 

emphasize her point 
ut esset similis: in order that she be similar; purpose clause 
pecc%tum...pr#gressum n#n fuisset: the sin would not have proceeded; the verb is a 

pluperfect subjunctive (= CL pr#gressum esset), and the sentence is a past contrary-
to-fact condition 

n#n d"citur: it is not said; the following quotation is a twist on a common saying (“If Adam 
had not sinned, Christ would not have been made flesh”) 

pecc%sset: =  pecc%visset, the syncopated form of the pluperfect subjunctive  
quamv"s cum e#...mor%r$tur: although she (Eve) stayed…with him (Adam); that is, they 

were both in the Garden of Eden; the language echoes Boccaccio’s Life of Eve (D$ 
Mulieribus Cl%r"s 1.5) 

d$ qu# erat tr%nsducta: from whom she had been taken; a reference to Eve being created 
from Adam’s rib in Gen. 2:21–22
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in parad"s" d!lici"s mor%r!tur, pr"m& tamen malae su%si&nis "nsultum 
perpessa est, nihil v!r&, nisi s! ipsam, generis posterit%tem laesisset 
pri&ris cre%t" hominis ass!ns' n&n praestit&. Igitur n&n #va 
posterit%t", sed sibi per"cul& fuit. Hom& autem $dam sibi et c'nctae 
prop%g%ti&n" sequent" tr%nsd'cere maculam prop"n%vit.

ass!nsus, -"s m.: assent 
cre# (1): to create 
cunctus, -a, -um: all 
d!liciae, -$rum f.: delights, pleasures 
igitur: therefore 
%nsultus, -% m.: assault, attack 
laed#, -ere, laes%, laesum: to hurt 
macula, -ae f.: stain 
moror, mor$r%, mor$tus sum: to delay; 
stay 
parad%sus, -% m.: paradise 
per%culum, -% n.: danger 
perpetior, perpet%, perpessus sum: to 
endure to the full 

posterit$s, -t$tis f.: future time; 
posterity 
praest#, praest$re, praestit%, 
praestitum: to offer, give 
pr%m#: first (adv.) 
prior, prius: prior, first 
pr#p$g$ti#, -#nis f.: propagation, 
offspring 
prop%n# (1): to supply, pass on 
tr$nsd"c#, -ere, tr$nsd"x%, 
tr$nsductum: to bring over, transfer 
v!r#: but; and (postpositive)

perpessa est: she endured; the subject is Eve and the object %nsultum 
nihil...laesisset: in no way...would she have harmed; the nihil is functioning adverbially; 

laesisset is a pluperfect subjunctive as the then-clause of a past contrary-to-fact 
condition whose if-clause is the following ablative absolute 

pri#ris cre$t% hominis: of the first created human; Adam 
ass!ns" n#n praestit#: if the consent were not given; ablative absolute with a conditional 

sense 
n#n &va posterit$t%, sed sibi per%cul# fuit: Eve was not a danger to posterity, but to herself; 

double dative construction: the per%cul# is a dative of purpose, while posterit$t% and 
sibi are datives of reference 

tr$nsd"cere maculam prop%n$vit: passed on a stain that transfers (itself) 
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Proinde $dam hominum generand&rum auctor exist!ns et 
perditi&nis pr"mus fuit occ%si&; quamobrem prius in vir&, deinde in 
f!min% generis h'm%n" est celebr%ta c'r%ti&, cum (post expulsi&nem 
immund" sp"rit's % vir&) d! sinag&g% surg!ns pers%nand& accessit ad 
f!minam.  

2.5 Quod autem % i'st& i'dice d'ri&r" poen% damn%ta fuerit, [191] 
hoc perspicu! vid!tur in contr%rium,

acc!d", -ere, access#, accessum: to 
approach, go to 
auctor, -"ris m.: source, ancestor 
celebr" (1): to celebrate 
contr$rius, -a, -um: contrary 
c%r$ti", -"nis f.: cure; healing 
damn" (1): to condemn 
exist", -ere, existit#, existitum: to 
come forward; arise 
expulsi", -"nis f.: expulsion 
f!mina, -ae f.: woman 
gener" (1): to generate, produce 
h%m$nus, -a, -um: human  

immundus, -a, -um: unclean, impure 
i%dex, i%dicis m.: judge 
i%stus, -a, -um: just, fair 
occ$si", -"nis f.: occasion; cause 
perditi", -"nis f.: ruin 
pers$n" (1): to heal completely 
perspicu!: clearly 
prius: first (adv.) 
proinde: from there, so then 
quamobrem: that’s why, for this reason 
sinag"ga, -ae f.: synagogue 
sp#ritus, -%s m.: spirit 
surg", -ere, surr!x#, surr!ctum: to rise

prius in vir", deinde in f!min$: first in (the case of) a man, then a woman; Nogarola is 
referring Mark 1:21–31 (= Luke 4:32–39) where Jesus heals a man possessed by an 
unclean spirit in a synagogue, and then cures Simon’s mother-in-law of a fever 

expulsi"nem immund# sp#rit%s $ vir": the expulsion of the unclean spirit from a man; note 
that sp#rit%s is genitive agreeing with immund# and the prepositional phrase $ vir" is 
abl. of separation, not agent 

pers$nand" accessit ad f!minam: he came to a woman to heal (her); the pers$nand" is a 
gerund acting as a dat. of purpose 

Quod...damn$ta fuerit: As to the fact that she was condemned; a noun clause with a 
subjunctive of reported reason, referring back to Foscarini’s words in 1.1 

in contr$rium: to the contrary; in + accusative is used to convey a sense of motion 
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nam d"xit Deus mulier": “Multiplic%b& aerumn%s tu%s et concept's 
tu&s; in dol&re pari!s f"li&s et sub vir" potest%te eris.” $dae v!r& d"xit: 
“Quia aud"st" v&cem ux&ris tuae et com!dist" d! lign&, ex qu& 
praec!peram tibi n! comeder!s” (ecce quod vid!tur quod Deus s&lum 
praec!pit $dae, et n&n #vae) “maledicta terra in opere tu&, 

aerumna, -ae f.: hardship 
comed!, -ere, com"d#, com"sum: to 
eat 
conceptus, -$s m.: childbirth 
ecce: look! 
f#lius, -# m.: son; (pl.) children 
lignum, -# n.: wood; tree  
maledictus, -a, -um: cursed 
multiplic! (1): to multiply 

opus, operis n.: work 
pari!, -ere, peper#, partum: to give 
birth to 
potest%s, -t%tis f.: power 
praecipi!, -ere, praec"p#, praeceptum 
(+ dat.): to command 
s!lum: alone (adv.) 
uxor, ux!ris f.: wife 
v"r!: and, but (postpositive)

“Multiplic%b!...eris”: “I will multiply...you will be”; Genesis 3:16 
aerumn%s...tu!s: the pains of childbirth; literally “the pains and childbirths”; the expression 

of one idea through two is the rhetorical device hendiadys 
“Quia...revert"ris”: “Because...you will return”; Genesis 3:17–19 
aud#st#: you have listened; syncopated form of aud#vist# 
d" lign!: from the tree; referring to the Tree of Knowledge in the Garden of Eden 
n" comeder"s: that you not eat; negative indirect command set up by praec"peram 
ecce quod vid"tur quod: look at the fact that it seems that; Nogarola here interjects to note 

that God only commanded Adam, not Eve; the first quod is starting a noun clause, 
while the second starts an indirect statement with vid"tur 

s!lum: only; acting as an adverb modifying praec"pit 
maledicta (erit) terra: cursed (will be) the ground 
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in lab&ribus comed!s ex e% c'nct"s di!bus v"tae tuae. Sp"n%s et 
tribul&s germin%bit tibi et comed!s herb%s terrae. In s'd&re vult's 
tu" v!sc!ris p%ne tu&, d&nec revert%ris in terram, d! qu% ass'mptus 
es, quia pulvis es et in pulverem revert!ris.” Ecce quod d'rior vid!tur 
poena $dae quam #vae, nam e" d"xit “in pulverem revert!ris” et n&n 
#vae, et “ultimum terribilium est mors”: 

ass!m", -ere, ass!mps#, assumptum: 
to take 
comed", -ere, com$d#, com$sum: to 
eat 
c!nctus, -a, -um: all 
d"nec (+ subj.): until 
ecce: look! 
germin" (1): to grow, cause to grow 
herba, -ae f.: grass, plants, weeds 
p%nis, -is m.: bread 

pulvis, pulveris m.: dust 
revertor, revert#, reversus sum: to 
return 
sp#na, -ae f.: thorn-bush 
s!dor, -"ris m.: sweat 
terribilis, -e: terrible 
tribulus, -# m.: spiny plant 
ultimus, -a, -um: ultimate 
v$scor, v$sc# (+abl.): to feed on 

ex e%: from it; referring back to terra 
c!nct#s di$bus: all the days; abl. of extent of time, a common post-classical construction 
In s!d"re vult!s tu#: by the sweat of your brow; the vult!s tu# is gen./sg./masc. 
d$ qu% ass!mptus es: from which you were taken; referring back to the creation of humans 

from mud in Genesis 2:7 
Ecce quod: Look at the fact that; the quod here introduces a noun clause 
nam e# dixit: for he said to him; e# is referring to Adam, while the subject of dixit is God 
“ultimum terribilium est mors”: death is the ultimate of terrible things; rather than 

agreeing with the feminine subject (mors), the gender of ultimum is neuter as a 
substantive: “the ultimate (thing) of terrible (ones)”; the idea is from Aristotle (Nic. 
Ethics 3.6.6, 1115a) and is commonly repeated by scholastic authors, usually with 
death as the f#nis (“end”) of all terrible things 
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erg& vid!tur mai&rem fuisse poenam $dae quam #vae.  

2.6 Haec ut tuae volunt%t" m&rem gererem scr"ps", sed cum tim&re 
tamen, quia n&n hoc opus f!mineum est; sed [192] t' pr& tu% 
h'm%nit%te, s" quid inept! scr"ptum inveni!s, !mend%bis.  

3.1 R!sp&nsi& Lodov"c": Subt"lissim! #vae causam d!fendis et ita 
d!fendis, ut, s" vir n%tus n&n fuissem, m! tu%rum partium t't&rem 
c&nstituiss!s. 

c!nstitu!, -ere, constitu", 
constit#tum: to make, set-up 
d$fend!, -ere, defend", d$fensum: to 
defend 
$mend! (1): to correct 
f$mineus, -a, -um: womanly 
h#m%nitas, -t%tis f.: kindness, 
humanity 
ineptus, -a, -um: inept 
inveni!, -"re, inv$n", inventum: to 
discover 

Lodov"cus, -" m.: Ludovico (Foscarini) 
n%scor, n%sc", n%tus sum: to be born 
opus, operis n.: work 
r$sp!nsi!, -onis f.: response 
scr"b!, -ere, scr"ps", scr"ptum: to write 
subt"lis, -e: subtle, exquisite, exact 
timor, -!ris m.: fear 
t#tor, -!ris m.: defender 
volunt%s, -t%tis f.: desire 

Haec…scr"ps": I have written…these things; referring to her arguments 
volunt%t" m!rem gererem: in order to indulge your desire; literally “bear the manner”; 

purpose clause 
n!n...opus f$mineum: not...womanly work; the words seem aimed to deflect criticism, but 

they are deeply ironic, given that Nogarola’s overall argument is that it is not wrong or 
inappropriate for women to seek knowledge 

s" (ali)quid inept$ scr"ptum inveni$s: if you discover anything ineptly written; the if-clause 
of a future more vivid condition; the ali- drops out before s", nisi, num, and ne 

s" vir n%tus n!n fuissem: if I not been born a man; pluperfect subjunctive (= CL n%tus n!n 
essem), the if-clause of a past contrafactual condition embedded within a result clause 
(ut…c!nstituiss$s) 

tu%rum partium: of your faction; the word pars with a sense of “party” or “faction” can be 
plural in form but singular in meaning 
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Sed v!rit%t", quae firmissim"s est f"xa r%d"cibus, haer!ns tua castra 
tu"s iacul"s oppugn%re "nstitu", et fund%menta, quae sacr%rum 
l"ter%rum testim&ni& neg%r" possent, n! contr%d"cend" m%teria d!sit, 
nunc impugn%b&.  

3.2 #va ign&r%ns inc&nst%nsque pecc%vit, ex qu& tibi levius pecc%sse 
vid!tur. 

contr!d"c#, -ere, contr!d"x", 
contr!dictum: to contradict 
d$sum, d$esse, d$fu", d$fut%rum: to 
be lacking 
firmus, -a, -um: firm 
f"xus, -a, -um: fixed  
fund!mentum, -" n.: foundation 
haere#, -$re, haes", haesum: to adhere, 
cling 
iaculum, -" n.: javelin; weapon 
ign#r!ns, -ntis: ignorant 
ign#r# (1): to disregard 
impugn# (1): to attack 

inc#nst!ns, -ntis: inconsistent 
"nstitu#, -ere, "nstitu", "nstit%tum: to 
set up, decide 
levius: more lightly (comp. adv.) 
l"tera, -ae f.: letter; writings (pl.) 
m!teria, -ae f.: material 
neg# (1): to deny  
oppugn# (1): to attack 
r!d"x, r!d"cis f.: root 
sacer, -cra, -crum: holy 
testim#nium, -" n.: evidence 
v$ritas, -t!tis f.: truth 

v$rit!t"…(ego) haer$ns: (I), clinging to the truth; the haer$ns agrees with the implicit first-
person subject of "nstitu" (“I decided”); the phrase v$rit!t"…haer$ns echoes Augustine 
D$ D"vers"s Quaesti#nibus 51.4 (PL 40.33) 

firmissim"s est f"xa r!d"cibus: has been fixed by the firmest roots; a paraphrase of Cicero’s 
description of virtue (Phil. 4.5.13) 

tua castra tu"s iacul"s oppugn!re: to attack your camp with your own weapons; that is, he 
will use the evidence she has cited to argue against her position 

fund!menta: the foundations (of your argument); direct object of impugn!b# 
quae…neg!r" possent: which can be denied on the basis of the testimony of the sacred 

literature; Foscarini claims that sacred literature will undermine the foundations of 
Nogarola’s argument 

ex qu#…vid$tur: from which thing she seems; the qu# refers to the whole previous clause; 
levius here is a comp. adv.; pecc!sse is a syncopated version of pecc!visse
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Ign&rantia e&rum praesertim quae sc"re d!b!mus n&s n&n exc'sat, 
quia scr"ptum est: “S" quis ign&rat, ign&r%bitur”; “Ocul&s qu&s culpa 
claudit, poena aperit”; “Qu" stultus est in culp%, sapi!ns erit in 
poen%,” praesertim cum error peccantis negligenti% occurrit. 
Ign&rantia enim mulieris, n%ta ex arroganti%, n&n exc'sat. Velut" 
Aristot"l!s et i'risc&nsult", [193] qu" v!ram profitentur 
philosophiam, 

aperi!, -"re, aperu", apertum: to open 
Aristot"l#s, -is m.: Aristotle 
arrogantia, -ae f.: arrogance 
claud!, -ere, claus", clausum: to shut  
culpa, -ae f.: guilt 
error, -!ris m.: error 
exc$s! (1): to excuse 
ign!r%ns, -ntis: ignorant (of) 
ign!rantia, -ae f.: ignorance 
ign!r! (1): to disregard 
i$risc!nsultus, -" m.: legal expert 
n%scor, n%sc", n%tus sum: to be born 

negligentia, -ae f.: negligence 
occurr!, -ere, occurr", occursum: to 
occur, happen 
philosophia, -ae f.: philosophy 
praesertim: especially (adv.) 
profiteor, profit#r", professus sum: to 
profess 
sapi#ns, -ntis: wise  
scr"b!, -ere, scr"ps", scr"ptum: to write 
stultus, -" m.: a fool 
velut": just as 
v#rus, -a, -um: true

“S" quis ign!rat, ign!r%bitur”: “If anyone ignores (this), he himself will be ignored”; the 
quotation is 1 Corinthians 14:38; Paul is referring to his prescription that women 
remain submissive and silent in church (1 Corinth. 14:34–36) 

“Ocul!s…aperit”: “The eyes which guilt closes, punishment opens”; a quotation from 
Gregory the Great, Moralia 15.51 (PL 75: 1111) 

“Qu" stultus est…in poen%”: He who is a fool…in punishment; this quotation is from 
Gratian’s D#cr#tum (Distinction 38, chapter 10) 

cum…neglegenti% occurrit: when the error…occurs through negligence; abl. of means 
Aristot"l#s: Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics 3.5.8 (1113b); as found in Thomas Aquinas’s 

Summa Theologica (IIb q.150 a.4) 
et i$ric!nsult", qu" v#ram profitentur philosophiam: Aristotle and the legal experts who 

profess the true philosophy; that is, Christian legal experts; the idea is found in 
Aquinas (see above note), but it might have been repeated in legal texts
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duplic" poen% !bri&s et ign&rant!s dign&s i'dicant. Nesci& etiam, 
qu&nam pact& t', quae per tot ann&rum curs's ab #v% dist%s, ips"us 
s!nsum damn%s, cuius scientiam in parad"s& summ& omnium r!rum 
opifice d"v"nitus cre%tam serpentem ast'tissimum praesentem 
timuisse scr"bis, quia n&n fuit ausus in verba persu%si&nis 
pr&rumpere, sed sub interrog%ti&ne eam alloc'tus est.

alloquor, alloqu#, alloc%tus sum: to 
address, speak to 
ast%tus, -a, -um: cunning 
aude!, aud"re, ausus sum: to dare 
cre! (1): create 
cursus, -%s m.: course, passage 
damn! (1): to condemn 
dignus, -a, -um (+ abl.): deserving 
dist! (1): be distant 
d#v#nitus: divinely (adv.) 
duplex, -is: twofold 
"brius, -a, -um: drunk 
ign!r$ns, -ntis: ignorant (of) 
ign!r! (1): to disregard 
interrog$ti!, -!nis f.: questioning 
i%dic! (1): to judge 
-nam: marks an emphatic question 

nesci!, -#re, nesc#v#, nesc#tum: to not 
know, not understand 
opifex, opificis m.: craftsman 
pactum, -# n.: agreement 
parad#sus, -# m: paradise, Eden 
persu$de!, -"re, persu$s#, persu$sum: 
to persuade 
praes"ns, -ntis: present; powerful 
pr!rump!, -ere, pr!r%p#, pr!ruptum: 
to rush forth 
scientia, -ae f.: knowledge 
scr#b!, -ere, scr#ps#, scr#ptum: to write 
s"nsus, -%s m.: sense, mental capacity 
serp"ns, serpentis m.: snake 
summus, -a, -um: highest 
tot: so many

 
qu!nam pact!: how on earth; qu! is the interrogative adj. with the enclitic particle -nam 

emphasizing the question, and pact! is from pactum (“agreement”); literally, qu! pact! 
is “by what agreement” but it is a common idiom for “how” 

quae…dist$s: (you) who…are distant; Nogarola is subject of dist$s and damn$s 
per tot ann!rum curs%s: through the passage of so many years; that is, Nogarola is distant 

in time from Eve by so many years 
cuius scientiam…scr#bis: whose knowledge, divinely created in paradise by the highest 

craftsman, you write that the most cunning, powerful serpent feared; the verb scr#bis 
sets up an indirect statement, in which serpentem is the subject, timuisse the verb, and 
scientiam the object
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3.3 D! inc&nstanti% v!r& pr&c!dent!s oper%ti&n!s vituper%bili&r!s 
sunt. Quemadmodum enim oper%ti&n!s sequent!s habitum 
c&nstantissimum et firm%tum sunt laude digni&r!s et speci! differunt 
% praec!dentibus, ita ex inc&nstanti% pr&c!dent!s oper%ti&n!s mai&r" 
c!ns'r% p'niendae, quia inc&nstantia, per s! mala, addita pecc%t& 
mal& facit ipsum d!terius.

add!, -ere, addid", additum: to add to 
c#ns$ra, -ae f.: blame 
c!nst%ns, -ntis: constant 
d#terior, d#terius: worse (comp. adj.) 
differ!, differre, distul", d"l%tum: to 
differ 
dignus, -a, -um (+ abl.): worthy 
firm! (1): to strengthen 
habitus, -$s m.: behavior 
inc!nst%ns, -ntis: inconsistent 
inc!nstantia, -ae f.: inconsistency 
laus, laudis f.: praise 

maior, maius: greater (comp. adj.) 
oper%tio, -!nis f.: action 
praec#d!, -ere, praecess", praecessum: 
to precede 
pr!c#d!, -ere, pr!cess", pr!cessum: to 
proceed 
p$niõ, -"re, p$n"v", p$n"tum: to 
punish  
quemadmodum: to the extent that 
speci#s, -#" f.: type, species 
v#r!: and, but (postpositive) 
vituper%bilis, -e: blameworthy 

habitum…firm%tum: constant and firm behavior; direct object of sequent#s 
speci#: by type; ablative of respect 
% praec#dentibus: from the ones just mentioned; literally, “from the preceding ones,” that 

is, the acts proceeding from inconsistency 
mai!r" c#ns$r%: greater blame; abl./sg./fem.; the form of the comparative is equivalent to 

CL mai!re 
p$niendae (sunt): must be punished; passive periphrastic; the subject is oper%ti!n#s 
mala, addita: both agree with the nom. inc!nstantia 
facit ipsum d#terius: makes it worse; a double accusative; Foscarini argues that since 

inconstancy is bad in and of itself, it does not excuse a sin but rather adds to it and 
makes it worse 
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3.4 Cust&dia etiam $dae commissa sociam n&n exc'sat, quia f'r!s, 
qu&rum oper% paterfamili%s c&nf"d!ns [194] 'titur, ultim& supplici& 
n&n p'niuntur, velut" extr%ne" et ill", d! quibus n'lla est habita 
c&nf"dentia.  

3.5 Fragilit%s etiam mulieris n&n fuit pecc%t" causa, velut" scr"bis, sed 
superbia, quoniam pr&missi& daemonis fuit scientiae, quae 
arrogant!s efficit et secundum Apostolum "nflat. 

apostolus, -# m.: apostle 
arrog$ns, -ntis: arrogant 
committ!, -ere, comm#s#, 
commissum: to entrust 
c!nf#d"ns, -ntis: confident 
c!nf#dentia, -ae f.: confidence 
cust!dia, -ae f.: guard 
daem!n, -onis m.: demon 
effici!, -ere, eff"c#, effectum: to make 
exc%s! (1): to excuse 
extr$neus, -a, -um: outsider 
familia, -ae f.: family; household 
fragilit$s, -t$tis f.: frailty 
f%r, f%ris m.: thief 

#nfl! (1): to inflate; puff up (with 
pride) 
opera, -ae f.: work, labor 
pr!missi!, -!nis f.: promise 
p%ni!, -#re, -#v#, -#tum: to punish  
quoniam: because, since  
scientia, -ae f.: knowledge 
scr#b!, -ere, scr#ps#, scr#ptum: to write 
secundum (+ acc.): according to 
socia, -ae f.: partner 
superbia, -ae f.: pride 
supplicium, -# n.: punishment 
%tor, %t#, %sus sum (+abl.): to use 
velut#: just as, as 

Cust!dia…&dae commissa: the guardianship entrusted to Adam; Foscarini here rebuts an 
argument that seems to have been removed from the text (Introduction IX) 

quia f%r"s...habita c!nf#dentia: because thieves, whose labor the head of the household 
uses with trust, are not punished with the utmost punishment, unlike outsiders and 
those in whom no confidence has been placed; just as family members are treated more 
leniently than strangers, Eve should be treated more leniently as well 

paterfamili$s: the head of the household; a technical term that combines pater and famili$s, 
which is the archaic genitive of familia 

quae (homin"s) arrogant"s efficit: which makes (people) arrogant; a double accusative, 
with the first noun implicit 

Apostolum: the Apostle; that is, Paul; the quotation is from 1 Corinthians 8:1
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“Initium” enim apud Eccl!siasticum “superbia fuit omnis pecc%t".” Et 
licet aliae c&nsec'tae sint, illa tamen pr"ncip%lior, quoniam car& 
oboedi!ns erat homin" in stat' innocentiae existent" et n&n contr%ria 
rati&n". Fuit erg& pr"mus m&tus in&rdin%tus appet"tus appetend" 
quod n%t'rae suae n&n compet!bat, velut" August"nus Or&si& 
scr"psit:

appet!tus, -"s m.: appetite, desire  
appet#, -ere, -!v!, -!tum: to seek, desire 
August!nus, -! m.: Augustine 
car#, carnis f.: flesh 
compet#, -ere, compet!v!, 
compet!tum: to be suitable 
c#nsequor, c#nsequ!, c#nsec"tus sum: 
to follow, come after 
contr$rius, -a, -um: contrary 
exist#, -ere, existit!, existitum: to 
appear, exist 
initium, -! n.: beginning  
innocentia, -ae f.: innocence 

in#rdin$tus, -a, -um: inordinate; 
excessive  
licet (+ subj.): although 
m#tus, -"s m.: movement, impulse 
oboedi%ns, -ientis: obedient 
Or#sius, -! m.: Orosius (name) 
pr!ncip$lis, -e: first, chief, principal 
quoniam: because, since  
rati#, -#nis f.: reason 
scr!b#, -ere, scr!ps!, scr!ptum: to write 
status, -"s m.:  state 
superbia, -ae f.: arrogance 
velut!: just as

Eccl%siasticum: the quotation is Sirach 10:13; the Hebrew Book of Sirach is called 
Ecclesiasticus in the Latin Vulgate 

aliae (causae) c#nsec"tae sint: other (causes of sin) have followed; aliae is acting 
substantively 

illa (causa) tamen pr!ncip$lior (fuit): that (cause) however (was) the first; the pr!ncip$lior 
is a comparative giving the sense of “first” both in time and in importance, so arrogance 
was the principal cause of sin, though other causes followed 

Fuit erg# pr!mus m#tus: Therefore the first impulse (to sin) 
appet!tus appetend! (id) quod: appetite for seeking that which; appetend! is an objective 

genitive, which has as its own object an implicit id 
Or#si#: Orosius; Orosius was a student of Augustine; the general idea seems to be in PL 

42.671 (cf. PL 32.1308), though Foscarini’s formulation of the idea comes from 
Thomas Aquinas’s Summa Theologica (IIb q.163 a.1)
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“Hom&, !l%tus superbi%, su%si&n" serpentis oboedi!ns, praecepta De" 
contempsit”; d"xit enim advers%rius #vae: “Aperientur ocul" vestr" et 
eritis s"cut di", scient!s bonum et malum.” Nec cr!didisset mulier, ut 
ait August"nus super Genes", su%si&n" daemonis, [195] nisi propriae 
potest%tis amor ipsam inv%sisset, qu" r"vus ex superbiae fonte 
pr&c!dit. N! ab August"n& disc!dam,

advers!rius, -" m.: adversary 
ai#, -, -: to say (defective) 
aperi#, -"re, aperu", apertum: to open 
August"nus, -" m.: Augustine 
contemn#, -ere, contemps", 
contemptum: to disregard 
daem#n, -onis m.: demon, devil 
disc$d#, -ere, discess", discessum: to 
depart from 
$l!tus, -a, -um: raised, exalted 
f#ns, -ntis m.: font, fountain 
Genesis, -is f.: the Book of Genesis  
inv!d#, -ere, inv!s", inv!sum: to 
invade  

oboedi#, -"re, oboed"v", oboed"tum (+ 
dat.): to obey 
potest!s, -t!tis f.: power 
praeceptum, -" n.: a command 
pr#c$do, -ere, pr#cess", pr#cessum: to 
proceed 
proprius, -a, -um: own 
r"vus, -" m.: stream 
serp$ns, -ntis m.: snake 
s"cut: like 
su!si#, -#nis f.: persuasion 
super (+ abl.): over (space); concerning 
superbia, -ae f.: arrogance 
vester, -tra, -trum: your (pl.)

advers!rius: the adversary; that is, the serpent 
“Aperientur…bonum et malum”: Genesis 3:5 
eritis s"cut di": you will be like gods; di" is an alternate form for de" 
scient$s bonum et malum: knowing good and evil; bonum and malum are substantives 

acting as abstract nouns 
Nec cr$didisset mulier...su!si#n" daemonis: The woman would not have believed...the 

persuasion of the demon; the verb cr$dere takes a dative object (su!si#n"); pluperfect 
subjunctive as the then-clause of a past contrafactual condition 

August"nus super Genes": Augustine concerning Genesis; the statement is from D$ Genes" 
ad Litteram (PL 34.445) 

qu" r"vus ex superbiae fonte pr#c$dit: which stream (of love of her own power) flows from 
the font of pride; a reference to the propriae potest!tis amor from the previous line
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dum voluit #va rapere d"v"nit%tem, perdidit f!l"cit%tem.  

3.6 Et verba illa (“S" $dam n&n pecc%sset etc.”) m! in sententi% 
c&nfirmant; quia ita fortasse pecc%vit #va quod, velut" daemon!s n&n 
meru!runt red!mpti&nem, ita fortasse #va! Ioc" tantum caus% 
loquor, sed f!l"x fuit $dae culpa, quae t%lem meruit hab!re 
red!mpt&rem.

c!nf"rm! (1): to strengthen; confirm 
culpa, -ae f.: fault, failure 
daem!n, -onis m.: demon 
d"v"nit#s, -t#tis f.: divinity 
f$l"cit#s, -t#tis f.: happiness 
f$l"x, f$l"cis: happy; fortunate 
fortasse: perhaps 
iocus, -" m.: joke 

loquor, loqu", loc%tus sum: to speak 
mere!, -$re, meru", meritum: to merit 
perd!, -ere, perdid", perditum: to lose 
rapi!, -ere, rapu", raptum: to seize 
red$mpti!, -!nis f.: redemption  
red$mptor, -!ris m.: redeemer 
sententia, -ae f.: opinion 
velut": just as

dum voluit &va: when Eve wished...; dum can mean “when” in post-classical Latin; the 
statement is from Augustine &n#rr#ti!n$s in Psalm!s 68.1.9 (PL 36.848), yet 
Augustine had used plural verbs, referring to Adam, Eve, and the devil 

Et verba illa (“S" 'dam n!n pecc#sset etc.”): And those words (“If Adam had not sinned 
etc.”); this is a reference to the common saying "if Adam had not sinned, Christ would 
not have been made incarnate..."; Nogarola used this saying in 2.4 to suggest that 
Adam’s sin had more effect on later generations 

quod...fortasse &va: that…perhaps Eve (did not merit redemption); Foscarini here uses 
quod rather than ut for his result clause, which implicitly reuses the verb “to merit” 
from its subordinate clause; he had mentioned in 1.1 that Eve’s sin might be 
unforgivable 

Ioc" tantum caus# loquor: I am only joking; tantum is the adverb rather than the adjective; 
caus# + gen. is an idiom that means “for the sake of” 

quae t#lem meruit hab$re red$mpt!rem: which merited to have such a redeemer; that is, 
Jesus; Foscarini is referencing the belief that Jesus came to Earth to redeem the world 
from the sinful state that Adam caused 
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3.7 Et n! tandem % scr"pt"s tu"s disc!dam, omn!s poen%s vir" patitur 
mulier, et quia multiplic%tae sunt eius aerumnae, n&n s&lum moritur, 
v!scitur s'd&ris poen%, prohib!tur per Cherubim et flamme&s 
gladi&s access' parad"s", sed ultr% omnia quae comm'nia sunt, s&la 
cum dol&re parit et vir& subdita est.  
3.8 Sed quia in tant% r! n&n est satis tua c&nf't%sse, nisi etiam nostra 
c&nfirm!mus, 

accessus, -%s m.: entry; entrance 
aerumna, -ae f.: hardship 
Cherubim: Cherubim, a kind of angel 
(undeclined) 
comm%nis, -e: common 
c!nfirm! (1): to strengthen; develop 
c!nf%t! (1): to diminish; refute 
disc"d!, -ere, discess#, discessum: to 
depart 
flammeus, -a, -um: flaming, fiery 
gladius, -# m.: sword 
morior, mor#, mortuus sum: to die 
multiplic! (1): to multiply, increase  

parad#sus, -# m.: paradise 
pari!, -ere, peper#, partum: to give 
birth  
prohibe!, -"re, -u#, -itum: to forbid 
satis: enough 
scr#b!, -ere, scr#ps#, scr#ptum: to write 
subd!, -ere, subdid#, subditum: to 
place under; subject to 
s%dor, -!ris m.: sweat; hard labor 
tandem: at last 
ultr$ (+ acc.): beyond, more than 
v"scor, v"sc#, -: to eat 

$ scr#pt#s tu#s : from what you have written; Foscarini is referring back to Nogarola’s 
argument in 2.5 that Adam’s penalty was greater than Eve’s 

n!n s!lum moritur, v"scitur s%d!ris poen$, prohib"tur...access% parad#s#: she not only 
dies, she eats by penalty of hard labor, she is forbidden...entry to paradise; these 
punishments are shared by both Adam and Eve in Gen. 3:17–24 

n!n s!lum moritur: not only does she die; s!lum here is the adverb “only” 
v"scitur s%d!ris poen$: she eats by penalty of hard labor; poen$ is abl. of means 
sed ultr$...sunt: but beyond all punishments which are common (to both); these additional 

punishments are from Gen. 3:16 
tua c!nf%t$sse…nostra c!nfirm"mus: to have refuted your (arguments)...confirm my own 

(arguments);  the tua and nostra are acting substantively; c!nf%t$sse = c!nf%t$visse; 
Foscarini uses the first person plural to refer to himself, as is common in Latin
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cr!didit #va De& similis fier" et invid!ns opt%vit quod Sp"ritum [196] 
S%nctum laedit.  

3.9 Omnis etiam $dae culpa #vae ascr"bitur, quia Aristot"le teste 
quidquid est causa causae est causa caus%t"; imm& omnis pr"ma causa 
pl's "nfluit in effectum quam secunda. Pr"ncipium enim e&dem 
Aristot"le teste in qu&cumque genere maximum d"citur; imm& pl's 
quam d"midium t&t"us hab!tur.

Aristot!l"s, -is m.: Aristotle 
ascr!b#, -ere, ascr!ps!, ascr!ptum: to 
ascribe; assign 
caus# (1): to cause 
culpa, -ae f.: fault 
d!midium, -! n.: half 
effectus, -$s m.: effect, result 
genus, generis n.: kind; genus 
imm#: indeed 
!nflu#, -ere, !nfl$x!, !nfl$xum: to flow 
(into) 
invid"ns, -ntis: jealous 
laed#, -ere, laes!, laesum: to wound 

maximus, -a, -um: greatest, largest 
opt# (1): to desire 
pl$s: more (adv.) 
pl$s, pl$ris: more (adj.) 
pr!ncipium, -! n.: beginning, principle  
qu!cumque, quaecumque, 
quodcumque: any, whoever/whatever 
s%nctus, -a, -um: sacred; holy 
secundus, -a, -um: following, second 
similis, -e (+ gen. or dat.): similar 
sp!ritus, -$s m.: breath; spirit  
testis, -is m.: witness 

Aristot!le teste: with Aristotle as our witness; abl. absolute; the following phrases are from 
a Liber D" Caus!s translated from Arabic and believed (wrongly) to be by Aristotle; 
this formulation of the language is from Duns Scotus (Quaesti#n"s Subtilissimae in 
Metaphysicam Book 5 qu. 1)  

quidquid est causa causae est causa caus%t!: whatever is the cause of a cause is the cause 
of the thing caused; the first cause is the cause of every other thing 

Pr!ncipium...maximum d!citur: in any kind of thing whatsoever (in qu#cumque genere), 
the foundation is said to be the greatest part; Aristotle Posterior Analytics 2.13 
(96b23–96b24); Foscarini reinforces his argument that Eve is responsible for Adam’s 
sin by saying that the foundation is the most important part and therefore would take 
the responsibility for problems caused by what is on top of it
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Et in Posteri&ribus: propter quod 'numquodque t%le et illud magis; 
sed propter #vam pecc%vit $dam, erg& mult& magis pecc%vit #va. 
Item s"cut" melius est bene facere quam bene pat", ita d!terius est 
male su%d!re quam male su%d!r"; minus enim peccat, qu" alter"us 
exempl& peccat, quia quod exempl& fit id qu&dam iure fier" d"citur. 
Ex qu& vulg%re illud d"c" solet: “quod % mult"s pecc%tur inultum est.”

d!terior, d!terius: worse (comp. adj.) 
exemplum, -" n.: example; precedent 
inultus, -a, -um: unpunished, done 
with impunity 
item: likewise 
i#s, i#ris n.: law 
melius: better (comp. adv.) 
minus: less (comp. adv.) 
mult$: by much (adv.) 

Posterior, -$ris: Posterior Analytics 
propter (+ acc.): on account of  
s"cut": just as 
su%de$, -!re, su%s", su%sum: to 
persuade, urge 
#nusquisque, #naquaeque, 
#numquodque: each one 
vulg%ris, -e: usual, common

 
propter quod #numquodque t%le et illud magis: on account of which thing each thing (is) 

such (as it is), (it is) also that thing more; Aristotle Posterior Analytics 1.2 (79a29–
30); it became a common scholastic saying 

Item s"cut" melius...ita d!terius...: Likewise just as it is better…so it is worse; s"cut" 
corresponds to ita: “just as X...so Y” 

bene facere quam bene pat": to do good things rather than to have good things done to 
one; literally “to do well rather than to fare well” 

quia…fier" d"citur: because whatever is done with a precedent is said to be done with some 
right 

Ex qu$: From which (thing); the relative pronoun is referring to the idea of the previous 
clause 

vulg%re illud d"c" solet: there is the common saying; literally, “that common thing is 
accustomed to be said,” referring to the following quotation 

quod % mult"s pecc%tur: a sin that is committed by many; quod pecc%tur is literally “that 
which is sinned”; the quotation is from Lucan D! Bell$ C"vil" 5.260 
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3.10 Et s" par" gl&ri% s! dign&s ex"stim%ssent, #va "nferior magis 
recessit % medi& et per c&nsequ!ns magis accessit ad pecc%tum.  

3.11 Facilius etiam potuit socia am"cissima virum d!cipere quam 
[197] turpissimus serp!ns mulierem.  

3.12 Longius etiam persev!r%vit, quia prius coepit, et tant& gravi&ra 
sunt d!licta (Greg&ri" d!cr!t&) quant& di'tius "nf!l"cem animam 
tenent allig%tam. 

acc!d", -ere, access#, accessum: to 
approach 
allig" (1): to bind 
anima, -ae f.: soul 
coep#, coepisse: to begin 
c"nsequ!ns, -ntis n.: consequence 
d!cern", -ere, d!cr!v#, d!cr!tum: to 
decide 
d!cipi", -ere, d!c!p#, d!ceptum: to 
deceive 
d!cr!tum, -# n.: doctrine, decree 
d!lictum, -# n.: offense 
dignus, -a, -um (+ abl.): worthy 
di$: (for) a long time 
ex#stim" (1): to think 
facilius: more easily (comp. adv.) 

gl"ria, -ae f.: glory 
Greg"rius, -#: Gregory the Great 
#nf!l#x, #nfel#cis: unhappy 
#nferior, #nferius: worse, inferior 
longius: longer (comp. adv.) 
medium, -# n.: the middle, mean 
p%r, paris: equal 
persev!r" (1): to persevere 
prius: earlier, first (adv.) 
quant": (by) how much (adv.) 
rec!d", -ere, recess#, recessum: to 
recede, depart 
serp!ns, -ntis: snake 
socia, -ae f.: partner 
tant": (by) so much (adv.) 
turpis, -e: disgraceful

quam turpissimus serp!ns (potuit d!cipere) mulierem: than the most disgraceful serpent 
(could deceive) the woman; the verb d!cipere is carried over 

tant" gravi"ra…quant" di$tius: by so much graver…by however much longer; that is, the 
longer a person has been in a sinful state, the more serious the offense 

Greg"ri#: Gregory the Great; a sixth-century pope; Foscarini here paraphrases from 
Gregory’s Liber R!gulae Past"r%lis 3.32 (PL 77.115) 
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3.13 Et, ut tandem mea concl'd%tur &r%ti&, causa et exemplum 
pecc%t" fuit, et in exemplum vehementer Greg&rius culpam extendit. 
Et causam ign&rantium I'dae&rum, quia pr"ma fuit, magis damn%vit 
Chr"stus, qu" err%re n&n poterat, quam sententiam P"l%t" docti&ris, 
cum d"xit: “Maius pecc%tum habent qu" m! tibi tr%did!runt etc.” 

Chr!stus, -! m.: Christ 
concl"d#, -ere, concl"s!, concl"sum: 
to conclude 
culpa, -ae f.: blame 
damn# (1): to condemn 
doctus, -a, -um: learned, erudite 
err# (1): to make a mistake  
exemplum, -! n.: example 
extend#, -ere, extend!, ext$nsum: to 
extend 
Greg#rius, -! m.: Gregory the Great 
ign#r%ns, -ntis: ignorant 
ign#r# (1): to not know 

I"dae!, -#rum: Judeans; the Jewish 
people 
maior, maius: greater (comp. adj.) 
#r%ti#, -#nis f.: speech 
P!l%tus, -! m.: Pontius Pilate, prefect of 
Judaea (26–36 CE) 
sententia, -ae f.: opinion; sentence 
(judicial) 
tandem: finally 
tr%d#, -ere, tr%did!, tr%ditum: to hand 
over 
vehementer: forcefully

in exemplum...culpam extendit: he extends guilt to the example; the idea is from Gregory’s 
Liber R$gulae Past#r%lis 1.2 (PL 77.15–16) 

ign#rantium I"dae#rum: of the ignorant Jews; an antisemitic epithet; for more on 
antisemitism in the Defense of Eve, see Introduction IV 

P!l%t! docti#ris: of the quite learned Pilate; Pontius Pilate was the Roman prefect who 
ordered the crucifixion of Jesus 

“Maius pecc%tum habent qu! m$ tibi tr%did$runt etc.”: “they who handed me over to you 
have sinned more etc.”; a paraphrase John 19:11, where the verb is singular, perhaps 
referring to Caiaphas, the chief Judean official who handed Jesus over to Pilate for 
punishment 
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Cui sententiae acqui!scendum omn!s, qu" Chr"sti%n" n'ncup%r" 
volu!re, put%v!runt, t' v!r& Chr"sti%nissima ipsam rati&nibus 
comprob%bis.  

3.14 Val! et n! time%s et aud! multa, quia pl'rima optim! didicist" 
et doctissim! scr"bis!  

4.1 R!sp&nsi& Is&tae: D!cr!veram m! t!cum amplius n&n [198] 
in"re cert%men, quia, ut inquis, mea castra me"s iacul"s oppugn%s. 

acqui"sc!, -ere, acqui"v#, acqui"tum: 
to agree 
amplius: further, more fully (comp. 
adv.) 
aude!, -"re, ausus sum: to dare 
cert$men, -inis n.: contest, dispute 
Chr#st#anus, -a, -um: Christian 
comprob! (1): to approve, confirm 
d"cern!, -ere, d"cr"v#, d"cr"tum: to 
decide 
disc!, -ere, didic#, -: to learn 
doctus, -a, -um: learned, erudite 
iaculum, -# n.: spear; weapon 

ine!, -#re, -#v#, -itum: to enter;  
undertake 
Is!ta, -ae f.: Isotta (Nogarola) 
n%ncup! (1): to call 
oppugn! (1): to attack, fight 
pl%rimus, -a, -um: very many 
rati!, -!nis f.: reason 
r"sp!nsi!, -!nis f.: response 
scr#b!, -ere, scr#ps#, scr#ptum: to write 
sententia, -ae f.: opinion 
vale!, -"re, -u#: to be well; goodbye 
(imperative) 
v"r!: but, and (postpositive)

Cui sententiae acqui"scendum (esse): that there must be agreement with this opinion; 
there is an implied esse forming an indirect statement set up by put$v"runt 

qu#…volu"re: who have wished to be called Christian; volu"re = volu"runt 
Val": Goodbye; a standard ending for a letter  
n" time$s: do not fear; negative jussive subjunctive 
D"cr"veram m"...cert$men: I had decided not to undertake a contest with you; indirect 

statement 
ut inquis: as you say; referring to Foscarini’s words in 3.1 
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Ita ea quae ad m! dedist" perfect& et solert" studi& disput%ta sunt, ut 
e"s obic" n&n % m! sed % quibusv"s doctissim"s vir"s difficillimum sit. 
V!rum cum hoc cert%men 'tile mihi esse cogn&scam, d!cr!v" huic 
tuae honestae volunt%t" m&rem gerere; licet autem incassum cert%re 
cogn&scam, tamen mihi summa laus erit % t! vir& fortissim& super%r".

cert!men, -inis, n.: contest, dispute 
cert" (1): to compete; to dispute 
cogn"sc", -ere, cogn"v#, cognitum: to 
recognize 
d$cern", -ere, d$cr$v#, d$cr$tum: to 
decide 
difficilis, -e: difficult 
disput" (1): discuss, debate, argue 
doctus, -a, -um: learned, erudite 
fortis, -e: strong 
honestus, -a, -um: honorable 
incassum: in vain; uselessly (adv.) 
laus, laudis f.: praise; a source of praise 

licet (+ subj.) although 
obici", -ere, obi$c#, obiectum (+ dat.): 
to throw against, oppose 
perfectus, -a, -um: perfect, complete 
qu#v#s, quaev#s, quodv#s: whoever, 
whatever 
solers, -tis: skilled (= CL sollers, -tis) 
studium, -# n.: zeal, study 
summus, -a, -um: highest 
super" (1): to conquer, overcome 
%tilis, -e: useful 
v$rum: but (conjunction) 
volunt!s, -t!tis f.: will, desire

ea quae ad m$ dedist#: the (arguments) which you sent to me; literally “which you gave”; 
dare is the typical verb used for sending letters 

ut e#s…difficillimum sit: such that it would be difficult for them to be objected to by not 
only myself but by any educated man; a result clause wherein obic# is the predicate of 
sit which takes difficillimum as a subject 

cum hoc...cognõscam: because I recognize; causal cum-clause 
m"rem gerere: to do as you wish; Nogarola used the same idiom in 2.6 to again emphasize 

that she was writing only at Foscarini’s insistence 
incassum cert!re cogn"scam: I know (myself) to compete (with you) in vain; indirect 

statement 
mihi summa laus...super!r#: it will be the highest honor for me to be overcome by so strong 

a man as you; there is a flirtatious edge to the banter, as above when she jokes about 
him “storming (her) castle” (mea castra...oppugn!s) 
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4.2 #va ign&r%ns inc&nst%nsque pecc%vit, ex qu& tibi gravius pecc%sse 
vid!tur, quia ign&rantia e&rum quae sc"re d!b!mus n&s n&n exc'sat, 
quia scr"ptum est “Ign&r%ns ign&r%bitur.” Conc!d&, cum haec 
ign&rantia crassa fuerit vel affect%ta, sed ign&rantia #vae % n%t'r% fuit 
"nsita, cuius n%t'rae ipse Deus est auctor et conditor. 

affect! (1): to pretend 
auctor, -!ris m.: author; source 
conc"d!, -ere, conc"ss#, conc"ssum: to 
concede 
conditor, -!ris m.: creator 
crassus, -a, -um: thick, gross 
excus! (1): to excuse, justify 
ign!r$ns, -ntis: ignorant 

ign!rantia, -ae f.: ignorance 
ign!r! (1): to not know; be ignorant 
inconstans, -ntis: changeable, 
inconstant 
#nser!, -ere, #ns"v#, #nsitum: to insert, 
implant 
scr#b!, -ere, scr#ps#, scr#ptum: to write 
vel: or; even, actually

ex qu!...vid"tur: from which thing she seemed to you to sin more gravely; antecedent of 
qu! is understood to be the fact that Eve sinned from ignorance and inconstancy 

gravius: more gravely; comparative adverb 
pecc$sse: to have sinned; syncopated form of pecc$visse 
“Ign!r$ns ign!r$bitur”: “Anyone ignoring (this) will be ignored”; 1 Cor.14:38, as noted 

above (3.2), Paul writes that anyone who believes women should be allowed to speak 
in church should be ignored  

Conc"d!: I concede (that this is true) 
cum haec ign!rantia...vel affect$ta: when this ignorance has been excessive or pretended; 

Nogarola means to say that Foscarini is correct only about ignorance for which the 
person in question is ultimately responsible 

fuit #nsita: was implanted; perfect passive ( = CL est #nsita) 
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Nam in pl'ribus hoc vid!tur, quia qu" pl's ign&rat [199] minus 
peccat, ut puer sene, r'sticus n&bil"; ad quem salvandum n&n expedit 
ut ea sciat quae pertinent ad sal'tem explicit!, sed implicit!, quia s&la 
fid!s sufficit.  

4.3 Par" etiam gress' rati& inc&nstantiae pr&c!dit. Et cum d"citur “D! 
inc&nstanti% v!r& pr&c!dent!s oper%ti&n!s vituper%bili&r!s sunt,” 
intelligitur d! inc&nstanti% quae n&n est secundum n%t'ram, 

expedi!, -#re, -#v#, -#tum: to be 
advantageous, useful, convenient 
explicit": explicitly 
gressus, -%s m.: step; progression 
ign!r! (1): to not know; be ignorant 
implicit": implicitly 
inconst$ns, -ntis: changeable, fickle 
inconstantia, -ae f.: inconstancy, 
fickleness 
intellig!, -ere, intell"x#, intell"xum: to 
understand; realize 
minor, minus: less (comp. adj.) 
minus: less (comp. adv.) 
n!bilis, -e: noble 
operati!, -!nis f.: action 
p$r, paris: equal 

pertine!, -"re, -u#: to reach; extend; 
relate to 
pl%s: more (comp. adv.) 
pl%s, pl%ris: more (comp. adj.) 
pr!c"d!, -ere, pr!cess#, pr!cessum: to 
proceed 
rati!, -!nis f.: reason; rationale 
r%sticus, -# m.: peasant, farmer 
sal%s, -%tis f.: salvation 
salv! (1): to save 
secundum (+ acc.): in accordance with 
senex, -is m.: old man 
suffici!, -ere, suff"c#, suffectum: to be 
sufficient 
v"r!: but, and (postpositive) 
vituper$bilis, -e: blameworthy

Nam in pl%ribus hoc vid"tur: For this is seen in many (instances) 
ut puer sene, r%sticus n!bil#: as the boy (sins less) than the old man, the peasant (sins less) 

than the noble; the verb minus peccat is implied for both; the second element of each 
is an abl. of comparison 

ad quem salvandum: for whom to be saved; ad + gerundive phrase to express purpose 
Et cum d#citur: And when it is said; what follows is a quote from Foscarini in 3.3 
intelligitur (esse) d" inc!nstanti$: it is understood (to be) concerning inconstancy 

which…; there is an implied esse as a complementary infinitive to intelligitur 
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sed secundum m&r!s et vitia.  

4.4 Similiter d! imperfecti&ne: “Cum enim augentur d&na, rati&n!s 
etiam cr!scunt d&n&rum.” Deus cum hominem cre%vit, ab initi& 
cre%vit illum perfectum et animae eius potenti%s perfect%s, et d!dit e" 
mai&rem v!rit%tis rati&nem et cogniti&nem, mai&rem quoque 
sapientiae profundit%tem, ita ut dominus add'ceret c'ncta 
animantia terrae et vol%tilia cael" ad $dam, ut ea su"s n&minibus 
[200] appell%ret. 

add!c", -ere, add!x#, adductum: to 
lead (to someone) 
anima, -ae f.: soul 
anim" (1): to be alive 
appell" (1): to call by name 
auge", -$re, aux#, auctum: to augment 
cogniti", -"nis f.: knowledge 
cre" (1): to create 
cr$sc", -ere, cr$v#, cr$tum: to increase 
c!nctus, -a, -um: all 
d"num, -# n.: gift 
imperfecti", -"nis f.: imperfection 

initium, -# n.: beginning 
maior, maius: greater (comp. adj.) 
perfectus, -a, -um: perfect, complete 
potentia, -ae f.: power 
profundit%s, -t%tis f.: depth 
rati", -"nis f.: reason; reasoning 
sapientia, -ae f.: wisdom 
secundum (+ acc.): in accordance with 
similiter: similarly 
v$rit%s, -t%tis f.: truth 
vitium, -# n.: sin; character defect 
vol%tilis, -e: flying

d$ imperfecti"ne: concerning imperfection; Nogarola here rebuts an argument about 
imperfection, yet Foscarini did not make such an argument; it could be that they later 
removed the argument (see Introduction IX) 

rati"n$s etiam cr$scunt d"n"rum: the rationale of the gifts furthermore increases; reason 
is understood to mean responsibility; the quotation is from Gregory the Great, 
Homilies on the Gospels 9 (PL 76.1106) 

ita ut: to such an extent that…; begins a result clause which paraphrases Gen. 2:19–20 
c!ncta animantia: all the animals; literally “all the living things”, animantia being the 

participle of anim%re 
vol%tilia cael#: the flying things of the sky; birds 
ut ea…appell%ret: so that he (Adam) could call them by their names; purpose clause 
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Unde d"xit: “Faci%mus hominem ad im%ginem et similit'dinem 
nostram, et praesit piscibus maris et vol%tilibus cael" et b!sti"s terrae 
'niversaeque cre%t'rae,” d!not%ns ips"us perfecti&nem. D! muliere 
v!r& d"xit: “N&n est bonum hominem esse s&lum, faci%mus e" 
adi't&rium simile sibi.” 

adi!t"rium, -# n.: help, aid 
b$stia, -ae f.: beast, animal 
cre%t!ra, -ae f.: creation 
cre" (1): to create 
d$not" (1): to indicate 
im%g", -inis f.: image 
perfecti", -"nis f.: perfection, 
completion 
piscis, -is m.: fish 

praesum, praeesse, praefu#, 
praefuturum (+ dat.): to be in charge 
of 
similis, -e (+ gen. or dat.): similar 
similit!d", -inis f.: likeness 
unde: from where, from which thing, 
that’s why 
!niversus, -a, -um: whole, entire 
v$r": but, and (postpositive) 
vol%tilis, -e: flying

Unde d#xit (Deus): That’s why he (God) said 
“Faci%mus hominem…cre%t!rae”: “Let us make man in our image and likeness so he may 

rule the fish of the sea and the birds of the sky, the beasts of the earth, all of the 
creation”; a quotation from Gen. 1:26 in which Faci%mus and praesit are jussive 
subjunctives 

d$not%ns ips#us perfecti"nem: indicating the perfection of (Adam) himself 
d#xit (Deus): (God) said…; the following quote is from Gen. 2:18; Nogarola argues that 

while Adam was created in God’s image to rule creation, woman was less perfect 
because she was created only to provide Adam someone like himself as a helper 

N"n est bonum: It is not good; the phrase sets up an indirect statement, hominem esse 
s"lum (“that man be alone”) 
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Et quia be%tit'd& est cum c&ns&l%ti&ne et gaudi&, s&l%tium autem et 
gaudium n&n potest quis hab!re s&lus, vid!tur quod Deus eam 
cre%vit ad vir" c&ns&l%ti&nem, quia “bonum est su" ips"us diffus"vum,” 
et quant& maius tant& magis s! comm'nicat. Erg& maius vid!tur 
pecc%tum $dae. Ambrosius: “Qu& indulgentior l"ber%lit%s, e& 
inexc's%bilior est pervic%cia.”

Ambrosius, -! m.: Ambrose (fourth-
century bishop) 
beatit"d#, -is f.: happiness 
comm"nic# (1): to share, make 
common 
c#ns#l$ti#, -#nis f.: consolation, 
comfort 
cre# (1): to create 
diffund#, -ere, diff"d!, diff"sus: to 
diffuse, spread 

e#: by that much (adv.) 
gaudium, -! n.: joy 
inexc"s$bilis, -e: inexcusable 
l!ber$lit$s, -t$tis f.: generosity 
maior, maius: greater (comp. adj.) 
pervic$cia, -ae f.: stubbornness, 
obstinacy 
quant#: by however much 
s#l$tium, -! n.: solace, relief 
tant#: by so much (adv.)

s#l$tium: solace; an alternate spelling for s#l$cium 
n#n potest (ali)quis hab%re s#lus: nor is anyone alone able to have; the ali- drops out from 

the aliquis after the negation 
vid%tur quod Deus...vir! c#ns#l$ti#nem: it seems that God created her (Eve) for the 

consolation of man (Adam); this indirect statement started by quod establishes Eve’s 
inferiority which Nogarola will interpret as lessened responsibility 

bonum est su!...s% comm"nicat.: good is diffusive of itself, and the greater (the good) is, 
the more it shares itself; a neoplatonic idea discussed by Thomas Aquinas (Summa 
Theologica Book I qu. 5 art. 4),  which Nogarola uses here to suggest that Eve existed 
to have Adam’s goodness imposed upon her 

Ambrosius (scr!bit): “Qu#...pervic$cia”: Ambrose (writes): “By however much the 
generosity is more indulgent, by this much the stubbornness is more inexcusable”; 
quotation from Ambrose (fourth century) Expositi# in L"cam 9.23 (PL 15.1891), 
which repeats a sentiment from 4.2 that those who are superior have higher 
expectations 
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4.5 “C'st&dia autem $dae commissa sociam n&n exc'sat, quia f'r!s, 
qu&rum oper% paterfamili%s c&nf"d!ns 'titur, ultim& supplici& n&n 
p'niuntur, velut" extr%ne" et ill" d! quibus n'lla est habita 
c&nf"dentia.” V!rum est hoc in l!gibus tempor%libus, sed n&n in 
[201] d"v"n"s; nam i'stitia d"v"na aliter in p'niend& pr&c!dit quam 
tempor%lis.

aliter: otherwise 
committ!, -ere, -"v", -issum: to 
commit, entrust  
c!nf"dentia, -ae f.: confidence 
c!nf"d!, -ere, c!nf"sus sum: to be 
confident of; to believe 
c#st!dia, -ae f.: protection 
d"v"nus, -a, -um: divine 
excus! (1): to excuse, justify 
extr$neus, -" m.: outsider 
familia, -ae f.: family; household 
f#r, f#ris m.: thief 
i#stitia, -ae f.: justice 
l%x, l%gis f.: law 

opera, -ae f.: work, labor 
proc%d!, -ere, pr!cess", pr!cessum: to 
proceed 
puni!, -"re, pun"v", pun"tum: to 
punish 
socia, -ae f.: partner, companion 
(female) 
supplicium, -" n.: punishment 
tempor$lis, -e: secular 
ultimus, -a, -um: final; ultimate 
#tor, ut", #sus sum (+ abl.): to use; 
employ 
velut": just as 
v%rum: but (conjunction)

“C#st!dia autem...est habita c!nf"dentia”: Foscarini had written this in 3.4 
f#r%s, qu!rum oper$…c!nf"d%ns #titur: thieves, whose work the head of a household 

trustingly employs; #titur takes the ablative oper$  
paterfamili$s: the head of the household; a technical term that combines pater and famili$s, 

which is the archaic genitive of familia 
ultim! supplici! n!n p#niuntur: thieves are not punished with the most severe 

punishment; supplici! is in the ablative of means 
velut" extr$ne"…habita c!nf"dentia: just as strangers and those from whom no confidence 

is maintained [are punished]; p#niuntur is the implied verb for extr$ne" and ill", d% 
takes the ablative quibus, and c!nf"dentia agrees with n#lla 

V%rum est..n!n in d"v"n"s: But this is in secular laws, not in divine ones; the v%rum could 
also be interpreted as a neuter adjective agreeing with hoc (“This is true…”) 
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4.6 “Fragilit%s etiam mulieris n&n fuit pecc%t" causa, sed in&rdin%tus 
appet"tus appetend" id quod n%t'rae suae n&n compet!bat” — quod 
pr&c!dit, ut scr"bis, ex superbi%. Minus tamen pecc%tum vid!tur 
scientiam appetere bon" et mal", quam tr%nsgrediend" praeceptum 
d"v"num, quia appet"tus sciend" est quoddam n%t'r%le et “omn!s 
homin!s % n%t'r% sc"re d!s"derant.” 

appet!tus, -"s m.: appetite 
appet#, -ere, -!v!, -!tum: to strive after 
compet#, -ere, compet!v!, 
compet!tum: to be suitable for 
d$s!d$r# (1): to desire 
d!v!nus, -a, -um: divine 
fragilit%s, -t%tis f.: frailty, weakness 
in#rdin%tus, -a, -um: inordinate, 
excessive 
minor, minus: smaller (comp. adj.) 

n%t"ra, -ae: nature 
praeceptum, -! n.: command 
pr#c$d#, -ere, -ess!, -essum: to 
proceed 
scientia, -ae f.: knowledge 
scr!b#, -ere, scr!ps!, scr!ptum: to write 
superbia, -ae f.: arrogance 
tr%nsgredior, -ed!, -essus sum: to 
violate

“Fragilit%s etiam...n#n compet$bat”: “In addition, the weakness of woman was not the 
cause of sin, but rather an inordinate appetite for seeking that which was not fit for 
her nature”; Nogarola paraphrases Foscarini’s argument from 3.5 

Minus tamen pecc%tum vid$tur: However it seems a smaller sin; minus here is a neuter 
adjective modifying pecc%tum, rather than adverb 

scientiam...bon! et mal!: knowledge...of good and evil; the scientiam is the object of 
appetere; the adjectives bon! et mal! are acting substantively as abstract nouns 

quam (pecc%tum) tr%nsgrediend! praceptum d!v!num: than (the sin) of transgressing a 
divine command; gerund here governing a direct object in the acc. 

appet!tus sciend!: an appetite for knowing; the sciend! is an objective gen. 
quoddam n%t"r%le: something natural; literally “a certain natural thing”; n%t"r%le is acting 

substantively 
“omn$s…d$s!derant”: “all humans by nature desire to know”; Aristotle Metaphysics 1.1 

(980α); Nogarola argues that Eve’s desire for knowledge is natural to all humans and 
not an appetite inappropriate for her status 
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Et licet pr"mus m&tus fuerit appet"tus in&rdin%tus, qu" sine pecc%t& 
esse n&n potest, tamen toler%bilius est quam tr%nsgressi&nis 
pecc%tum; nam mand%t&rum observantia est via qu% "tur ad sal'tis 
patriam: “S" v"s ad v"tam ingred", serv% [202] mand%ta.” Item: “Quid 
faciend& v"tam aeternam possid!b&? Serv% mand%ta.” Et tr%nsgressi& 
propri! or"tur ex superbi%,

aeternus, -a, -um: eternal 
appet!tus, -"s m.: appetite 
appet#, -$re, -!v!, -!tum: to strive after 
ingredior, ingred!, ingressus sum: to 
advance to, enter, approach 
in#rdin%tus, -a, -um: inordinate, 
excessive 
item: likewise 
licet (+ subj.): although 
mand%tum, -! n.: command 
m#tus, -"s m.: movement, motion, 
impulse 

orior, or!r!, ortus sum: to arise 
patria, -ae f.: fatherland 
posside#, -$re, poss$d!, possessum: to 
possess 
propri$: particularly 
sal"s, sal"tis f.: health; salvation 
serv# (1): keep, maintain 
superbia, -ae f.: arrogance 
toler%bilior, -ius: more tolerable 
(comp. adj.) 
tr%nsgressi#, -#nis f.: transgression

pr!mus m#tus (pecc%t!) fuerit appet!tus in#rdin%tus: the first impetus (of sin) was an 
inordinate appetite; Nogarola argues that while Eve’s eating the fruit set the original 
sin in motion, the sin of seeking knowledge is less than the sin of transgressing a divine 
command 

toler%bilius (pecc%tum): a more tolerable (sin) 
!tur: one goes; impersonal passive 
S! v!s…mand%ta: If you want to enter into life, keep the commandments; Matthew 19:17 
“Quid faciend# … mand%ta”: What should I do to attain eternal life? Keep the 

commandments; the gerund faciend# is an abl. of means with quid as its object (“by 
doing what thing”); versions of this statement appear in Matthew 19:17, Mark 10:17, 
and Luke 18:18 
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quia superbia nihil aliud est quam r!gulae d"v"nae n&lle subiic", quam 
extollere s! supr% id quod secundum r!gulam d"v"nam praef"xum est 
De" volunt%tem contemnend& et suam adimplend&. Item 
August"nus D! N%t'r% et Gr%ti%: “Pecc%tum est volunt%s 
c&nsequend" vel retinend" quod i'stitia vetat,” id est n&lle quod Deus 
vult. Cui concord%t Ambrosius in libr& D! Parad"s&: 

adimple!, -"re, -"v#, -"tum: to fill up 
Ambrosius, -# m.: Ambrose (fourth-
century bishop) 
August#nus, -# m.: Augustine 
(fourth/fifth-century bishop) 
concord! (1): to agree 
c!nsequor, c!nsequ#, c!nsec%tus sum: 
to follow; obtain 
contemn!, -ere, contemps#, 
contemptum: to scorn 
d#v#nus, -a, -um: divine 
extoll!, extollere: to elevate 
gr$tia, -ae f.: grace  
item: likewise 
i%stitia, -ae f.: justice 

n$t%ra, -ae f.: nature 
n!l!, n!lle, n!lu#: to be unwilling 
parad#sus, -# m.: paradise 
praef#g!, -ere, praef#x#, praef#xum: to 
set in front 
r"gula, -ae f.: rule 
retineo, -"re, retinu#, retentum: to 
retain 
secundum (+acc): according to 
s%biici!, s%bicere, s%biec#, s%biectum 
(+ dat.): to submit 
superbia, -ae f.: arrogance 
supr$ (+acc): above 
vet!, vet$re, vetu#, vet#tum: to forbid 
volunt$s, -t$tis f.: desire, will

superbia nihil aliud est quam: arrogance is nothing other than 
r"gulae d#v#nae n!lle subiic#: to be unwilling to be subjected to divine rule; the subiic# is a 

passive infinitive set up by n!lle 
quam extollere s": than to elevate oneself; coordinated with above quam in asyndeton 
De# volunt$tem…suam (volunt$tem): God’s will…one’s own (will); these accusatives are 

the direct objects of contemnend! and adimplend! respectively 
D" N$t%r$ et Gr$ti$: Augustine does make similar statements in On Nature and Grace 

ch. 67 (PL 44.286–288), but the exact quotation is from D" Du$bus Anim$bus 11.15 
(PL 42.105) 

D" Parad#s!: the quotation is from On Paradise 8.39 (PL 14.292), as found in Thomas 
Aquinas (Summa Theologica Book IIa q.100 a.2)
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“Pecc%tum est tr%nsgressi& d"v"nae l!gis et caelestium inoboedientia 
mand%t&rum.” Ecce quia tr%nsgressi& et inoboedientia caelestium 
mand%t&rum est maximum pecc%tum, cum pecc%t" sit ista d!f"n"ti&: 
“Pecc%tum est in&rdin%tus appet"tus sciend".” Erg& maius vid!tur 
pecc%tum tr%nsgressi&nis praecept" quam bon" et mal" scientiam 
appetere; 

appet!tus, -"s m.: appetite 
appet#, -$re, -!v!, -!tum: to strive after 
caelestis, -e: heavenly 
d$f!n!ti#, -#nis f.: definition  
d!v!nus, -a, -um: divine 
ecce: look! 
inoboedientia, -ae f.: disobedience 

in#rdin%tus, -a, -um: inordinate, 
excessive 
l$x, l$gis f.: law 
maior, maius: greater (comp. adj.) 
mand%tum, -! n.: command 
praeceptum, -! n.: command 
scientia, -ae f.: knowledge 
tr%nsgressi#, -#nis f.: transgression

tr%nsgressi# d!v!nae l$gis…caelestium inoboedentia mand%t#rum: transgression of 
divine law…disobedience to the heavenly commands; objective gen. in both cases 

Ecce quia: Look at the fact that; quia here introduces a noun clause 
cum pecc%t! sit ista d$f!n!ti#: although your definition of sin is (the following); concessive 

cum-clause; the ista d$f!n!ti# is literally “that definition of yours,” referring to 
Foscarini’s argument in 3.5 

maius…quam: greater…than; comparing the sins of transgressing heavenly commands and 
seeking knowledge 

pecc%tum tr%nsgressi#nis praecept!: sin of transgression of a command; both genitives are 
objective 

bon! et mal! scientiam: knowledge of good and evil; the adjectives are substantive, acting as 
abstract nouns 
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— [203] licet in&rdin%t! appetere sit pecc%tum, s"cut in #v%, quae 
tamen n&n appet"vit s! esse De& similem in potenti%, sed in scienti% 
tantum bon" et mal", secundum quod sibi erat etiam % n%t'r% 
persu%sum.  

4.7 Quod autem verba illa (“S" $dam n&n pecc%sset”) t! in sententi% 
c&nfirmant quia ita fortasse pecc%vit #va ut n&n meruerit 
red!mpti&nem velut" daemon!s, d"c& quod et ipsa cum $dam 
red!mpta fuit, 

appet!, -"re, -#v#, -#tum: to strive after 
c!nfirm! (1): to confirm; strengthen 
daem!n, -onis m.: demon 
fortasse: perhaps 
in!rdin$tus, -a, -um: inordinate, 
excessive 
licet (+ subj.): although 
mere!, -"re, meru#, meritum: to earn 
persu$de!, -"re, persu$s#, persu$sum: 
to persuade 

potentia, -ae f.: power 
red"mpti!, -!nis f.: redemption 
redim!, -ere, red"m#, red"mptum: to 
redeem 
scientia, -ae f.: knowledge 
secundum (+ acc.): in accordance with 
sententia, -ae f.: opinion 
s#cut: just as 
similis, -e (+ gen. or dat.): similar 
velut#: just as

quae tamen:: who nevertheless; the antecedent is Eve  
in scienti$ tantum: in knowledge only; the tantum here is the adv. “only” 
quod sibi…persu$sum: that which she had been persuaded to do; literally “that which had 

been persuaded to her”; persu$sum is an impersonal passive because the verb 
persu$d"re is intransitive and so cannot take a personal subject in the passive 

Quod autem verba illa…c!nfirmant: As to the fact that those words…confirm; noun 
clause 

“S# &dam n!n pecc$sset”: “If Adam had not sinned”; Nogarola is referring to Foscarini’s 
response (3.6) to her own argument about these words (2.4)  

ut n!n meruerit: that she did not earn; perf. subj. because it is a result clause 
d#c! quod et ipsa… red"mpta fuit: I say that even she herself was redeemed; the indirect 

statement uses quod + indicative, as often in post-classical Latin; red"mpta fuit = CL 
red"mpta est 
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quia “os ex ossibus me"s et car& d! carne me%.” Et s" Deus eam 
app%renter n&n red!mit, hoc fuit indubi! quia Deus pr& nihil& 
pecc%tum ill"us aestim%vit. Nam s" red!mpti&nem meruit hom&, 
mult& magis mulier propter d!lict" parvit%tem. Nam in angel& n&n 
fuit per ign&rantiam exc's%ti&, s"cut in muliere; angelus enim sine 
[204] inqu"s"ti&ne et discurs' intelligit, 

aestim! (1): to estimate; to value 
angelus, -" m.: angel 
app#renter: in appearance only (adv.) 
car!, carnis f.: flesh 
d$lictum, -" n.: fault 
discursus, -%s m.: discourse 
exc%s#ti!, -!nis f.: excuse 
ign!rantia, -ae f.: ignorance 
indubi$: undoubtedly 
inqu"s"ti!, -!nis f.: searching, asking 

intellig!, -ere, intell$x", -$ctum: to 
understand 
mere!, -$re, meru", meritum: to earn 
mult!: by much (adv.) 
nihilum, -" n.: nothing 
os, ossis n.: bone 
parvit#s, -t#tis f.: smallness; 
insignificance 
propter (+ acc.): on account of 
red$mpti!, -!nis f.: redemption 
s"cut: just as

“os…me#”: “bone from my bones and flesh from my flesh”; Genesis 2:23 
s" Deus…n!n red$mit: if God seems to have not redeemed Eve; that is, if God did not 

redeem Eve, it would have been in appearances only; God did not forgive Eve because 
he believed her sin was so negligible as to not require forgiveness 

pecc#tum ill"us: the sin of that man (Adam); God valued Adam’s sin at nothing, since he 
still redeemed Adam; therefore Eve must have been redeemed, since her sin was less 
serious than Adam’s 

in angel!…exc%s#ti!: in the case of the angel, there was no excuse (that he had done it)  
through ignorance; the angel here is Lucifer, who rose up against God; Nogarola will 
argue that while Eve wanted god-like knowledge, Lucifer could only have risen up to 
take god-like power since he already had god-like knowledge (and therefore did not 
have the “excuse through ignorance”) 
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et intell!ctum habet magis deiformem quam hom&, cui similem d"c" 
potest #va appet"sse. Unde angelus d"citur intell!ctu%lis et hom& 
rati&n%lis, et ubi mulier ex appet"t' scientiae, angelus pecc%vit ex 
appet"t' potentiae. Modo omnimoda v"si&nis scientia potest 
cre%t'rae comm'nic%r", sed n&n omnimoda potentia De" et animae 
Chr"st". 

angelus, -! m.: angel 
anima, -ae f.: soul, spirit 
appet!tus, -"s m.: appetite 
appet#, -$re, -!v!, -!tum: to seek 
Chr!stus, -! m.: Christ 
communic# (1): to communicate 
cre%t"ra, -ae: creation 
cre# (1): to create 
deif#rmis, -e: god-like 
intell$ctu%lis, -e: intellectual 
intell$ctus, -"s: understanding  

modo: only (adv.) 
omnimodus, -a, -um: every kind; 
complete 
potentia, -ae f.: power 
rati#n%lis, -e: rational 
scientia, -ae f.: knowledge 
similis, -e (+gen. or dat.): similar 
unde: from where, from which point, 
that’s why 
v!si#, -#nis f.: vision 

cui similem d!c! potest &va appet!sse: to which Eve can be said to have sought (to be) 
similar; cui is in dative with simile; appet!sse the syncopated form of appet!visse  

angelus…intell$ctu%lis et hom# rati#n%lis: the angel intellectual and humankind rational; 
technical terms, “intellectual” here is the ability to understand without asking or 
speaking, while “rational” is to ability to reason things through discourse  

ex appet!t" scientiae...potentiae: from an appetite for knowledge...power; Eve’s sin differs 
from the devil’s because Eve was seeking god-like knowledge, whereas Lucifer, who 
already had god-like knowledge, could only have been seeking power 

omnimoda v!si#nis scientia: complete knowledge of vision; the “knowledge of vision” 
(scientia v!si#nis) is a technical term in scholastic Latin for God’s knowledge of all 
things based on his ability to simultaneously see the past, present, and future (Aquinas 
Summa Theologica Book I q.14 a.9) 

cre%t"rae comm"nic%r!: to be shared with a creation; literally, “to be communicated 
(comm"nic%r!) to a creation (cre%t"rae)”
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Item mulier pecc%ns d! veni% c&git%vit, cr!d!ns illud utique esse 
pecc%tum, sed n&n tantum quod d!b!ret Deus t%lem "nferre 
sententiam et poenam; angelus autem n&n c&git%vit. Unde Greg&rius 
IIII.o M&r%lium: “Pr"m" parent!s ad hoc requ"s"t" sunt, ut pecc%tum 
quod tr%nsgrediend& comm"serant c&nfitend& d!l!rent; unde 
serp!ns ille persu%sor, quia n&n erat revocandus ad veniam, n&n est 
d! culp% requ"s"tus.” 

angelus, -! m.: angel 
c"git" (1): to think  
committ", -ere, commiss!, 
commissum: to commit  
c"nfiteor, c"nfit#r!, c"nfessus sum: to 
confess 
d#l#o, -#re, -#v!, -#tum: to destroy; 
remove 
Greg"rius, -! m.: Gregory (the Great) 
!nfer", !nferre, intul!, inl$tum: to 
inflict, impose 
item: likewise 
m"r$lis, -e: moral  

persuasor, -"ris: persuador 
requ!r", -ere, requ!s!v!, requ!s!tum: to 
seek; question 
revoc" (1): to recall 
sententia, -ae f.: opinion, sentence 
(judicial) 
serp#ns, -ntis m.: serpent, snake 
t$lis, t$le: such; distinguished 
tr$nsgredior, tr$nsgred!, tr$nsgressus 
sum: to violate 
unde: from where, from which thing 
utique: certainly 
venia, -ae f.: pardon, forgiveness 

tantum quod d#b#ret Deus...!nferre: (a sin) so great that God would...inflict; a result 
clause beginning with quod rather than ut 

Unde Greg"rius IIII.o M"r$lium: That’s why Gregory (says) in fourth book of M"r$lia; 
this statement is similar to one in M"r$lia 4.36.62 (PL 75.671), but it more closely 
follows the words of Gratian D# Penitenti$ 1.563–66, about the rite of confession 

Pr!m! parent#s…d#l#rent: “The first parents were questioned for this (reason), so that the 
sin they had committed by transgressing they could erase by confessing”; the first 
parents are Adam and Eve, who will receive a pardon by confessing their sin, which in 
turn implies that their sins are not unforgivable 

unde…requ!s!tus: That’s why that serpent, that famous persuador, because he was not to 
be recalled to forgiveness, was not asked of his fault; the serpent’s sin was unforgivable, 
and that is why he was not questioned by God like Adam and Eve 
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Erg& [205] vid!tur #va magis meruisse red!mpti&nem quam 
daemon!s.  

4.8 Quod autem mulier omn!s poen%s vir" et ipsa pati%tur, et ultr% ea 
quae comm'nia sunt, s&la parit cum dol&re et vir& subdita est, etiam 
haec m! in sententi% c&nfirmant, quia, ut d"x", “omne bonum est su" 
ips"us diff's"vum,” et quant& maius tant& magis s! comm'nicat.

comm!nic" (1): to share 
comm!nis, -e: common, shared 
c"nfirm" (1): to confirm, strengthen 
culpa, -ae f.: fault 
daem"n, -onis m.: demon 
diff!s#vus, -a, -um: diffusive 
maior, maius: greater (comp. adj.) 
mere", -$re, meru#, meritum: to earn 
pari", parere, peper#, partum: to give 
birth 

quant": (by) how much (adv.) 
red$mpti", -"nis f.: redemption 
requ#r", -ere, requ#s#v#, requ#s#tum: to 
seek, question 
sententia, -ae f.: opinion 
subd", -ere, subdid#, subditum: to 
subject, subordinate 
tant": (by) so much (adv.) 
ultr% (+ acc.): beyond 

Quod…pati%tur: As to the fact that the woman…endured; a noun clause with a subjunctive 
of reported reason; Nogarola is referring back to Foscarini’s argument in 3.7 

s"la…vir" subdita est: since she alone gives birth in pain and has been subordinated to the 
man; Genesis 3:16 

ut d#x#: as I said; see above 4.4, with commentary 
“omne bonum est…diff!s#vum”: every good is diffusive of itself; good things by nature 

spread their goodness to others, a neoplatonic idea discussed by Thomas Aquinas 
(Summa Theologica Book I qu.5 a.4) 

quant" maius (bonum est) tant" magis s$ comm!nicat: by how much greater (the good 
is), by that much more it shares itself 
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Ita et malum quant& maius, tant& magis s! comm'nicat, et quant& 
magis s! comm'nicat, tant& magis nocet, et quant& magis nocet, 
tant& maius est. Item secundum m!ns'ram d!lict" erit et pl%g%rum 
modus. Unde Chr"stus voluit in cruce mor", licet turpissimum et 
atr&cissimum genus mortis fuerit, in qu% sustinuit gener%liter omn!s 
passi&n!s secundum genus. 

atr!x, -!cis: atrocious 
Chr"stus, -" m.: Christ 
comm#nic! (1): to share, make 
common 
crux, crucis f.: cross 
d$l"ctum, -t" n.: sin 
gener%liter: generally, in general 
item: also, similarly 
licet (+ subj): although 
maior, maius: greater (comp. adj.) 
m$ns#ra, -ae f.: measure 
morior, mor", mortuus sum: to die 

noce!, -$re, nocu", nocitum: to harm 
passi!, -!nis f.: suffering  (esp. of 
Christ) 
pl%ga, -ae f.: strike; misfortune 
quant!: (by) how much 
secundum (+ acc.): according to 
sustine!, -$re, sustinu", sustentum: to 
bear, endure 
turpis, -e: shameful                                  
unde: from which place, for this reason, 
that’s why

Ita et malum…: In the same way, evil too… ; Nogrola puts forward a progression of three 
steps: the greater evil is the more it spreads, and the more it spreads the more it harms, 
and the more it harms the greater it is; this progression buttresses her argument that 
Adam’s sin caused more harm, and therefore was a greater sin than Eve’s  

secundum…modus: the measure of the misfortunes will be according to the measure of the 
crime; a small sin should have a small punishment, while a large sin should have a large 
punishment; Nogarola will argue that Adam’s sin caused Christ’s suffering 

voluit in cruce mor": voluntarily died on the cross; the verb velle can have a sense of “to do 
something voluntarily” 

gener%liter: in general; that is, suffering for all of humanity in general 
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Unde (sid&rus D! Tr"nit%te: “)nigenitus De" f"lius ad peragendum 
mortis suae sacr%mentum c&nsumm%sse s! omne genus passi&num 
test%tur, cum incl"n%t& capite !m"sit sp"ritum.” Rati&: quia poena 
d!b!bat [206] culpae correspond!re. $dam tulit p&mum lign" vetit", 
Chr"stus passus est in lign& et s"c satisf!cit. 

Chr#stus, -# m.: Christ 
c!nsumm! (1): to bring together, unite 
corresponde!, -"re, correspond#, 
corresp!nsum: to correspond 
culpa, -ae f.: faul, guilt 
"mitt!, -ere, "m#s#, "missum: to let go 
f#lius, -# m.: son 
incl#n! (1): to lower 
'sid!rus, -# m.: Isidore (of Seville) 
lignum, -# n.: wood; tree 
passi!, -!nis f.: suffering 
perag!, -ere, per"g#, per$ctum: to 
execute, complete 

p!mum, -# n.: fruit 
rati!, -!nis f.: reason 
sacr$mentum, -# n.: sacrament 
satisfaci!, -facere, -f"c#, -factum: to 
make amends 
sp#ritus, -%s m.: life, spirit 
testor, test$r#, test$tus sum: to bear 
witness 
tr#nit$s, -t$tis f.: the Trinity 
unde: from which place, for this reason 
%nigenitus, -a, -um: only-begotten 
vet!, vet$re, vetu#, vetitum: to forbid 

'sid!rus: Nogorola attributes this quotation to Isidore of Seville, the seventh-century 
author of the Etymologiae; however, it is in fact Hilary of Poitiers (a fourth-century 
bishop) as quoted by Thomas Aquinas (Summa Theologica Book III q.46 a.5.1) 

ad peragendum…sacr$mentum: to complete the sacrament; ad + gerundive phrase to 
express purpose 

c!nsumm$sse…test$tur: test$tur sets up an indirect statement: s" c!nsumm$(vi)sse omne 
genus passi!num 

Rati!: the reason (being); Christ’s punishment (poena) had to be proportional to Adam’s 
sin (culpa) 
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August"nus: “Contempsit $dam praeceptum” (et n&n d"xit “#va”) 
“accipi!ns ex arbore p&mum, sed quidquid $dam perdidit, Chr"stus 
inv!nit.” Psalm& LXVIII.o: “Quae n&n rapu" tunc exsolv!bam.” Erg& 
pecc%tum $dae fuit maximum, quia poena correspond!ns culpae fuit 
maxima et fuit gener%lis hominibus. Apostolus: “Omn!s pecc%v!runt 
in $dam.”  

apostolus, -# m.: apostle 
arbor, -oris f.: tree 
August#nus, -# m.: Augustine 
Chr#stus, -# m.: Christ 
contemn!, -ere, contemps#, 
contemptum: to pay no heed 
corresponde!, -"re, correspond#, 
corresp!nsum: to correspond 
culpa, -ae f.: guilt 
exsolv!, -ere, exsolv#, exsol%tum: to 
resolve, pay off 

gener$lis, -e: general, shared by or 
common to a kind 
inveni!, -#re, inv"n#, inventum: to find 
maximus, -a, -um: greatest 
perd!, -ere, perdid#, perditum: to lose, 
ruin 
p!mum, -# n.: fruit 
praeceptum, -# n.: command 
psalmus, -# m.: psalm 
rapi!, -ere, rapu#, raptum: to take, 
seize 

“Contempsit &dam…Chr#stus inv"nit”: Nogarola takes this quotation from Thomas 
Aquinas Summa Theologica (III q.46 a.4); Aquinas wrongly attributed it to 
Augustine, and it is in fact Julius Firmicus Maternus D" Err!re Prof$n$rum 
Religi!num 26 (PL 12.1038) 

(et n!n d#xit “(va”): and he does not say “Eve”; Nogorola interjects into the quotation to 
highlight her point; the subject here is Augustine, not Adam  

Psalm! LXVIII.o: Psalm 69:4 in modern Bibles; in the Clementine Vulgate it is numbered 
as 68:5 

“Quae n!n rapu# tunc exsolv"bam”: “I paid for what I did not steal”  
Apostolus: the Apostle (Paul); a paraphrase of Romans 5:12 
Omn"s…&dam: All sinned in Adam; Adam’s sin transferred to the rest of humanity 
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4.9 “Omnis etiam $dae culpa #vae ascr"bitur, quia teste Aristot"le 
‘quidquid est causa causae est causa caus%t".’” Haec v!ra sunt in i"s 
quae sunt, ut melius n&st", ali&rum per s! causae, quod p%r est d! 
caus% pr"m%, pr"ncipi& pr"m&, et “propter quod 'num quodque t%le.” 
Quod n&n vid!s in #v% fuisse, quia $dam vel l"berum habuit 
arbitrium, vel n&n; s" n&n habuit, n'llum pecc%tum habuit;

arbitrium, -! n.: will, choice 
Aristot!l"s, -is m.: Aristotle 
ascr!b#, -ere, ascr!ps!, ascr!ptum: to 
ascribe, attribute 
caus# (1): to cause 
culpa, -ae f.: guilt 
melius: better, very well (comp. adv.) 

n#sc#, -ere, n#v!, n#tum: to learn; 
know (in perfect tenses) 
p$r, paris: equal; right, fit 
pr!ncipium, -! n.: beginning, 
foundation 
propter (+ acc): on account of 
testis, -is m.: witness 
v"rus, -a, -um: true

“Omnis etiam…caus$t!”: Nogarola quotes Foscarini’s statement from 3.9 
teste Aristot!le: with Aristotle as our witness; abl. absolute; as noted in the commentary 

on 3.9 above, the quotation is from the pseudo-Aristotelian Liber D" Caus!s, as quoted 
by Duns Scotus Quaesti#n"s Subtilissimae in Metaphysicam V q.1 

‘quidquid…caus$t!’: whatever is the cause (quidquid est causa) of a cause (causae) is the 
cause (est causa) of the thing caused (caus$t!); Foscarini argued that Eve was 
responsible for Adam’s sin 

Haec v"ra sunt in i!s quae sunt…causae: These (words) are true in those (things) which 
are…causes; Nogarola will argue that this is not true in Eve’s case 

ut melius n#st!: as you know very well; the n#st! = n#vist!, meaning “learn” in the present 
tense and meaning “know” in the perfect tense 

ali#rum per s" causae: causes of other things by means of themselves; things that directly 
cause other things to happen without any other external factors 

quod p$r est: which is right; idiom 
“propter quod %num quodque t$le”: on account of which thing each thing (is) such (as it 

is); on this scholastic phrase, see the commentary on 3.9 
Quod n#n vid"s: Which you do not see; the quod here is referring to something that is a 

cause with no other factors (per s")
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s" habuit, erg& #va co!git illud quod fier" n&n potest. Nam 
Bernardus: “L"berum arbitrium [207] pr& ingenit% nobilit%te % n'll% 
c&gitur necessit%te, neque % De&, quia s" s"c, esset dare duo opposita 
st%re simul.” N&n potest igitur Deus facere quod aliqua oper%ti& % 
l"ber& pr&c!dat arbitri& ips& manente, et n&n l"ber! sed co%ct! f"at. 
August"nus super Genes": 

arbitrium, -! n.: will, choice 
August!nus, -! m.: Augustine 
Bernardus, -! m.: Bernard (of 
Clairvaux, 11th-12th century) 
co"ct#: under compulsion (adv.) 
Genesis, -is f.: (Book of) Genesis 
igitur: therefore 
mane$, -#re, m"ns!, m"nsum: to 
remain 

necessit"s, -t"tis f.: necessity 
n$bilit"s, -t"tis f.: nobility  
oper"ti$, -$nis f.: action 
opposita, -$rum n.: opposites, contrary 
propositions 
pr$c#d$, -ere, -cess!, -cessum: to 
proceed 
simul: at same time 
super (+ abl): over, concerning

%va…illud: Eve compelled that which cannot happen; illud refers to Eve compelling 
Adam’s actions despite his free will 

Bernardus: Bernard; this quotation reflects ideas from Bernard’s On Grace and Free 
Choice 1.2 and 4.9 (PL 182:1002, 1006–7), but seems to be taken from Thomas 
Aquinas (D# V#rit"te q.22 a.5) or Thomas of Argentina (Comm. Sent. 2 d.25 a.3) 

neque " De$: not even by God 
s! s!c (esset): if that were the case 
esset…simul: it would be to grant two contrary propositions to stand at the same time; not 

even God can force free will, because then it would not truly be free 
facere quod…oper"ti$...pr$c#dat: to make…an action…proceed; an indirect command 

starting with quod rather than ut 
ips$ manente: with it (free will) still remaining itself; abl. absolute 
August!nus super Genes!: Augustine concerning Genesis; similar ideas are expressed in 

D# Genes! ad Litteram 11.9–16 (PL 34:434–58), but versions of this idea appear in 
various scholastic sources 
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“N&n potest Deus facere contr% n%t'ram quam bon% volunt%te 
"nstituit.”  

4.10 Posset autem Deus ipse auferre illam l"bert%tis conditi&nem ad 
utrumlibet et dare aliam, s"cut n&n potest ignis, ignis man!ns, n&n 
comb'rere nisi t%lis n%t'ra m't!tur et ad tempus suspend%tur virt'te 
d"v"n%. Erg& minus alia cre%t'ra % De&, ut angelus bonus vel diabolus; 

angelus, -! m.: angel 
aufer", auferre, abstul!, abl#tum: to 
remove 
comb$r", -ere, comb$ss!, 
comb$stum: to burn  
conditi", -"nis f.: condition, situation 
contr# (+ acc): against 
cre#t$ra, -ae f.: creation; creature 
cre" (1): to create 
diabolus, -! m.: devil 
d!v!nus, -a, -um: divine 
!nstitu", -ere, !nstitu!, !nstit$tum: to 
establish, build 

l!bert#s, -t#tis f.: freedom, liberty 
mane", -%re, m#ns!, m#nsum: to 
remain 
minus: less (adv.) 
m$t" (1): to alter, change 
s!cut: just like, in the same way 
suspend", -ere, suspend!, susp%nsum: 
to suspend 
uterlibet, -tralibet, -trumlibet: 
whichever/whatever one pleases 
volunt#s, -t#tis f.: will, purpose

facere contr# n#t$ram: to act contrary to nature 
ad utrumlibet: for any reason at all; an idiom of scholastic Latin 
aliam (conditi"nem): another (condition); that is, God could grant a state other than free 

will 
ignis man%ns: while remaining fire 
ad tempus: an idiom meaning “for some time” 
virt$te: power; a common meaning for virt$s in post-classical Latin 
minus alia cre#t$ra # De" (possit): therefore another creature than God (would be able 

to) less 
ut angelus bonus vel diabolus: like a good angel or the devil 
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mult& minus f!mina, quae imperfectior et d!bilior est i"s. Et 
assignat August"nus rati&nem d"c!ns: “Supr% [208] mentem 
nostram nihil praeter Deum, nec inter Deum et mentem nostram 
est aliquid medium.” C&g!ns autem oportet quod sit supr% id quod 
c&gitur; sed #va fuit "nferior $dam, erg& n&n fuit ipsa causa pecc%t". 
Eccl!siastic" XV.o:

ass!gn" (1): to assign; attribute 
August!nus, -! m.: Augustine 
d#bilis, -e: weak 
f#mina, -ae f.: woman 
imperfectus, -a, -um: imperfect 
!nferior, !nferius: inferior, lower 
(comp. adj.) 
medius, -a, -um: intermediate  

m#ns, -ntis f.: mind 
minus: less (adv.) 
mult": by much, a great deal (adv.) 
oportet, oport#re, oportuit: it is 
necessary, it is proper 
praeter (+ acc): besides, except 
rati", -"nis f.: reason, rationale 
supr$ (+ acc): above

i!s: than them; abl. of comparison referring to the angelus and diabolus 
August!nus: Nogarola takes the quotation from Thomas Aquinas (Scr!ptum Super 

Sententi!s Book II d.23 q.2 art.1), who attributes it to Augustine, possibly referring to 
D# V#r$ Religi"ne 113 (PL 34.172) or D# D!vers!s Quaesti"nibus 51.4 (PL 40.33) 

nihil (est) praeter Deum: (there is) nothing except God 
C"g#ns…c"gitur:  The thing compelling (c"g#ns) must be (oportet) a thing which (quod) 

is superior to (supr$) that which (id quod) is compelled (c"gitur); Eve could not have 
compelled Adam to sin because she is not superior to him  

!nferior %dam: inferior to Adam; literally, “lower than Adam”;  abl. of comparison, but the 
word %dam is only declined in the genitive 

Eccl#siastic! XV.o: Sirach, 15:14–15; the Hebrew Book of Sirach is called Ecclesiasticus 
in the Latin Vulgate; Nogarola here paraphrases 
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“Deus ab initi& c&nstituit hominem et rel"quit eum in man' c&nsili" 
su" adi!citque mand%ta et praecepta sua. S" volueris mand%ta serv%re, 
conserv%bunt t! et fidem placitam facient.” Unde $dam acc's%re 
Deum potius v"sus est quam s! exc's%re, cum d"xit: “Socia quam 
dedist" mihi f!cit m! pecc%re.” 

4.11 Quod autem facilius potuerit am"cissima socia virum d!cipere, 
quam turpissimus serp!ns mulierem,

acc!s" (1): to accuse, blame 
c"nserv" (1): to preserve, protect, keep 
c"nstitu", -ere, c"nstitu#, 
c"nstit!tum: to set up, make 
d$cipi", -ere, d$c$p#, d$ceptum: to 
deceive 
exc!s" (1): to excuse 
facilius: more easily (comp. adv.) 
initium, -# n.: the beginning 

mand%tum, -# n.: command, 
commandment 
place", -$re, placu#, placitum: to please 
potius: rather 
praeceptum, -# n.: command 
serp$ns, -ntis m.: serpent, snake 
serv" (1): to preserve, protect, keep 
socia, -ae f.: partner 
turpis, -e: nasty; disgraceful 
unde: from which, for which reason

in man! c"nsili# su#: in the hands of (man’s) own judgment; that is, God made humans and 
gave them free will, leaving them in the hands of their own judgment 

S# volueris mand%ta serv%re: if you voluntarily keep the commandments; the verb velle can 
have a sense of “to do (something) voluntarily” 

fidem placitam facient: they will make faith your free choice; literally, “make faith a thing 
decided (by you)”; placitus (the perfect passive of plac$re) can have the sense of “having 
been decided” 

&dam…v#sus est: Adam seemed; perfect passive of vid$re 
“Socia…f$cit m$ pecc%re”: the companion…made me sin; Gen. 3:12; the predicate m$ 

pecc%re is acting as an objective noun clause (= CL f$cit ut pecc%rem) 
Quod autem…potuerit: As to the fact that she might have been able; noun clause with a 

subjunctive of reported reason, recalling Foscarini’s argument in 3.11 
quam…serp$ns mulierem: than the serpent (deceive) the woman; the verb is carried over 

from the previous clause
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mult& minus pecc%vit #va d!bilis et ign&r%ns secundum n%t'ram, 
d"c&, [209] ast'tissim& ill" serpent" assentiend&, qu" interpret%tus est 
sapi!ns, quam $dam % De& in perfect% scienti% et cogniti&ne cre%tus 
persu%si&nem et v&cem imperfectae mulieris audiend&.  

4.12 Quod autem longius #va persev!r%verit, erg& magis pecc%verit,

assentior, assent!r!, ass"nsus sum (+ 
dat.): to assent to; agree with 
ast#tus, -a, -um: clever, cunning  
cogniti$, -$nis f.: capacity to learn, 
understanding 
cre$ (1): to create 
d"bilis, -e: weak 
ign$r%ns, -ntis: ignorant 
imperfectus, -a, -um: imperfect, 
incomplete 
interpretor, interpret%r!, 
interpret%tus sum: to explain; 
understand 

long": for a long while (adv.) 
minus: less (adv.) 
mult$: by much, a great deal (adv.) 
perfectus, -a, -um: perfect, complete 
persev"r$ (1): to persist; continue 
persu%si$, -$nis f.ː persuasion 
sapi"ns, sapientis: wise 
scientia, -ae f.: knowledge 
secundum (+ acc.): in accordance with 
serp"ns, -ntis m.: serpent, snake

mult$ minus pecc%vit &va…assentiend$…quam 'dam...audiend$: Eve sinned much 
less…by assenting…than Adam by listening; the assentiend$ and audiend$ are 
gerunds in the abl. of means, functioning with Eve and Adam respectively 

pecc%vit…d!c$: Eve sinned, I say; the d!c$ is a parenthetical insertion 
qu! interpret%tus est: who has been understood as wise; interpretor here is being used with 

a passive meaning, despite being a deponent verb 
in…cogniti$ne: in (a state of) perfect knowledge and understanding; metaphorical use of 

in to refer to states, rather than locations 
Quod…persev"r%verit…pecc%verit: As to the fact that; noun clause with subjunctives of 

reported reason, referring back to Foscarini’s argument in 3.12 
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quia tant& gravi&ra sunt d!licta quant& di'tius "nf!l"cem animam 
tenent allig%tam, sc"licet v!rum est, cum pecc%ta sint pari% et in 
e&dem vel in simil". Sed $dam et #va n&n fu!runt par!s, quia $dam 
animal perfectum et #va imperfectum et ign&r%ns.  

4.13 Tandem, ut t! auct&re 'tar: “Mulier exemplum et causa pecc%t" 
fuit, et in exemplum vehementer Greg&rius culpam extendit, 

allig! (1): to bind  
anima, -ae f.: soul 
animal, anim"lis n.: animal, creature 
auctor, auct!ris m.: authority 
culpa, -ae f.: blame 
d#lictum, -$ n.: offense, crime; sin 
di%: (for) a long time 
exemplum, -$ n.: example; precedent 
extend!, -ere, extend$, ext#nsum: to 
stretch; extend 
Greg!rius, -$ m.: Gregory (the Great) 
ign!r"ns, -ntis: ignorant 

imperfectus, -a, -um: imperfect, 
incomplete 
$nf#l$x, $nf#l$cis: wretched, unlucky 
p"r, paris: equal 
perfectus, -a, -um: perfect, complete 
quant!: by how much, the more  
sc$licet: certainly; of course 
similis, -e: similar 
tandem: finally 
tant!: so much (adv.) 
%tor, %t$, %sus sum (+ abl.): to use 
vehementer: ardently 
v#rus, -a, -um: true

d#licta…allig"tam: by how much longer the sins hold the unfortunate soul in bondage; the 
longer a person has been in a sinful state, the more serious the offense should be 
considered to be; this is still Foscarini’s argument from 3.12 

in e!dem vel in simil$ (homine): in the same person or a similar one; e!dem and simil$ are 
acting substantively 

&dam (est) animal perfectum: the verb “to be” is implicit 
'va (est animal) imperfectum et ign!r"ns: adjectives are neuter with an assumed animal 
Tandem, ut t# auct!re %tar: finally, so that I may use you as my authority; essentially “if I 

may quote you”; Nogarola here is quoting from 3.13 
in exemplum...culpam extendit: he extends guilt to the example; the idea is from Gregory’s 

Liber R#gulae Past!r"lis 1.2 (PL 77.15–16) 
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et causam ign&rantium I'dae&rum, quia pr"ma fuit, magis damn%vit 
Chr"stus [210] quam sententiam P"l%t" docti&ris, cum d"xit: 
‘Proptere% qu" m! tibi tr%didit maius pecc%tum habet.’” D"c& quod 
Chr"stus causam ign&rantium I'dae&rum n&n damn%vit quia pr"ma 
fuerit, sed quia erat ex propri% maliti% atque obstin%ti&ne pr%v% et 
diabolic%. 

Chr!stus, -! m.: (Jesus) Christ 
damn" (1): condemn 
diabolicus, -a, -um: devilish 
doctus, -a, -um: learned, wise 
ign"r#ns, -ntis: ignorant 
I$daeus, -! m.: Judean; Jewish person; 
the Jews (pl.) 
maior, maius: greater (comp. adj.) 
malitia, -ae f.: malice 
obstin#ti", -"nis f.: determination, 
stubbornness 

P!l#tus, -! m.: Pontius Pilate (prefect of 
Judaea, 26-36 CE) 
pr#vus, -a, -um: vicious 
proprius, -a, -um: particular, 
characteristic 
proptere#: therefore, for this reason 
sententia, -ae f.: opinion; sentence 
(legal) 
tr#d", -ere, tr#did!, tr#ditum: to hand 
over; deliver 

causam…damn#vit…quam senteniam: condemned the case of the ignorant Jews more 
than learned Pilate’s sentence; both causam and sententiam are objects of damn#vit 

ign"rantium I$dae"rum: of the ignorant Jews; an antisemitic epithet; for more on 
antisemitism in the Defense of Eve, see Introduction IV 

P!l#t! docti"ris: of the quite learned Pilate; Pontius Pilate was the Roman prefect of Judaea 
who ordered the crucifixion of Jesus 

D!c" quod…damn#vit: I say that Christ…condemned; post-classical use of quod + 
indicative for indirect statement; Nogarola uses the d!c" here to mark the beginning 
of her response to Foscarini’s argument recounted in the previous sentence 

ex propri# maliti#: from their special malice; another antisemitic argument; see 
Introduction IV 
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N&n enim ex ign&ranti% pecc%bant, quia magis ign&r%ns d! h"s erat 
P"l%tus gent"lis, quam I'dae", qu" L!gem et proph!t%s hab!bant et 
leg!bant, et d! e& quot"di! signa vid!bant. Nam I&annis XV.o: “S" 
n&n v!nissem et loc'tus e"s n&n fuissem, pecc%tum n&n hab!rent, 
nunc autem exc's%ti&nem n&n habent d! pecc%t& su&.”

exc!s"ti#, -#nis f.: excuse 
gent$lis, -e: gentile, non-Jew 
ign#r"ns, -ntis: ignorant 
ign#rantia, -ae f.: ignorance 
I#ann%s, -is m.: John (apostle) 
I!daeus, -$ m.: Judean, Jewish person; 
the Jews (pl.) 
leg#, -ere, l%g$, l%ctum: to read  

l%x, l%gis f.: law; the Law (of Moses) 
loquor, loqu$, loc!tus sum: to speak  
P$l"tus, -$ m.: Pontius Pilate (prefect of 
Judaea, 26-36 CE) 
proph%ta, -ae m.: prophet 
quot$di%: every day 
signum, -$ n.: indication; sign  

magis ign#r"ns…erat P$l"tus gent$lis: Pilate the gentile was more ignorant; the subject 
here is P$l"tus, the predicate ign#r"ns 

d% h$s: concerning these matters; “matters” refers to Jesus’ status as the Messiah; Nogarola 
argues that since Pilate did not know the Hebrew Bible, he would not have been able 
to understand the same signs of the Messiah that the Judeans (according to Nogarola) 
should have been able to 

L%gem…hab%bant et leg%bant: they had and read the Law and the prophets; imperfect 
with habitual aspect; Nogarola assumes that the writings of the Hebrew Bible would 
have made Jesus’s status as the Messiah obvious and undeniable 

d% e#…signa: signs concerning it; the e# is the divinity of Jesus, and signa the miraculous 
signs that would have indicated that status 

“S$ n#n…hab%rent”: If I had not come… then they would not (now) have; John 15:22; 
mixed contrafactual condition, the if-clause is in the pluperfect subjunctive (v%nissem, 
loc!tus fuissem), the then-clause is in the imperfect subjunctive (hab%rent) 
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Unde ips" d"x!runt: “Quid facimus, quia hic hom& multa signa facit?” 
Item: “D"c n&b"s palam s" t' es Chr"stus!” Nam populus iste 
pec'li%ris erat De& et ipse Chr"stus: “N&n sum missus nisi ad ov!s 
Isr%!l, [211] quae perierant … N&n est bonum s'mere p%nem d! 
manibus f"li&rum et dare canibus.” Erg& magis pecc%v!runt I'dae", 
quia pl's e&s I!s's d"lig!bat.  

canis, canis m.: dog 
Chr!stus, -! m.: (Jesus) Christ 
d!lig", -ere, d!l#x!, d!l#ctum: to value, 
love 
f!lius, f!li! m.: son 
I#sus, I#s$ m.: Jesus 
Isr%#l m.: Israel (undeclined) 
item: likewise; also 
I$daeus, -! m.: Jew, Jewish person; the 
Jews (pl.) 
mitt", -ere, m!s!, missum: to send 
ovis, ovis f.: sheep 

palam: plainly 
p%nis, p%nis m.: bread 
pec$li%ris, -e: special; singular, 
exceptional 
pere", -!re, per!v! (-i!), peritum: to be 
lost 
pl$s: more (adv.) 
signum, -! n.: indication; sign  
s$m", -ere, s$mps!, s$mptum: to take 
unde: from where, for which reason, 
that’s why

ips! (I$dae!) d!x#runt: they themselves (the Judeans) said; it is the priests and Pharisees 
specifically who say the following quotation; another instance of Nogarola’s 
antisemitism, extending the words of the Pharisees and Priests to the entirety of the 
Jewish people 

“Quid facimus…facit”: “What do we do?”; John 11:47; present with a future sense 
“D!c n"b!s…Chr!stus”: “Tell us plainly if you are Christ!”; paraphrased from John 10:24 
“N"n sum missus nisi…”: I was only sent to; from Matthew 15:24; literally, “I was not sent 

except to” (perfect passive indicative) 
ov#s Isr%#l: the sheep of Israel; that is, the Israelites 
“N"n est bonum…canibus”: from Matthew 15:26; the “sons” in this metaphor are the 

Jewish people, and the “dogs” are the gentiles 
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4.14 Et haec % m! f!min% inerm" et paupercul% dicta sufficiant.  

5.1 R!sp&nsi& Lodov"c" et Concl'si& Quaesti&nis: Ita omnia 
d"v"nissim! complexa es, ut n!dum ex philosophantium et 
theolog&rum fontibus, sed ex cael& tua scr"pta coll%psa cr!dere 
poss"mus. Idcirc& ea potius laude quam contr%dicti&ne digna sunt. 

coll%bor, coll%b!, coll%psum sum: to 
collapse, fall down 
complector, complect!, complexus 
sum: to encircle, encompass 
concl$si", -"nis f.: conclusion 
contr%dicti", -"nis f.: objection 
dictum, -! n.: word 
dignus, -a, -um (+ abl.): meriting 
d!v!nus, -a, -um: divine 
f#mina, -ae f.: woman 
f"ns, fontis m.: fount; source 
idcirc": on that account; therefore 
inermis, -e: unarmed 

laus, laudis f.: praise 
n#dum: still less; not just … but even 
(with sed) 
pauperculus, -a, -um: poor 
philosoph%ns, -ntis m.: philosopher 
potius: rather 
quaesti", -"nis f.: question, inquiry 
r#sp"nsi", -"nis f.: response 
scr!ptum, -! n.: a written work 
suffici", -ere, suff#c!, suffectum: to be 
sufficient 
theologus, -! m.: theologian 

haec % m# f#min%…dicta: these words said by me, a poor and unarmed woman; haec and 
dicta bracket the qualifying phrase % m# f#min% inerm! et paupercul% 

n#dum…fontibus, sed ex cael": not just from the founts…but even from heaven; take 
closely with collapse (“have fallen”) 

scr!pta coll%psa (esse) cr#dere poss!mus: I could believe that (your) writings have fallen; 
cr#dere sets up an indirect statement: scr!pta coll%psa (esse) 

ea (scr!pta): these (writings) 
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N! tamen coept% 'tilit%te fraud!ris, accipe quae brevissim! in 
d"versam sententiam d"c" possunt, ut melliflua parad"s" s!mina iact!s, 
quae legent!s d!lectent et t! gl&ri% ill'strent.  

5.2 Ign&rantia #vae crassissima fuit, quia m%luit daemon" quam 
cre%t&r" fidem praest%re. Quae quidem ign&rantia ex eius d!lict& (ut 
sacra test%tur historia) pr&cessit, ide& pecc%tum [212] n&n exc'sat. 

brevis, -e: short, concise 
coep!, coepisse, coeptum: to begin 
crassus, -a, -um: thick, deep; crass 
cre%tor, -"ris m.: creator  
daem"n, -onis m.: demon 
d#lect" (1): to delight, please 
d#lictum, -! n.: fault 
d!versus, -a, -um: opposite; different 
exc$s" (1): to excuse, justify  
fraud" (1): to steal; cheat 
gl"ria, -ae f.: glory 
historia, -ae f.: history 
iact" (1): to throw, scatter, sow 
ide": therefore 
ign"rantia, -ae f.: ignorance 

ill$str" (1): to illuminate 
leg", -ere, l#g!, l#ctum: to read 
m%l", m%lle, m%lu!: to prefer 
mellifluus, -a, -um: flowing with honey 
parad!sus, -! m.: paradise 
praest", -%re, praestit!, praestitum: to 
furnish, supply 
pr"c#d", -ere, pr"cess!, pr"cessum: to 
proceed 
sacer, -cra, -crum: sacred, holy 
s#men, s#minis n.: seed 
sententia, -ae f.: opinion; thought 
testor, test%r!, test%tus sum: to attest 
$tilit%s, -t%tis f.: usefulness  

N#…coept% $tilit%te fraud#ris: Lest you be cheated of the utility (of what we have) begun; 
literally, “of the having-been-begun utility”  

ut melliflua parad!s! s#mina iact#s: so you might sow the sweet seeds of paradise; purpose 
clause; a reference to the idea of having Nogarola disseminate their work 

quae…d#lectent…ill$strent: which may (or: in order to) delight readers and illuminate 
you with glory; relative clause, which could be purpose or characteristic 

legent#s: readers; literally “those reading (this work)” 
Ign"rantia &vae crassissima…quia m%luit daemon!…prast%re: The ignorance of Eve was 

most crass…because she preferred to put her faith in the demon; a reference to 4.2, 
where Nogarola argues that the ignorant sin less if they put their faith in God 

Quae quidem ign"rantia: And indeed this ignorance; a connecting relative 
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Imm&, s" v!rum fat!r" licet, extr!ma d!mentia fuit n&n man!re in 
termin"s qu&s Deus optimus sibi c&nstituerat, v%n%que sp! ducta 
caruit habit"s et amb"t"s.  

5.3 Et n! illa d"vidam quae t' pr'dentissim! coni'nxist": 
inc&nstantia #vae damn%ta m&ris fuit et n&n n%t'rae; quia in i"s quae 
% n%t'r% "nsunt, nec laud%mur nec vituper%mur sapientissim&rum 
philosophantium i'dici&. 

ambi!, -"re, amb"v", amb"tum: to go 
round; to strive for 
care!, -#re, caru", caritum (+ abl.): to 
be without; lack 
coniung!, -ere, coni$nx", coni$nctum: 
to join together 
c!nstitu!, -ere, c!nstitu", 
c!nstit$tum: to set up 
damn! (1): to condemn 
d#mentia, -ae f.: insanity 
d"vid!, -ere, d"v"s", d"v"sum: to divide 
d$c!, -ere, d$x", ductum: to lead 
extr#mus, -a, -um: most extreme 
fateor, fat#r", fassus sum: to admit 

imm!: on the contrary; indeed 
inc!nstantia, -ae f.: inconstancy 
"nsum, inesse, "nfu": to be in; belong to 
i$dicium, -" n.: judgment 
laud! (1): to praise, approve 
mane!, -#re, m%ns", m%nsum: to stay 
philosoph%ns, -ntis m.: philosopher 
pr$denter: wisely; prudently 
sapi#ns, sapientis: rational; wise 
terminus, -" m.: boundary, limit 
v%nus, -a, -um: empty, vain 
v#rum, -" n.: the truth  
vituper! (1): to blame

v%n%que sp# ducta: lead by vain hope; the ducta here is the nom. of the perf. pass. participle 
of d$cere, agreeing with an assumed “Eve” 

caruit habit"s et amb"t"s: she lost what she had and what she wanted; habit"s and amb"t"s 
are perf. pass. participles acting as substantives, literally “what was had (by her)” and 
“what was reached for (by her)” 

Et n# illa d"vidam: And lest I divide those (things) which you so wisely joined; Nogarola 
joins ignorance and inconstancy in 4.2–4.3 

inc!nstantia &vae damn%ta…fuit: Eve’s inconstancy was condemned; = CL damn%ta est 
m!ris…n!n n%t$rae: for (its) character, not (its) nature; gen. of charge with damn%ta fuit 
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Optima fuit etiam mulieris n%t'ra et rati&n", gener", tempor" 
oboedi!ns, quoniam velut" fer"s dent!s, arment"s cornua, volucribus 
pennae datae sunt ad v"tam, ita mulier" rati& ad retinendam et 
c&nsequendam animae sal'tem suffici!ns.  

5.4 S" ad vir" adi't&rium, perfecti&nem, s&l%tium et gaudium #va 
n%t'r%liter cre%ta fuit, contr% n%t'rae l!g!s s! gessit vir& lab&r!s,

adi!t"rium, -# n.: assistance 
anima, -ae f.: soul 
armentum, -# n.: cattle, herd 
c"nsequor, c"nsequ#, c"nsec!tus sum: 
to follow after; attain 
contr$ (+ acc.): against, contrary to 
corn!, -!s n.: horn 
cre" (1): to create 
d%ns, dentis m.: tooth; tusk 
ferus, -# m.: wild beast, animal 
gaudium, -# n.: joy 
lab"r" (1): to work; suffer 
leg", -ere, l%g#, l%ctum: to read 
l%x, l%gis f.: law 

n$t!r$liter: naturally 
oboedi%ns, -entis (+ dat.): obedient 
optimus, -a, -um: best 
penna, -ae f.: feather, wing 
perfecti", -"nis f.: perfection 
quoniam: since, because 
rati", -"nis f.: rationality; reason 
retine", -%re, retinu#, retentum: to 
retain 
sal!s, sal!tis f.: health; salvation 
s"l$tium, -# n.: comfort 
suffici%ns, -entis: sufficient 
velut#: just as 
volucer, volucris: bird

rati"n#, gener#, tempor# oboedi%ns: obeying reason, sex, and age; literally “obedient to 
reason, type, time” 

ita mulier# rati" (data est): so to the woman reason was given; the verb must be supplied 
from the previous clause 

ad...adi!t"rium, perfecti"nem, s"l$tium et gaudium: to assist, perfect, comfort, and 
gladden; literally “for the assistance, perfection, comfort, and joy”; the ad here carries 
a sense of purpose; s"l$tium is an alternate spelling for s"l$cium 

cre$ta fuit: = CL cre$ta est 
s% gessit: she behaved; literally, “she carried herself” 
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imperfecti&n!s, tr"stiti%s et moer&r!s subministrand&, quae scelera 
gravissima fore sacra [213] d!cr!ta s%nx!runt. Nec h'm%nae l!g!s, 
di'tissim! cl%rissim&rum vir&rum ingeni"s d"gestae, sine cert% 
rati&ne "nstitu!runt quod ali!nae re" contract%ti& quant& magis fit 
contr% domin" volunt%tem, tant& gravi&rem poenam mer!tur.

ali!nus, -a, -um: another's 
certus, -a, -um: certain 
cl"rus, -a, -um: clear; famous 
contr" (+ acc.): against 
contract"ti#, -#nis f.: taking, seizure 
d!cr!tum, -$ n.: doctrine 
d$ger#, -ere, d$gess$, d$gestum: to 
arrange 
di%: (for) a long time 
h%m"nus, -a, -um: human 
imperfecti#, -#nis f.: imperfection 
ingenium, -$ n.: talent, genius 
$nstitu#, -ere, $nstitu$, $nstit%tum: to 
establish 

l!x, l!gis f.: law 
mereor, mer!r$, meritus sum: to earn, 
merit 
moeror, -#ris m.: grief 
quant#: by how much (adv.) 
rati#, -#nis f.: reason 
sacer, sacra, sacrum: holy 
sanci#, -$re, s"nx$, s"nctum: to 
confirm 
subministr# (1): to supply 
tant#: (by) so much (adv.) 
tr$stitia, -ae f.: sadness 
volunt"s, -t"tis f.: will, desire 

subministrand#: by supplying; gerund in abl. of means; literally “by supplying X, Y, and Z 
to her husband” 

fore: would be; fut. inf. (=  fut%rum esse) in an indirect statement set up by s"nx!runt 
sacra d!cr!ta: holy doctrines; subject of s"nx!runt 
Nec h%m"nae l!g!s...sine cert" rati#ne $nstitu!runt: Nor have human laws...established 

without certain reason; double negative 
d$gestae: nom. participle agreeing with l!g!s 
quod: the start of an indirect statement following $nstitu!runt  
ali!nae re$ contract"ti#: the taking of another’s property; a paraphrase of Roman law 

(D$gesta 47.2.1§3; cf. Institutes 4.1.1), as formulated by Azo of Bologna (Summa 
Codicis 6.1 no.1); contract"ti# is an alternate spelling for contrect"ti# 

quant#...tant#: by however much...by that much; the more it happens contrary to the 
owner’s will, the greater punishment is due to  the perpetrator
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5.5 Quod scr"b"s d! mand%t&rum tr%nsgressi&ne #vam n&n l"berat, 
quae nec ipsa serv%vit.  

5.6 In qu& autem differant pecc%tum angel" et hominis, l%tissimus 
campus est et velut" tu& cl%rissim& ingeni& dignissimus cibus, ita h%c 
temporis angusti% long! amplior.  

amplus, -a, -um: spacious 
angelus, -! m.: angel 
angustia, -ae f.: narrow space 
campus, -! m.: plain; field 
cibus, -! m.: food 
cl"rus, -a, -um: clear, brilliant 
differ#, differre, distul!, d!l"tum: to 
differ 
dignus, -a, -um (+ abl.): worthy 
ingenium, -! n.: talent, mind 

l"tus, -a, -um: wide 
l!ber# (1): to free; acquit 
long$: long, far (adv.) 
mand"tum, -! n.: command 
minus: less (adv.) 
scr!b#, -ere, scr!ps!, scr!ptum: to write 
serv# (1): to preserve, save 
tr"nsgressi#, -#nis f.: transgression 
velut!: just as

Quod scr!b!s: That which you write; rel. clause, the implicit antecedent (id) is subject the 
of l!berat 

quae nec ipsa serv"vit: which not even she herself preserved; the antecedent of quae is 
mand"t#rum; that is, Eve also transgressed God’s commands 

differant pecc"tum angel! et hominis: the sin of angel and man differ; although pecc"tum 
is singular but functions as a plural (the sin of angel and the sin of man) 

h"c temporis angusti" long$ amplior: far too vast (a topic) for this narrow span of time; 
literally “far larger than this narrow span of time”; abl. of comparison 
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5.7 Qu&modo autem rati&n" bonit%tis summ" De" conven"re senti%s 
mai&ra mala ill"s qu" minus pecc%v!re diffundere, n&n bene concipi&.  

5.8 Nimium stringis Aristot"lis testim&nia ad pr"m%s caus%s, nam 
omnis causa causae est causa caus%t".  

5.9 Et quia l"ber" arbitri" fuit $dam, n&n faci& ipsum d!lict" 
inm'nem, et licet omnis $dae culpa qu%dam ex parte #vae per m! 
ascr"pta sit, n&n tamen omnis et omnimoda causa #vae fuit. 

arbitrium, -! n.: choice, judgment 
Aristot!l"s, -is m.: Aristotle 
ascr!b#, -ere, ascr!ps!, ascr!ptum: to 
ascribe 
bonit$s, -t$tis f.: goodness 
caus# (1): to cause 
concipi#, -ere, conc"p!, conceptum: to 
conceive, understand 
conveni#, -!re, conv"n!, conventum (+ 
dat.): to be compatible with, fit 
culpa, -ae f.: fault 
d"lictum, -! n.: sin, fault 
diffund#, -ere, diff%nd!, diff%sum: to 
pour out 

inm%nis, -e (+ gen.): free from 
licet (+ subj.): although 
maior, maius: greater (adj.) 
nimium: too much (adv.) 
omnimodus, -a, -um: of every sort 
qu#modo: how 
rati#, -#nis f.: plan, reasoning 
senti#, -!re, s"ns!, s"nsum: to perceive; 
think 
string#, -ere, str!nx!, strictum: to draw 
tight; squeeze 
summus, -a, -um: highest 
testim#nium, -! n.: testimony

Qu#modo…senti$s: How you think; indirect question set up by concipi# 
pecc$v"re: = pecc$v"runt 
Aristot!lis testim#nia ad pr!m$s caus$s: Aristotle’s testimonies on first causes; see 

Nogarola’s argument at 4.9 
l!ber! arbitri! fuit &dam: Adam was a man of free will; gen. of characteristic 
n#n faci#: I do not consider; literally “I do not make him to be free from guilt” 
qu$dam ex parte: to some extent; literally, “from a certain part” 
n#n tamen omnis et omnimoda causa 'vae fuit: was not entirely and in every way a cause 

of Eve; the implied subject is &dae culpa 
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D! l"ber& arbitri& [214]et bonit%te n%t'rae n&n contr%d"c&.  

5.10 D! facilit%te c&ns!ns's vir" dict"s mulieris, vol& sex's ill"us 
d!cepti&n!s ad t! scr"b!ns silenti& praeter"re, sed h&c vetustissim& 
verb& mea firm!tur rati&: “N'lla pestis effic%cior est ad nocendum 
quam famili%ris inim"cus.”  

5.11 Magnum pr"ma m%ter excit%vit incendium, 

arbitrium, -! n.: choice, judgment 
bonit"s, -"tis f.: goodness 
c#ns$nsus, -%s m.: agreement  
contr"d!c#, -ere, contr"d!x!, 
contr"dictum: to contradict, speak 
against 
d$cepti#, -#nis f.: deceitfulness 
dictum, -! n.: word 
effic"x, effic"cis: effective 
excit# (1): to stir up, kindle 
facilit"s, -t"tis f.: facility, ease 
famili"ris, -e: intimate, friendly 

firm# (1): to strengthen, confirm 
incendium, -! n.: fire, conflagration 
inim!cus, -! m.: enemy  
noce#, -$re, nocu!, nocitum: to harm 
pestis, -is f.: plague 
praetere#, -!re, praeter!v!, 
praeteritum: to pass by 
rati#, -#nis f.: account, reasoning 
scr!b#, -ere, scr!ps!, scr!ptum: to write 
sexus, -%s m.: sex (biological) 
silentium, -! n.: silence 
vetustus, -a, -um: old, ancient

D$ l!ber# arbitri#: About free will; implied reference back to Nogarola’s argument about 
free will in 4.10 

vol# sex%s ill!us d$cepti#n$s...silenti# praeter!re: I want to pass by in silence the 
deceitfulness of that (the woman’s) sex; Foscarini uses praeteriti# to joke that he does 
not want to bring up women’s inherent deceitfulness since he is writing to a woman 

h#c vetustissim# verb#: by this very old saying; Boethius D$ C#ns. Phil. 3.5 
firm$tur rati#: let my reasoning be strengthened; jussive subjunctive 
effic"cior...ad nocendum: more harmful; lit. “more effective for harming” 
famili"ris inim!cus: friendly enemy; an oxymoron that refers to an enemy who seems to 

(deceivingly) be a friend 
pr!ma m"ter: first mother; i.e. Eve 
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quod n&ndum nostr% ru"n% ext"nctum est. Hoc maximam gravit%tem 
pecc%t" significat. Nam velut" illae corporis aegrit'din!s sunt 
difficili&r!s quae minus s%nantur, s"c anim" vitia.  

5.12 S" ego d"x", n&n audi%s; aspern!ris et contemn%s s" August"nus 
par" fast' concl'dit, “Rati& quant& di'tius,” etc.; 

aegrit!d", -dinis f.: sickness 
aspernor, aspern#r$, aspern#tus sum: 
to despise, scorn 
August$nus, -$ m.: Augustine 
concl!d", -ere, concl!s$, concl!sum: 
to conclude 
contemn", -ere, contemps$, 
contemptum: to look down on 
difficilis, -e: difficult 
di!: (for) a long time 
extingu", -ere, ext$nx$, ext$nctum: to 
extinguish 

fastus, -!s m.: arrogance, pride 
gravit#s, -t#tis f.: seriousness 
minus: less (adv.) 
n"ndum: not yet 
p#r, paris: equal 
quant": (by) how much (adv.) 
rati", -"nis f.: reason, rationale 
ru$na, -ae f.: destruction, collapse 
s#n" (1): to cure 
signific" (1): to indicate 
velut$: just as 
vitium, -$ n.: fault, defect

quod n"ndum nostr# ru$n# ext$nctum est: conflagration which has not yet been 
extinguished by our collapse; the idea refers to stopping the spread of fire in a city by 
making the building collapse on itself; Catiline reportedly said that he would put out 
the fire with his own collapse (Cic. Mur. 25.51; Sall. Cat. 31.9) 

S$ ego…fat%bimur: a long sentence with three elements: Foscarini writes 1) do not believe 
me, 2) do not believe Augustine, Gregory, and the other authorities, 3) but let us read 
the Gospels and you will admit that I am right  

S$ ego d$x$, n"n audi#s: If I have spoken, don’t listen; jussive subjunctive 
aspern%ris et contemn#s: despise it and scorn it; jussive subjunctive; these verbs have three 

objects: Augustine’s conclusion, Gregory’s argument, and “etc.” (presumably the other 
authorities cited by Foscarini) 

par$ fast! concl!dit: concludes [that they sinned] with equal pride 
“Rati" quant" di!tius”: “The rationale of how much longer”; referencing Gregory the 

Great’s notion that the longer a person sinned, the more guilty they are (from 3.12 and 
4.12) 
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Passi&nis historiam leg%mus et somnia ux&ris, verba P"l%t", manuum 
l&ti&n!s, i'dicand" fugam, et eum magis quam I'dae&s intell!xisse 
sententiam ini'stam fat!bimur. Ex quibus patet arg'ment&rum 
nostr&rum v"r!s n&n d!ficere.  

arg$mentum, -! n.: argument 
d#fici", -ere, d#f#c!, d#fectum: to fail, 
to be lacking 
fateor, fat#r!, fassus sum: to confess 
fuga, -ae f.: escape; avoidance 
historia, -ae f.: history, narrative 
ini$stus, -a, -um: unjust 
intelleg", -ere, intell#x!, intell#ctum: 
to understand 
I$daeus, -! m.: Judean, Jewish person; 
the Jews (pl.) 

i$dic" (1): to judge 
leg", -ere, l#g!, l#ctum: to read 
l"ti", -"nis f.: washing 
passi", -"nis f.: suffering (of Christ) 
pate", -#re, patu!, -: to stand open; to 
be clear 
P!l%tus, -! m.: Pilate 
sententia, -ae f.: opinion; sentence 
(judicial) 
somnium, -! n.: dream 
uxor, ux"ris f.: wife 

Passi"nis historiam leg%mus: Let us read the narrative of the Suffering; that is, “the 
narrative of the suffering and death of Jesus” 

verba P!l%t!: the words of Pontius Pilate; referring to Pilate’s declaration that Jesus has 
done nothing wrong (Matthew 27:23, Mark 15:10–15, Luke 23:4, John 19:12) 

somnia ux"ris: dreams of (Pilate’s) wife; Pilate’s wife begs him to leave Jesus alone because 
of something she saw in a dream (Matthew 27:19) 

manuum l"ti"n#s: washing of hands; Pilate washes his hands and says that Jesus’s death 
was not his doing (Matthew 27:24) 

i$dicand! fugam: the avoidance of judging; in the above accounts, Pilate turns over 
judgment to a crowd of Judeans 

eum…intell#xisse sententiam ini$stam: that he (Pilate)...understood the sentence to be 
unjust; Foscarini is responding to Nogarola’s argument from 4.13, but he seems to be 
rebutting a part of her idea that is not relevant to her argument 

v!r#s: strength; from v!s 
n"n d#ficere: is not lacking; indirect statement set up by patet 
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5.13 Haec paucissim"s verb"s explic%v", tum [215] quia pap"rum 
tr%nsmissum iussus sum n&n exc!dere, tum quia apud t! 
per"tissimam loquor. N&l& enim tant" itineris tibi, cui ex summ% 
bonit%te omnia cl%rissima patent, dux esse. V"vis profect& apud n&s 
in terr% velut" quaedam v"tae caelestis im%g&. 

bonit%s, -t%tis f.: goodness 
caelestis, -e: celestial 
exc#d", -ere, excess!, excessum: to 
exceed, go beyond 
explic" (1): to explain 
im%g", -inis f.: image 
iter, itineris n.: road; journey 
lab"r" (1): to work; suffer 
loquor, loqu!, loc$tus sum: to speak 
n"l", n"lle, n"lu!: to not want, not 
intend 

obsc$rit%s, -t%tis f.: obscurity 
pap!rus, -! m.: paper 
pate", pat#re, patu!, -: to lie open 
per!tus, -a, -um: skilled, learned 
profect": really, actually 
summus, -a, -um: highest 
tr%nsmitt", -ere, tr%nsmisi, 
tr%nsmissum: to transmit, send 
velut!: just as, as if 
vitium, -! n.: fault, defect

tum...tum: not only...but also 
pap!rum tr%nmissum iussus sum n"n exc#dere: I was ordered not to exceed the 

transmitted paper; apparently referring to the guidelines Nogarola has given him  
apud t# per!tissimam loquor: I am speaking with you (who are) most learned  
N"l" enim tant! itineris tibi…dux esse: I do not intend to be your leader on so great a 

journey; literally “I do not want to be a leader to you of so great a journey”; Cicero 
writes a similar phrase in D# 'r%t"re 1.203 

cl%rissima patent: lie open most clearly; as usually, a nom. adj. comes out more smoothly 
in English as an adverb 

velut! quaedam v!tae caelestis im%g": as if a kind of image of heavenly life; contemporary 
men frequently portrayed Nogarola as a kind of holy woman 
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Digitum, ut aiunt, ad font!s intend", et quamquam apud ali&s haec 
mea dicta obsc'rit%tis viti& lab&r%rent, s" apud t! cl%rissimam 
acc!dent et pri&ribus tu"s ac me"s scr"pt"s iungentur, apertissima 
f"ent, ill'str%buntur et radi%bunt in tenebr"s. Atque ea s" ineptissima 
erunt, tu& studi& faci!s ingeni&, virt'te, gl&ri% tu% esse dignissima, 

acc#d", -ere, access!, accessum: to 
approach 
ai", -, -: to say  
apertus, -a, -um: open, known 
cl%rus, -a, -um: clear, brilliant 
dictum, -! n.: word 
digitus, -! m.: finger 
dignus, -a, -um (+ abl.): worthy 
f"ns, fontis m.: fountain; source 
gl"ria, -ae f.: glory 
ill$str" (1): to illuminate 
ineptus, -a, -um: foolish 

ingenium, -! n.: talent, genius 
intend", -ere, intend!, intentum: to 
hold out 
iung", -ere, i$nx!, i$nctum: to join 
prior, prius: earlier (comp. adj.) 
quamquam: although 
radi" (1): to shine 
scr!ptum, -! n.: writings 
studium, -! n.: skill 
tenebrae, -%rum f.: darkness 
 

Digitum...ad font#s intend!: I have held out (intend!) a finger (digitum) to the sources (ad 
font#s); a paraphrase of Cicero D# 'r%t"re 1.203 

mea dicta obsc$rit%tis viti" lab"r%rent: my words may suffer from the defect of obscurity 
s!...acc#dent: if (my words) approach; the implied subject is mea dicta  
pri"ribus tu!s ac me!s scr!pt!s: to your earlier writings and my writings; dative with 

iugentur; as in 5.1, Foscarini is referring to the idea that Nogarola will disseminate this 
work 

ea s! ineptissima erunt: if they are most foolish; that is, if what Foscarini has written is 
most foolish 

tu" studi": by your skill; abl. of means with faci#s 
faci#s ingeni", virt$te, gl"ri% tu% esse dignissima: you will make it to be most worthy of 

your talent, virtue, and glory; ingeni", virt$te, and gl"ri% tu% are abl. with dignissima 
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quae t! semper velut" m"lit!s tub%rum clang&ribus s"c sacr"s !loqui"s 
ad nova proelia "nstr'cti&rem par%ti&remque offers, contr% m! 
quidem, qu" omnem me%rum c&git%ti&num summam legend& et 
e&dem, ut aiunt, sp"rit' scr"bend& convert" ut ostendam [216] quod 
senti& et d!fendam quod scr"bis, licet pl'ribus neg&ti&rum 
tempest%tibus et fl'ctibus undique iacter. Val!.

ai!, -, -: to say  
clangor, -!ris m.: blare, blast  
c!git"ti!, -!nis f.: thinking, thought 
contr" (+ acc.): against 
convert!, -ere, convert#, conversum: 
to turn; change direction in a march 
d$fend!, -ere, d$fend#, d$f$nsum: to 
defend; defend against 
$loquium, -# n.: eloquence; word  
fl%ctus, -%s m.: wave 
iact! (1): to throw  
#nstr%ctus, -a, -um: learned, skilled 
leg!, -ere, l$g#, l$ctum: to read 
licet (+ subj.): although 
neg!tium, -# n.: business 
offer!, offerre, obtul#, obl"tum: to 
offer 

ostend!, -ere, ostend#, ostentum: to 
show, present 
par"tus, -a, -um: prepared 
pl%s, pl%ris: more (comp. adj.) 
proelium, -# n.: battle 
sacer, -cra, -crum: holy, sacred 
scr#b!, -ere, scr#ps#, scr#ptum: to write 
senti!, -#re, s$ns#, s$nsum: to perceive; 
think 
sp#ritus, -%s m.: spirit 
summa, -ae f.: sum 
tempest"s, -t"tis f.: storm 
tuba, -ae f.: trumpet  
undique: from every side 
val$: goodbye 
velut#: just as

quae t$...offers: you who put yourself forward 
velut# m#lit$s tub"rum clang!ribus: just as soldiers to the blares of trumpets; implied that 

t$...offers also applies to this phrase; just as soldiers march forward to battles to the 
sound of trumpets, Nogarola marches forward to the sound of sacr#s $loqui#s  

qu#…convert#: I, who…have maneuvered; this verb is often used for military maneuvers 
pl%ribus neg!ti!rum tempest"tibus et fl%ctibus: by many storms and waves of my 

responsibilities; Foscarini is referring to his many responsibilities in public life as 
governor of Verona; tempest"tibus and fl%ctibus are abl. of means  
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GLOSSARY 

This glossary contains all the words that are not glossed in the running vocabulary. 
The words in this glossary are the 250 most commonly occurring words in Latin, 
drawn from the Dickinson College Commentaries Latin Core Vocabulary. We 
have also added the words “Adam” (!dam, !dae m.), “Eve” ("va, "vae f.), 
“woman” (mulier, mulieris f.) and “sin” (both as a verb, pecc# (1), and a noun, 
pecc$tum, -% n.), since these occur on almost every page of the text, and will likely 
be learned quickly by students. 

 
 
$/ab (+ abl.): by (agent); from 
ac: and 
accipi#, accipere, acc&p%, acceptum: to take 
ad (+ acc.): to, up to, towards; near to; in regards to 
!dam, !dae m.: Adam (declined only in the genitive) 
aliquis, aliquid: anyone/anything; someone/something 
alius, alia, aliud: other, another 
alter, altera, alterum: one (of two), the other, another 
am%cus, am%ca, am%cum: friendly; friend (as a substantive) 
am# (1): to love 
amor, am#ris m.: love 
animus, anim% m.: mind; intellect; soul 
annus, ann% m.: year 
apud (+ acc.): among; at the house of; in the presence of 
at: but 
atque: and; and moreover 
audi#, aud%re, aud%v%, aud%tum: to hear, listen 
aut: or; either...or (aut...aut) 
autem: but (postpositive); however; moreover 
bene: well 
bonus, bona, bonum: good 
caelum, cael% n.: heaven; the sky 
capi#, capere, c&p%, captum: to take, seize; grasp 
capitulum, capitul% n.: chapter 
caput, capitis n.: head 
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castra, castr!rum n.: military camp, fortress (pl.) 
causa, causae f.: cause; because of, for the sake of (caus" + gen.) 
c!g!, c!gere, co#g$, co"ctum: to compel 
c!nsilium, c!nsili$ n.: advice; planning; understanding, judgment 
corpus, corporis n.: body 
cr#d!, cr#dere, cr#did$, cr#ditum (+ dat.): believe; trust 
cum (+ abl.): with 
cum: when (+ indic.); since (+ subjunctive); although (+ subjunctive) 
d# (+ abl.): down; from; about, concerning 
d#be!, d#b#re, d#bu$, d#bitum: to owe; ought (+ inf.) 
deinde: then 
deus, de$ m.: god 
d$c!, d$cere, d$x$, dictum: to say 
di#s, di#$ m.: day 
d!, dare, ded$, datum: to give 
dolor, dol!ris m.: pain; grief 
dominus, domin$ m.: lord; master; owner 
d%c!, d%cere, d%x$, ductum: to lead; think, consider 
dum: while (+indic.); when (+ indic); until (+ subj.) 
duo, duae, duo: two 
d%rus, d%ra, d%rum: hard; harsh 
dux, ducis m.: leader, guide 
#/ex (+ abl.): out of; from 
ego, me$, mihi, m#, m#: I, my, me (first person pron.) 
enim: for, indeed (postpositive) 
e!, $re, $vi(i$), itum: to go 
erg!: therefore 
et: and; even; also; even; both ... and (et … et) 
etiam: even; also, in addition 
&va, &vae f.: Eve 
faci!, facere, f#c$, factum: to do, make 
fer!, ferre, tul$, l"tum: to carry; take; endure 
ferus, fera, ferum: wild 
fid#s, fide$ f.: faith 
f$!, fier$, factus sum: to be made, be done; become; happen 
genus, generis n.: origin; race, kind; type; family, descent 
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ger!, gerere, gess$, gestum: to carry; carry on; to indulge (m!rem gerere); to 
carry oneself, behave (s# gerere) 
gravis, grave: heavy; serious; important 
habe!, hab#re, habu$, habitum: to have, hold, consider 
h$c: here 
hic, haec, hoc: this; these 
hom!, hominis m.: person; man 
hostis, hostis m.: enemy 
$dem, eadem, idem: the same (person or thing) 
ignis, ignis m.: fire 
ille, illa, illud: that; those  
in (+ abl.): in, on 
in (+ acc.): into; onto 
inquam, -, -: to say (inquit is 3rd/sg.) 
inter (+ acc.): between 
ipse, ipsa, ipsum: himself/herself/itself 
is, ea, id: he/she/it/they (third person pronoun) 
iste, ista, istud: that, that of yours 
ita: thus, so; in such a way; therefore 
iube!, iub#re, iuss$, iussum: to order, command 
labor, laboris m.: effort, labor; suffering, hardship 
levis, leve: light, thin, trivial 
l$ber, l$bera, l$berum: free 
licet: it is permitted (+ inf.); although (+ subj.) 
longus, longa, longum: long 
magis: more; more-so (adv.) 
magnus, magna, magnum: large, great; powerful; big 
malus, mala, malum: bad, evil 
manus, man%s f.: hand 
mare, maris n.: sea 
m"ter, m"tris f.: mother 
medius, media, medium: middle 
m#ns, mentis f.: mind; reason, judgement 
meus, mea, meum: my  
m$les, m$litis m.: soldier 
mitt!, mittere, m$s$, missum: to send 
modo: only (adv.) 
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modus, -$ m.: manner, way, method; measure, size; limit 
mors, mortis f.: death 
m!s, m!ris m.: custom; character (pl.); to indulge (m!rem gerere) 
move!, mov#re, m!v$, m!tum: to move, set in motion 
mulier, mulieris f.: woman; wife 
multus, multa, multum: much, many 
nam: for; because 
n"t%ra, n"t%rae f.: nature 
n"tus, nat$ m.: son; child; children (pl.) 
n#: not; that not (negation with subjunctives) 
nec/neque: nor; and not 
nihil n.: nothing 
nisi: if not; except, unless 
n!men, n!minis n.: name 
n!n: not; no 
n!s, nostr$/nostrum, n!b$s, n!s, n!b$s: we, us 
noster, nostra, nostrum: our 
novus, nova,  novum: new 
n%llus, n%lla, n%llum: no, none, not any 
nunc: now 
oculus, ocul$ m.: eye 
omnis, omne: each, every; all (pl.) 
!s, !ris n.: mouth 
par#ns, parentis: parent 
par!, par"re, par"v$, par"tum: to prepare; supply; produce 
pars, partis f.: part; party, faction (sg. or pl.) 
parum: too/very little, not enough (adv.) 
parvus, parva, parvum: small, little 
pater, patris m.: father 
patior, pat$, passus sum: to suffer; allow; undergo, endure 
pecc"tum, -$ n.: sin 
pecc!, pecc"re, pecc"v$, pecc"tum: to sin 
per (+ acc.): through (space); during (time); by, by means of 
poena, -ae f.: penalty; punishment 
p!n!, p!nere, posu$, positum: to put 
populus, popul$ m.: people; nation 
possum, posse, potu$: to be able, can 
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post (+ acc.): behind (space), after (time) 
post: behind, afterwards, after (adv.) 
pr$mus, pr$ma, pr$mum: first 
pr! (+ abl.): on behalf of; before; in instead of 
puer, puer$ m.: boy 
pulcher, pulchra, pulchrum: beautiful; noble 
put!, put"re, put"v$, put"tum: to think 
quam: than (after comparative); how 
-que: and (enclitic) 
qu$, quae, quod: who, which, that (rel. pron.) 
quia: since, because; that (starting a noun clause) 
qu$dam, quaedam, quoddam: a certain person/thing 
quidem: indeed, certainly (postpositive) 
quis, quid: who, what 
quisquis, quidquid: whoever; whatever 
quod: because; the fact that (starting a noun clause); that 
quoque: too, also 
relinqu!, relinquere, rel$qu$, relictum: to leave behind, abandon 
r#s, re$ f.: thing 
scelus, sceleris n.: crime; sin 
sci!, sc$re, sc$v$, sc$tum: to know, understand 
sed: but 
semper: always 
sequor, sequ$, sec%tus sum: to follow 
s$: if 
s$c: thus, so; as follows; in another way 
sine (+ abl.): without 
sole!, sol#re, solitus sum: to become accustomed to, to usually do (something) 
s!lum: alone (adv.) 
s!lus, s!la, s!lum: alone; sole; only 
sp#s, spe$ f.: hope 
st!, st"re, stet$, st"tum: stand 
sub (+ abl.): under 
-, su$, sibi, s#, s#: himself, herself, itself, themselves (refl. pron.) 
sum, esse, fu$, fut%rum: to be; to exist 
suus, sua, suum: his (own), her (own), its (own); (pl.) their (own) 
t"lis, t"le: such; of such a sort 
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tamen: yet, nevertheless 
tantum: only (adv.) 
tantus, tanta, tantum: of such size; so great, so much 
tempus, temporis n.: time; season; age 
tene!, ten#re, tenu$, tentum: to hold 
terra, terrae f.: land, ground 
time!, tim#re, timu$, -: to fear 
t!tus, t!ta, t!tum: whole, all 
t%, tu$, tibi, t#, t#: you 
tum: then, next; besides; at that time; both … and (tum … tum) 
tunc: then, at that time 
tuus, tua, tuum: your (sg.) 
ubi: where; when 
%nus, %na, %num: one 
ut: to, in order to (+ subj.); how, when, as (+ indic.) 
uter, utra, utrum: which (of two), either 
vel: or; either … or (vel … vel) 
veni!, ven$re, v#n$, ventum: to come 
verbum, verb$ n.: word; a saying 
via, viae f.: way; journey 
vide!, vid#re, v$d$, v$sum: to see; to seem (pass.) 
vir, vir$ m.: man; husband 
virt%s, virt%tis f.: excellence; strength; power 
v$s, v$s f.: force; strength (pl.) 
v$ta, v$tae f.: life 
v$v!, v$vere, v$x$, v$ctum: to live 
voc!, voc"re, voc"v$, voc"tum: to call, summon; name; call upon 
vol!, velle, volu$, -: to wish, want; be willing, will; intend 
v!s, vestr$/vestrum, v!b$s, v!s, v!b$s: you (plural) 
v!x, v!cis f.: voice 
vultus, vult%s m.: face, expression 


